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JOINT UNDPIWORLD BANK

ENERGY SECTOR MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE lPROGRAMME (ESMAI)

PURPOSE

The Joint UNDP/World B3nk Energy Sector Management Assistance Programme (ESMAP) was launched in 1983
to complement the Energy Assessment Progamnre which had been established three years earlier. An intenational
Commission was convened in 1990 to address the creation of ESMAP's role in the Nineties. It concluded that the
Programme had a crucial part to play over the next decade in assisting the developing countries to better manage
their energy sectors given that the supply of energy at reasonable prices is a critical terminant of the pace and
magnitude of the growth process. The Commission's recommendations received broad endorsement at the
Novembec 1990 ESMAP Annual Meeting. Today, ESMAP is carrying out energy assessments, preinvestment and
prefeasibiity activities and is providing institutional and policy advice. The program aims to strengthen the impact
of bilat ad multilateral resources and private sector investment through providing technical assistance to the
energy sector of developimgcountries. The findingsand recommendations emerging fromESMAP activitiesprovide
govetmnents, donors, and potential investors with the information needed to identify economically and
environmentally sound energy projects and to accelerate their preparation and implementation.

ESMAP's operational activities are managed by two Divisions within the Industry and Energy Department at the
World Bank and an ESMAP Secretariat.

* The Programme's activities are governed by the ESMAP Consultative Group which consists of its co-
sponsors, the UNDP and the World Bank, the governmerts which provide financial support and representatives of
the recipients of its assistance. The Chairman of the Growp is the World Bank's Vice President, Sector Policy and
Research. He is assisted by a Secretariat headed by the Group's Executive Secretary who is also responsible for
relations with the donors and securing funling for the Programme's activities. The Secretariat also gives support
and advice to a Technical Advisory Group of independent energy experts which meets periodically to review and
scrutinize the Programme's strategic agenda, its work program and other issues related to ESMAP's functioning.

* The ESMAP Strategy and Programs Division is responsible for advising on which countries should receive
ESMAP assistance, preparing relevant ESMAP progams of technical assistance to these countries and supports the
Secretariat on funding issues. It also carries out broadly based studies such as energy assessments.

* The ESMAP Operations Division is responsible for the detailed design and implementation of tasks
consisting mainly of sub-sectoral strategy formulation, preinvestment work, institutional studies, technical assistance
and training within the fanmework of overall ESMAP country assistance programs.

The ESMAP represents a cooperative international effort supported by the World Bank, the United Nations
Development Programnune and other United Nations agencies, the European Community, Organization of American
States (OAS), Latin American Energy Organization (OLADE), and a number of countries including Australia,
Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Germany, Finland, France, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, New
Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and the United States.

FURT_HER INFORMATION

For further information or copies of completed ESMAP reports, contact:

Office of the Director OR The Executive Secretary
Industry and Energy Department ESMAP Consultative Group
The World Bank The World Bank
1818 H Steet N.W. 1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433 Washington, D.C. 20433
U.S.A. U.S.A.
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ABSTRACF

Rwanda has a fairly limitd endowment of enegy resources In the form of fielwood,
hydrpower, and metae gas (the latter being still virtly undeveoped). With die prn energy

demand chaetics, population density and growth, and the landlocked position and topography of

tie couny, the resources are either subject to depletion or are quite osty to prduce and supply. A

dominant shwe of energy (alnost 90%) is supplied from bloma (woodfuds and crop residues) and

households ae the main consumers of energy (close to 90%). Approximaly 80% of commercial energy

i8 imported, preempting 35-40% of the country's forel exdang eaing. Given the above profle,

the principal direction of the country's effotts in the ener sector shoud be directed towards Increasing

the efficiency of production and utRilization of energy, In order to minimize its cost to the economy and

to reduce the imbalance between consumption and sustaable supply of woodfuels.

The main recommendations of the Report are that:

i) fithe existing proposals for energy pricing and taxation policies for woodfuels be
Implemented, and the price level and structure for petroleum products and electricity be
reviewed and subsequently adjusted, in order to give the users appropriate signals as to

the economic cost of the energy they consume, taking also into consideraion other
objectives in the specific Rwandan context (financial, equity, fiscal, balance of

paymes);

Ii) the role of the Dlirctorate of Energy concering petroleum and household energy matters

be expanded, (while at the same time aknowledging the role and responsibilities of
ELECrROGAZ in the electricity subsector), by lmproving planning methodologies and
the operations of energy supply instiutons, and by relevant manpower development;

(iii) high priority be given to the preaaidon and implementtion of studies and ongoing pilot
projects (particulaly related to woodfuels, but ao in the petroleum and electricity
subsectors) aimed at improving efficiency of energy production and end-uses;

(iv) the technical, economic and institutional prerequisites for commercial development of

methane gas from Lake Kivu be established and a phased, least-cost development
designed to attract private seor participation be adopted; and

(v) tie completion of the Power Mser Plan which under preparation be accelerated so that
major generation investments be undertaken on the basis of that Plan.



ACRONYMS & AREVZATIONS

BUFMAR Burau des For_aon MOdcales Agrids de Rwanda
BUNEP SociftE National dEtudu do Projets
CARE INTERNATIONAL U.S. reief scitin
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CURRENCY EQUIVAIENIS

Rwanda Franc (RF) = US$0.013 (June 1988)
Rwanda Franc 75= US$1.00

MEASUREbET

Bbl Barrel of oil 0.15899 cubic meter = 42 US gallons
BTU British Termal Unit 0.252 kilocalories = 1.055 ki
GWh Gigawatt-hour 1,000,000 kilowatt-hours (kWh)
k kilo 1,000
kcal 3.968 BTU 4.19 x 10rMJ
km kilometer 1,000 metes; 0.62 miles
kV kPovolt 1,000 volts
kWh l'Uwatt hours 1.000 Watt hours
i' cvubic meter 1.307 cubic yards
MJ megajoules lGJ = 10UkJ
mmBTU million BTU
MVA megavolt ampere 1,000 kilowatt amperes
MW megawatt 1,000 kilowatts; 1,000 kW
MV/lI megawatt hour 1,000 kilowatt hours = 860,000 kcal = 0.248 TOE at

34% efficiency in thermal (oil) generation
TOE Tons of Oil Equivalent 10.2 million kcal = 40.5 million BTU = 42.5 GJ
t metric tons 1,000 kilograms; 2,204.6 pounds
lb pound
stbre eucalyptus wood 450 kg

pine wood 300kg
liii' solid eucalyptus 900 kg

solid pine 750 kg
Nm' Normal Cubic meter In'f at O0Centigrade and at I atnosphere
I liter 1.057 quats Oiquid)
HV High voltage
MV Medium voltage
LV Low voltage



ENERGY CONVERON FACTORS

Fudl0 GI lMIOuAit fhyslcal unitsrTOE

Liquid f&els (tons): Crud9 eol 42.7 1.00
LPG 45.2 0.94
Kerose 43.1 0.99
Jet fuel 43.5 0.98
Gasoline 44.0 0.97
Gasoil 42.7 1.00
Industial diesel oil 42.3 1.01
Fuel oil 41.0 1.04

Medtme 33.5
Electricity (MWh) 3.6 (per def.) 4.0
Fuelwood (ton) 16W1 2.91
Charcoal (ton) 30 &/ 1.46

,I AiF-dried wood, 15% moisture content wet basis (m.c.wb.).

ISCAL YEAR

Jumary 1 - December 31

This report is based on the findings of an energy assessment mission which visited
Rwanda in June 1988. The mission comprised R. Broadfield (Mission Leader), T.
Holtedah1 (Report Coordinator), K. Mikitin (Power Sector CoordinatorlAdviser), M.
Patou (Consultant, Petroleum Specialist), L. Alston (Consulta, Power Engineer), P.
Millan (Power Planne. iEconomist), P. Moulin (Consultant, Methane Gas Specialist), J.R.
Mercier (Consultant, Household/Woodfuel Ener"y Specialist), P.R.S. Koulen
(Consultant, New and Renewable Energy Specialist). R. van der Plas (Household Eneigy
Specialist) assisted in editing the chapter on blomass/household energy.
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SUMMARY AND PRINCIPAL RECOMMNDATIONS

1. h.e objectives of this assessment ar to valuat Rwanda's onerg position, espeially its

energy reouces and developmen options, and to suggest priorities amog the actions that might be taken

in the sector by the Government d externa donors. The present eport fbllows an energy assessment

completed in 1982 (Report No. 3779 RW), and an activity aompleton report in 1984 (No. 017184).

Although the stureb of the enery str is basically the ame as when the first wse carried

out, the present evauadon Is a elf-conaied review of the basic issues and options as seen nearly a

decade lat.

2. The main mission for this took plce in June 1988 and the draft report for the

Government was completed in September 1989. Due to a vadety of cr a , discsions of the

document with the Governme were delayed. By the time these discusions took plac in May/June

1991, Rwanda had embaked on an ambitiou maco-econmic and sector adjustment progam. Ihe

report incorporates some of the recent devopme. Alhou most of tho data bave not been updated,

many of the issues remain the same. It was thwefore decided to make the report availabe to a wider

udience whout fuer delays. A finher update will be undetaken during the prepaation of a possible

World Bank energy secr credit for Rwanda in the nea fiue.

3. Rwanda is a small, low income, densely-opulated, lanlked coury, and it prip

eergy roblems ae relatd to these raciics. Most Rwandans use wood and agricultural

by-products for cooking and other basic enrgy needs. The high population denky is making fuelwood

increasingly scawe and puts reforestaion efor in competition for nd with agricultural production.

he couny is dependent on overland traspor routes crossing other couonies for almost all of ius

im , including oil. As a result, the country faces two man difficulties with rese to poleum

products: high coss and necuity of supply. Since Rwanda's borders tend to follow major waterways,

its major bydreectric resources are found along lts bounaries and thus their developmen reqir

interatio _enh. Rwandas electric power grid is connected with ose of Zaire and Burwdi

tbou two schemes from which all three ountries draw power. The only known hydrocabon reuces

are the larg quanies of methane gas diolvod in the lower depths of Lakehiu, which is hated by

Rwanda and Zaire nd which is vi y undeveloped.

4. Tne scty of technica and managemet sis affects the prospec for developing the

country's enery resources, but it also reduces the scope for effective policy-making and the plannig and

opeations of eergy prducing, markeing, and consuming tiutions.



S. h enu saton in Rwandas caactezed by a high feliance on three sources of
enery: woodfuels, agricul by-products, and import petroleum products. Firewood and charcoal
combined meet mote than 80% of the country's energy needs and the two other energy sources, close
to 9% each. Hydropower, which dominates the public sector energy investment program, covers only
around 1% of totl energy requirements. Final energy consumtion, totalling some 1.1 million TOE
(tons of oil equivalent) or app ay 170 kgoe per capita is low, as is commercial energy
consumption, at 16 kgoe per capita. ITis can be explained by the low level of income, by retot ively high
petroleum prices and high connection costs for dectricity, by the dominance of subsistenc, 4griculture
in the economy ad the small size of the industrial sector.

6. lhe conuion of commercial energy grew at an average annual rate of about 10% over
the period 198047, i.e. around 10% for petroleum products and 9% per annum for elecricity.
Approximately 80% of commercial energy is imported and accunt for an average of 18% of merchan-
dise imports during the period 1983-87. Per capita consumption of electricity was 16 kWh in 1987, one
of the lowest levels in Sub-Saharan Africa.

FINAL EIERY COSUWTIOU, 1987

Thousand TOE Percent

Fuelwood 874.0 78.7
AgrIcultural by-products 100.0 9.0
Charcoal 30.4 2.7
poat 0.5 0.0
Petroleu products 97.4 8.8
Electricity 8.9 0.8

Total 1,111.2 100.0

Soure: see Table 1.2.

7. Rwanda appears to have a certain, but fairly limited, endowment of energy resources
primarily fiielwood, hydro-power, and methane gas) but with the present demand characteristics,
population density and increase, and the landlocked position and topography of the country, the resources
are either under the pressure of potential depletion or are relatively costly to produce and supply.

8. gWoodfels ad crop residues. The tree cover totals some 665,000 ha or 25% of the
country's tot land area. This incluJes natural forests with savannahs (the bulk), forest domains, village
and private plantations, as well as scattered farm trees. An estimated 9S% of wood production is for
domestic energy consumption in the form of fuelwood and charcoal. Some 85% of woodfuels is used
directy as firewood, the rest being converted to charcoal. Data related to forestry and woodfuels are
poor but the country is probably depleting its forest resources on a national level, and for certain areas
there are quite sgnificant imbalances between wood consumption and sustainable supply. High
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populaion densiy and dependence on woodfuels for ener needs are deteming factors. Chacoal,

which b rsource-intensive in production as well as in use, is to a signiffcwnt extent mponsible fbr tie

d o n that has taken place in certain parts of the country.

9. Pee and ft=. For peat, estimates vary significantly, but proven reserves are at a

minimum 5 million tons. Papyrus swamps cover some 23,000 ha of land. I)ue to their relative

abundance, both peat and papyrus are being inestigated as possible substitute fuel fr the indutri and

household setors. lhe viability of these resources as fuels on any significant scale is at present highly

uncertain for a variety of reasons, however, including the extent and the location of the resources in

relation to main centers of consumption, cost of production and traportation, their practicality in use,

and the potential environmental damage from large-scale exploitation.

10. 1 1MOM. Because of mountaino terrain and abundant rainfall

(1,2501,500 dmyear), there should be a significant potential for generation of electricity by small

hydmelectric generating stations in the numerous, steep, fast-flowing rivers and stb %ms. However, these

sites are costly to develop because of the small capacity and the topography which prevents the

consuction of resevoirs to store water from the high flow seasons for use during the dry seasons. Total

hydro-power potential is esmated to be about 150 MW. Present domestic grid-onnected generaing

filities include four hydrodectric plants with a total installed capacity of 26.5 MW (plus four diesel

plan with total power of 3.6 MW on stby or out of service). Rwavna has imported power since

1977 from Zaire's Ruzizi I plant but in a steadily decreasing proportion to total energy supplied to the

network (1987: 15%). Contactual arrangements with Zaire allow Rwanda to import about double the

energy taken in 1987, but the couty has preferred to maximize the use of its domestic power plants,

a policy which over time has had a negative effect on its hydrological resources (lake levels). Beginning

in 1989, the operation of the Ruzizi n plant, of which Rwanda owns one third has reduced import

requirement, which will be fiuther reduced by the installation of the plant's third 13.3 MW unit aromund

1995. Leat cost power generation development is, pending the outcome of a planned power master plan

study by the end of '92, most likely to be rdated to regional project for regional markets.

11. Hdoabn. The country has no proven crude oil reseves and all liquid fuel products

bave to be imported at high costs. Together with Zaire, however, Rwanda has a unique energy (and

petrochemical fdock) resource in the form of methane gas dissolved in the deep waters of Lake Kivu

which straddles the border of the two counries Recoverable reserves amount to some 50 billion Nm3,

equivalent to about 40 million TOE. A pilot extraction plan was built in 1963. A series of studies on

technical, safety and economic aspects have been carried out and clearly indicate the possibility of

producing gas for use as a fuel, but present esmated development costs are high. Further studies based

on better adapted tecbnologies and small scale opetions are still required to firmly establish the rea

pottal of the gas as an eng resource for Rwanda, at a competitive cost &nd on any significant scale.

12. New and nMeab sources of nrgy. Despite a relatively promising environment and

bigh conventional energy costs, new and renewable energy technologies have had limited application and

altenasve energ sources are not likely to provide substitutes for traditional or modern energy sources

on any significant scale in the mid-term fiuture. Most options are non-economic at present day



technologies d Intenadonale prics. Photo-voltaic and micro-hydro systems would appea,
howsr, to offer a tlitd po il In Isolated areas.

13. In the face of the eer rouree constain, the Govenment's declared eney policy
pla emphbis on: M ene sf-suffiiency; (i) regnration and expansion of the potential for
fuelwood production; (fi) Improved efficiency In the production of charoo and the use of woodfuels;
(tv) identification of alteave compeve soes of energy such as peat, bioga, etc.; and (v)
etending dectticiy supplies to ural aras and to cottage Industries, and a policy of affordable tariffs.
As shown by major hinreases in dectricity prices In 1991, the Govenment is paying increasing atention
to apprpiate nergy pdcing, expeing the economic cost of supply md constut the most impott
policy ument for effective demand management.

14. Presen ndm. o fimid and chacoa do not reflect economic costs, and efficiency in
the use of woodfies and the production of charl is not promoted under the presen system. Prices
of both fuels are basically madete . The Government intvenes by setting a sumpage fee for
wood origatig in public forests, but the official price is hardly ever enforced, most of the otanctions
tkng place at muc lower prices. The market prices for wood are also below the cost of wood from
most types of planttons reflectig, Inter alia, low purcaing power of consumers relyir on fuelwood
for cooking, limitd markets for commeral fuelwood as well as for higher value uses of wood, and
supply from sourc where the totl cost of the wood is not filly perceived by the supplier.

15. Electitaiff in effect until June 1991 were approved in January 1988, replacing tariff
that had existed si ce 1981. The rate change in 1988 represented an average decrease of 14% instead
of the increasoof 15 recomed by consultants, who examined primarily the financial need for me
adJusm That change put rates for low voltage users at about 40% below their estimated economic
cost, while medium voltage users pay a prioe closer tO the real cost. There are no lifeline rates for
low-income consumers and the connection charges are very higb. Thus, the level is too low both in
economic tem and for the utility to meet its financW objectives, and at the same time lacks a deliberate
soial proflle. The Government has decided to gradually remedy this situation. As a first step, it has

wnoud tlat in July '91 tariffs wil be Increased by 50%.

16. 'he prices of getroleum rducts are only partly controlled by the Government: for
gasolie nd automotive diesel a maximum selling price is set but for other products prices are not
controlled. he Govenmens petroleum price policy is to keep the selling price of the main products
constant in nominal tm while adWting the level of taxation to account for changes in the CIF cost.
Maimm price had not changed since 1981 and therefore still reflect record level intenaTbonal market

pdoes at dt official exchange rate (but In real terms, they are reduced by inflation and the over-valuation
of the Rwda Franc). In November 1990, following the devaluation of the Rwanda Franc, petroleum
pries wore rased consieably (the now price of gasoline is now approximately US$1 per liter). Import
duties ad aion vary considerbly for different types of products, being relatively high for gasoline
and disel, and low for keosen and fuel oil. There are several indications that the present taxation and
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prico s re/lovel may not be optimal from an efficicy poin of view, nor from nacia, equity ad

other o tions: ty bave been the main elemens behind rapidly incrig con on,

cadste impors from neighboring countries, possible unwand substitution effect, and bigh

wholsaler maris on producta that ar less heavily taxed.

17. h nle Directorate of EnerW in MNITRAPE (nidste des Travux

Publics et de l'Energie) has the lead role in formulating sector policy and deveopment stegy, prepag

and applying er legislation, executing studies, wpervising projects, and maintaining sector statistis.

lhe Direcate's kwledge of the energy sector i Incomplete, hower, a k do no monito-nr is

volved in strategic issues related to-the peroleum sectr. Furthermore, no one govenmen i uo

bas an idepth undeading of bothk fuelwood supply and dei and questions, which reduces the

possibilti of applying an integd approach to woodfel efficiency and substitution issues, as well as

to overall enrgy sector issues, in view of the dominati role of woodfels In the energy pkture.

Projects to be retained in the country's development plan are sdected on the basis of thei coherence with

both national and sector objectives. At present, however, economic viabiity is not given sufficient

weight in project selection, which means that decisions in the energy secor may easily be suboptimal.

This reflect, int alia, the lack of economiss and fic experts in the Directorate and the need for

key pesonnel to receiv training to improve anaytical skills and unesd of gely accepted

project analysis methodologies and energy planning isses. More ly, however, it likely can

be explined by generous support among donors. Finally, at the energy sector and subsector levels, the

enviro l impacts associated with enr development need to be instiionalized an systtcally

integrad into the evaluation of production and use of energy. These impacts relate in parcuda to

fuelwood, charcoal and methane gas from Lake Kivu.

18. On a subsector level, the main shortcomings are related to:

(a) in W oand household eMMrn =:

(i) the previously indicated gaps in the mangement of woodfiiels issues and the

household enegy area and the need for better coordination of donor activities
related to programs and projects in these areas;

0() the unctines concerning data on tradidonal fuels hampeing efficien planing
and implementaton of nuWal energy supply and conservation measures;

Cifi) the shortge of fostry engineers d technicias;

(b) in e suM or:

(i) a situation where the Government's petroleum policy is formulated and
Implemented with little or no involvement from the institutions dealing with

enery mates;
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Ii) the system of authorized carriers wih a tank fleet for tanspoft of p _elem

products from or through neighboring enutries and the pot$cy of reatd

transpot tiffs, both of which lead to inefficiencies and hig costs;

(iii) the limitaions related to the present system of monitoing oil prices on te

intraonal market;

(iv) the lack of a contingency plan to deal with potenti supply intrions in

petroleum products;

(v) theunresolved technical, economiclflnancial, and legalrmsitutioia Issues rae

to the viability of developing the Lake Kivu mehane gas on a scale reflecting the

potential of the resource and the energy requirements of the cowy;

(c) in *8 pg= su r:

Qt) tue lack of criteria for aseing the economic cost of self-reliance with respect

to electric power generation versus regional imporb, including the cost of lower

lake levels by operatig domestic power plants above their rated capaciy. Ihis

will be largely corrected by a Power Master Plan which is under prepamtion to

serve as a basis for a least cost investment plan for the subsector;

(i) the shortcomings with respect to analysis and evaluation of rur electrification

projects leading to uneconomic network extensions;

(iii) the limited operational and financW autonomy or commercW profile of the

electricity utility, ELECMROGAZ, and its limited involvement in aspects related

to planning and execution of investments for generation and transmission;

(iv) the limited mnmber of qualified technical staff in ELECTROGAZ, especialy in

the areas of planning and maintenance.

19. Public investnts in the energy sector have in the past been dominated by projects in

the power subsecto} and this situation is expected to remain. In the absence of results of the Power

Master Plan stdy, MINITRAPE has prepared an interim investment plan for the power subsector

totalling US$ 227 million (1987 prices) mainly for the period 19899-93, reflecting two goveramental

objectives: independence from power imports, and extension of the network to rural areas. Without the

outcome of the Master Plan, particularly Its rigorously established demand projections and price analysis,

decisions can easily be made that are sub-optimal. Careful selection of investments is also necssary

beue of resour constraints. The investment plan shows that the most cost-effeive now source of

pply for Rwanda is the installation of the third unit of Ruzizi II. Demand projections show that it is
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unlikely that any new goneaion capaity will be needed before 1995 if Rwanda takes advange of the

surplus power in the regional interconnected network. Early completion of the Master Plan wll sti
allow sufficient time to optimize investments for the demand beyond 1995.

MU Reomndd

20. Since Rwandas endowment of energy resources is limited and costly to develop, the main

direction of the country's efforts in the energy sector should be to increase the efficiency of production

and utilization of energy so as to keep the costs of energy to the economy in check and to reduce the
imbalance between consumption and sustainable supply of woodfuels. At the institutional level, this

requires strengthening the capabilities of MIN1TRAPE and more specifically its Energy Directorate, and
of ELECMROGAZ, the public power, water and gas utility. The stagy also would apply to the

Forestry Department of the Ministry of Agriculture, which is concerned with the supply of woodfuel
resources. At the resource level, it would entail protecting the existing sources of woodfuels and

attempting to increase the sustainable supply, as well as increasing end-use efficiency of energy resources

in general. It would also involve determined efforts to substitute energy imports wherever economically
feasible, possibly through developing the methane gas reserve in Lake Kivu.

21. 'he most pressing issues which the Rwandan authorities should address concem policies,

studies and institutions. Public investments are relevant mainly in the areas of electric power and
(possibly) methane gas development, but their scope and timing depend on the outcome of studies yet to

be completed.

Policies and Institutional Measures

22. The Government should review or impletnent already reviewed eern gricing policies

in all main subsectors. It is important to identify interfuel substitution options and consider closely the
potenial effects, including enviroment impacts, of specific recommendations.

(a) Qn woodfelL the Govermnent should implement the fuelwood price policy proposed by

the Forestry Directorate. Tbis proposal implies replacing the present uniform stumpage
fee of RF 400/stere by a range of prices from RF 150-700/stbre, depending on tree
category and location of plantations. The proposal has been reviewed by the World Bank
in the course of its Second Integrated Forestry Project with certain modifications (e.g.,
increasing the allowance for transport costs). Furthermore, the dual charcoal taxation
proposal in the form of a tax on marketed charcoal should be adopted: this tax would

be lower for, and should thereby encourage the use of, improved carbonization
techniques. The objective is also to increase end-use efficiency and augment the revenues

of the rural communes. The implementation of the proposals needs to be accompanied
by awareness and publicity campaigns, and by the strengthening of the Forestry Direc-
torate to improve enforcement.
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(b) F a study should be carried out on taxaton and pricing, gin due
consideration tO the economic cost both In absolute and rative tem. 'Me level and

structure should be reviewed given the impact of exchange rate adjustments and the need

to: (a) limit inefficient consumption of imported products for economic, especily

balance of payments, reasons; (b) reduce clandestine Imports from neighboring countrias;

(e) consider the fscal revenue potential of petroleum taxes; (d) consider sWbstittion

efec between petroleum products and vis-&-vis other fuel sources (e.g., wood and

deforesion aspects); and (e) evaluate to which extent intended beneficiaries actually
derive the advantage of lower taxes (e.g., on keroe). Wiout necessarily awating
the results of the petroleum pricing study, the Govenment should deregulate Ihe

trsportation tariffs for petroleum products from neighboring countries, in order to spur

efficiency and lower costs. A comprehensive approach to the pricing and axation Isu
would call for collaboration between the Energy Directorate and the agencies responsible

for macro-economic decision making.

(c) X eirit, the tariff structure should be amended to better reflect the economic costs

of supply for each category of service and eliminae consumer subsidies. Equity

considerations and the financial needs of a restructured, aonomous public utility should
also be reflected in the new tariff stucure. Subsidized tariffs should not be used as par

of a policy of promotng conversion of industrW boilers to dectricity in cases where the

conversions are not waranted on economic grounds. Long run marginal costs (1990
figures, before devaluation) have been preliminay esmat at US$0.15/kWh for

medium voltage conumption (*te present average tariff is US$0.13 and US$0.10 for
capacities below and above 100 kW, respectively) and US$0.18/kWh for low voltage
consumption (the present low voltage rate is US$0.11). The above calculations were
carried out prior to the recent macr-eonomic adjustments, and would need to be

updated. More rigorously established figures will, in any case, result from the

fCrth,-ming Power Master Plan.

23. Other golcy reeommendations are as follows:

Ihe petolem s

(a) The transport system should be deregulated by abolishing the practice of authorized
carriers for the intemational transportion of petroleum products.

(b) A contingency plan for the utilization and replenishment of petroleum buffer stocks in

case of possible interruptions in urface transportation should be developed, and a policy
should be defined for financing not only the petroleum products to be stored In the

recently completed depots but also futre extensions of the buffer stocks.



(a) A eectrification policy should be developed that weighs all least cost supply OPt

and ensures that ail projecs and exensions awe justified on a cae by c8s bme iW by

systemaic and rigorous socionomic evaluatios.

(b) Lower-cost design stdards for power distibution should be adopted. Donors soud

be approached to fund pilot low-cost distribution schemes to test the apprpritene and

viability of such an approach. Related to this is the need to adopt a new policy of

connection charges which spreads over time the ni cost of connection borne by the

consumer.

Enegx and Envm eum

The National Environment Strategy and the Environmental Action Plan which the

Government has decided to prepare will produce guidelines for environmental proteton

an environmental mangement. These guidelines should be adopted In all matters

relaed to energy development to ensure at environmn impacts are syemically

taken into consideration as part of project preparations. This has particular relevance in

the case of forest exploitaion, hydropower project, peat and papyrus exploitation, and

methane gs extractlon and tsportation frm Lake Klu. To put this It effect the

Government should consider assigning the responsibility for this to the Planning Unit

within the Directorate of Energy and identiy traiing requirements. Close liaison wUI

be needed with the institution which will have the overall responsibility for ol

prottion nd mnagement.

24. auin

(a) The Government should strengthen its ability to set and supervise energy policies, to

develop adequate information and skills for the analysis of interfuel substitution possibili-

ties, and to prepare and aaWyze energy projects by:

(i) instituting comprehensive sector planning and monitoring in the Direcorate of

Energy of MINITRAPE (concentrating on non-eectricity subsectors), the

responsibility of which should be expanded to cover: (a) the formulation and fol-

low-up of petroleum policy and closer monitorig of the development in the

intrmational and national petroleum markets, in cooperation wih the other

ministries concerned, and (b) the monitoring of household energy isues, in coop-

eration with the Forestry Department; as an altenative to creating a new unit,

the New and Renewable Energy Division within DGE should be strengthened and

given the additional responsibility of monitoring household energy mats, mak-

ing policy proposals, initiating and supervising projects, and coordinatui donor

activities;



Di) instiuting a more rigorous approach to the selection of ener project by
subjecting them to generally acknowledged tests of economic and finnal
viability;

Oii) developing the analytical skills of key pesoMnel in the Direct of Energy
through training in energy planning and project analysi, d recruiting
economists and financlal specialistk to supplement mainy technicadly oriented
staff.

(b) Assistance, initiated under Swiss Cooperation, to strengthen the Directre of Foresty
should be continued and expanded by increasing the number of qualified foresty staff in
order that DGF may respond to the challenges in the traditiona energ subsecOor, such
as the implementation of large scale forestry development and conservation policy, and
by developing the skills necessary for implemening the pricing and taxation reforms
related to woodfuels mentioned earlier.

(c) ELECTROGAZ should:

.1) be restructured as a self-reliant public utility which can renew, expand, maintain,
and operate its installations according to the national soctoeconomic famework
established by the Government of Rwanda and the objectives established in the
"Contract Plan" which will be signed between Electrogaz and the Govemet
of Rwanda. Electrogaz should achieve commercial and financial peorman
objectives in accordance with commonly accepted udlity practice and as outlined

in the "Contract Plan", including managing separate finmcial and commercial
accounts for its electricity, water and gas operations;

(ii) take over the responsibility from MINITRAPE for planning and implementtion
within the subsector (including generation and tramsmission projects); and

(iii) prepare a human resource development plan aimed at filting the more immdhite
staff needs, e.g., for maintenance, but also at providing the utility with adequate
competent staff as a restructured enterprise.

(d) Together with the Zairian authorities and with the assistance of legal experts, the
Government should determine the legal and institutional framework necessary for
promoting the methane gas resource in Lake Kivu. Decisions in this area will be closely
related to the outcome of further studies of technical, market and economic aspects. The
World Bank may provide technical assistance to the two Governments to determine
possible future courses of action.
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25. SWuIGs Ed Pilot Proect

lIbe biomas and hohsAhod MMsubsetor,

(a) A national survey of the supply and demnd of traditional fuels should be conducted to

enable the authorities to obtain a firer basis for planing rnur enery supply ad

conservation measures.

(b) The ongoing household engy pilot project on Improved charcoal stoves and charcod

production techniques sholwd be continued. For the stoves project, this would mean,

inr alia, commemece test efficiency under real life conditions and proceed wthh

commercialization; for the improved carbonizaton methods, taiinig of more charoaes

is needed to spread the benefits of efficiency improvements thave been demonrated.

(c) In conjuncton with the present production research on papyrus briquettes, a concise

socio-eoonomic evaluation should be conducted to ascertain the viability of papyrus

briquetes as a household Auel.

IM oem suseto

(a) The Government should carefully consider the ftre of a study,

managed by the World Bank, on optimizing the supply of petroleum products in

Sub-Saharan Africa subregions, as an alternaive to the present practice of independent

purchases in snall quantities.

(b) Based on the potential for improving the end-use efficiency of fuld consumption

(particularly fuel oil and diesel) which has been identified in a study on industrial enerW

use in Rwanda, the Government should suport advisory assistance ad encouge the

installation of metering and automatic regulation devices. For the longer term, less

fuel-consuming industrial process should be considered (e.g., for cement production).

(c) Reguding future development of methane gas in Lake Kivu, studies should be contnued

with the objective of identifying more cost-effective methods of gas production and

transport, adapted to the context of Lake Kivu and the potenial energy markets in

Rwanda and Zaire. Finally, the basic approach to the process of developing the resource

must be addressed and decided upon, e.g. a phased development based on a promotion

concept.

(a) The Govermaent should proceed expeditiously with the planned Power Master Plan

study, in order to have a firm basis for decisions with respect to future investments In the
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subsector and for adjustn power tarf; the study should also consider a generation

option based on metha S from Lake Ylvu.

(b) lbe distribution network should be lnvenoried in all key populaton coens to srve as
the bass for the ditbution rehabiton plan which ould result fom the Powe
Mster Plan stdy.

(c) Network opeaing rues, based on sysmnatic collection and analyses of op
tatstics by ELECTROGAZ, should be defined for nomal Sad non-normal conditions.

'no rles would ed to give special ation to the Issue of hydrolocal resor

management and tradeoffs in the use of energ from domestc ver region rourc.

(d) Proper anton should be given by the Government and donors to supervision of

reabililon and constuction projects, to avoid past experience of teical deficicie
and equipn deterioration.

26. WOW=

(a) Electr

Q) While awaiting the Power Master Plan, new invements should be limitd to
expanding omections in ras where service is already available. The xpected
least-cost source of new supply s the third unit of Ruizi H.

(i) To eliminate the rik of a major network blackout, a spae transformer ad other
equipment should be purchased.

(b) PearIm

Filling of the recently completed 15,000 sorage tank would imply purchaes of
petroleum products of approximately US$ S million, for which financing remains to be

found. Consideration should be given to covering the cost of the tied capital through a
tax, to be considered in conjunction with the revision of the petroleum taaton and
pricig systm.

(c) 

(i) A quadrupling of the net production capacity (or quintupling grOss production

capacity) of the onshore Cap Rubona pilot plant is being studied wih the
objective of flly meeting the fuel rqurements of a neighborig brewery. The
project will be Belgian-financed and is expected to cost US$13 million.
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(i) Should the technical, economic, and institutional prerequisites for fll commercial

development of the Lake gas prove to be preset, larg in m in

production, conversion, distribution flcllitios, tho size of which remins to be

determined would be required.

(d) RiJlw

Investmens in fuielwood projects are uncerain and are related to platations which gem

as sources of wood for various purposes. Investents in peat and papyru projects

depend on the outcome of further studies and investigatons.



1. ENERGY AND THE ECONOMY

1.1 Rwanda Is a small, landlocked and densely-popuated country covera some 26,000

square kilometers on mountainous land. Reflecting Its landlocked location, the county is dependet on

lengty trade routes though two counties to the Indian Ocean. With a total populaion ested at

about 7.5 million, increasing at an annual rate of 3.7 percent, Rwanda is one of the most densely

populated countries in Africa (290 people per knr). 'Me country is populated by two ethnic groups: the

majority Hutus, which constitute some 85 percent of the population, and the Tutls, whirh red the

country before Independence in 1960. Intense conflicts led to the massive exile of Tutss in 1959, but

the two groups have coexisted relatively peacefiully until an invion by exiled Tutsls in October 1990.

Diplomatic efforts with neighboring countries to fmd a political solution to the conflict and President

Habyarimmna's decision to initiate a process of national reconcliation and to invite all Rwandese to join

efforts in the country's reconstruction led to a formal cease-fifre, which was signed on March 29, 1991.

1.2 Rwanda's economy is concentrated, with about 45 percent of GDP and 80 percent of

exports accounted for by coffee and tea. Some 95 percent of the population lives in rural areas and

derives its livelihood from subsistence agricultre and the cultivation of coffee and tea. Agriculture

accounts for almost one half of total output, and for the employment of some 90 pent of the active

labor force. ITe industrial sector, apart from some agro-industr'i activities, remains small and

insufficiently diversified, in spite of Government efforts to expand the manufacturing base by pursuing

an active import-substitution strategy. After years of contracion in mining sector acty, the mning

of tin, !e principal product, stopped in 1987.

1.3 In the 1960s and 1970s, economic performance was considerably better than tha of other

countries in Sub-Saharan Africa, although below the performance of low-income countries as a whole.

During the 1973-80 period, Rwanda experienced relatively high per-caita income growth of about 2.2

percent a year, con pared to 0.1 percent for Sub-Saharan Africa as a whole. Per capita income In 1980

87 declined by 1 percent per year, but the comparable figure for Sub-Saharan Africa wasthee times

worse (Cable 1.1). Growth was achieved under conditons of relative financial stability. Prudent

economic management in the 1970s enabled the country to achieve surpluses in the budget, a fvomrable

position of external reserves, and a low debt-service ratio. Throughout the 1970s and ealy 1980s, the

Government followed a relatively non-interventionist economic policy, and the trade regime was one of

the more liberal in the region.

1.4 Beginning in the early 1980s, however, the economy started showing signs of stress,

arising from both an unfavorable evolution of the terms of trade and insufficient domesic policy

adjustments. The coffee boom of the late 1970s was not perceived by the Rwandese authorities as a

tenporary phenomenon, and the Government embarked on a large expenditure program. As a result,

the economy was in a vulnerable position when in 1980 81 coffee prices returned to trend levels, and the

ext terms of trade declined by more than one third. In response to emerging financial imbalances,

the Govenment adopted restrictive fiscal and monetary policies which have been pursued since then.

At the same time, it increased its level of intervention in the economy. Beginning in 1983, for instance,
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price controls were applied to prevent prices of imported goods from rising excessively as a result of
dgtened import licensing. Moreover, inefficient industrial enterpries were protected through the
imposition of temporary' import prohibitions on compedtg imports. By the mid-1980s, the fiscal and
financial situation had improved somewhat, but economic growth had been erratic.

Recent Macroeconomic Developments

1.5 Since early 1987, Rwanda has been faced with precipitous declines in world coffee prices
and unfavorable climatic conditions which had an adverse impact on agricultual production. Read GDP
stagnated in 1987 and 1988 and declined sharply in 1989 by 6.6 percent, with the result that rea income
per capita dropped by almost 16.5 percent from tuat attained in 1986. The annual inflation rate as
measured by the consumer price index has been relatively low (on average 2.7 percent since 1986), in
part because of the overvalued exchange rate, the pervasive nature of price controls, and the penneability
of Rwanda's borders.

1.6 Rwanda's balance of payments situation has been precarious since 1986, and the current
account deficit reached the equivalent of 1 I percent of GDP in '989, despite sharply curtailed imports
during the last three years. The deterioration in the export performance cannot be explained solely by
the fall in world coffee prices: coffee exports have been declining in both quantity and quality, while non-
coffee export performance has been mediocre, largely because of an overvalued exchange rate, low
productivity, and excessive regulations and controls. The overvaluation of the exchange rate was one of
the main factors prompting the closure of virtually all mining activities, which had provided around 15
percent of exports at the beginning of the eighties.

1.7 At the same time, restraint on growth of government expenditure did not reauce the fiscal
deficit to a sustainable level. The burden on government finances of exporting coffee at a loss became
increasingly onerous: during 1987-1989, average annual transfers to coffee pr'ducers accounted for 10
percent of total current outlays. On the revenue side, the tax base is narrow with strong reliance on trade
and a few sales taxes. Although the fiscal deficit (excluding grants) as a percentage of GDP has declined
since the record level of 10.4 percent in 1987, it was still estimated at about 7.6 percent in 1989, and its
financing required considerable recourse to local borrowing. The rising domestic debt burden became
an increasingly important drain on public resources.

1.8 This marked deterioration in the overall economic climate and performance has
exacerbated structural problems of the economy. Rapid population growth has resulted in increasingly
fragmented farms and declining soil fertility, and there is growing evidence that structural food deficits
have emerged. Furthermore, the economy has been unable to provide productive employment to new
entrants into the labor force and displaced workers from the agricultural sector.
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1.9 To address the problems discussed above, the Goverment began implement in

November I990 a macroeconomic reform program designed with the assistance of the World Bank and

the International Monetary Fuind. The program, which is outlined in a Policy Framework Paper, stresses

a stronger reliance on market forces and the privae sector, as well as a more export-oriented approach.

The key macroeconomic objectives of the program are to restore economic growth to about 4 percent and

to contain the annual infladon rate to 5 percent by 1993, while at the same time reaching a ssable

budgetay and balance of payments situation. To achieve these objectives, the program aims at fostering

an environment conducive to private sector activity and inernonal -ompetitiveness; improving ad

rationalizing public resource management; laying the foundation for developing the human resource base

and improving the management of natural resources.

1.10 To improve Rwandas international competitiveness, the Government devalued the

Rwanda Franc by 40 percent in foreign exchange terms in November 1990 and plans to pursue a flexible

exchange rate policy in the future. To promofe private setor involvement in the economy, the

Government proposes to libhralize foreign exchange allocation and the trade regime, eliminate price

controls and export taxes, set up new administrative procedures for enterprise creation which ar

ansparent, and begin the liberalization of the financ system. A coherent monetary policy which

ensures stability, and the development of a responsive and efficient financial system is a necessary

compleme to the reforms in the real economy.

EnergM and the Commercial Balance

1.11 Energy demand in Rwanda is basically met by four fuels: woodfuels, agriculur

by-products, petroleum products, and electricity. All refined petroleum products are impoted from, or

through, neighboring countries. Electricity, almost enredy from hydro sources, origits mainly from

domestic plant which, in 1987, accounted for 85% of the power supplied, the remainder being imported

from Zaire.

1.12 Imports of energy, almost entirely comprised of petroleum products, are an important

element of Rwanda's commercial balance. For the 1983-87 period, er.ergy imports acunted for an

average of 18% of annual merchandise imports and absorbed nearly 40% of receipts from merchandise

exports (see Table 1.1). Imports of electricity for the same period averaged less than 0.2% of the total

merchandise import. In spite of quite significant increases in the quantity of petroleum products con-

sumed, both the absolute value of petroleum product imports and their relative importance vis-&-vis other

imports have decreased since 1985. Ibis trend can be attributed in part to the decrease in the world

market price of petroleum products, but more significantly to the appreciadon of the Rwanda Franc

against the US Dollar.
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XLglo Jl: EIERCY AMD TlE COME CIAL IICE, 198-87
(RF current mflions)

1983 1984 1985 1986 18 

aWporta of Potrotim Prouts 4,816 S.005 5217 5,014 4,339
lwort of Electrlecty 34 30 sT 54 52

Totat Energy Iports 4.850 5,035 5.274 5.068 4,391
Nhrdwiise Imports (Cel) 24X943 27,240 30,073 30.626 27,754
Nerdhadise Exports (FOB) 11,70 14.286 12,769 16:138 9,675

1qort of Enrg as X of Total Iq3orts
19.4 8.5 17.5 16.S 15.8

1worts of Energy as X of Totat Exports
41.4 35.2 41.3 31.4 45.0

RF/UW (period averap) 94.3 100.2 101.3 87.6 79.7

Al Pretfolniry estiastes.
Sanyo: INF and dissfon estimates.

1.13 Concerns for the balance of payments and a desire to reduce the country's dependence
on imports In the interest of national security have contributed to efforts on the part of the Government
to limit the fuel import bill. These concens are reflected in the generally high import duties and taxes
on petroleum products, and in the development of domestic hydroelectric resources despite the availability
of low-cost power import altenatives.

liED=! Sunol and Cosmotion Patterns

1.14 Rwanda's principal energy resource is its forest, which is being depleted for firewood and
is by-product: charcoal. Agricultura by-products play an important role for household energy needs.
Peat is available in some areas but is not widely used. lTe potential for development of hydroelectric
power xists but development is costly due to the sites having low capacity and being widely scattered.
The best hydro sources are in the rivers Kagera and Ruzizi. There is - evidence of the presence of oil
in the country but there is a unique potential source of methane gas in the deep waters of Lake Kivu.
Although coal is found in neighboring Zaire, none has been located in Rwanda. In tems of new and
renewable sources of energy, solar energy may have a certain potenwial.

1.15 in 1987, Rwanda's final energy consumption totalled about 1,1 million tons of oil
equivalent (TOE) of which 90% was in the form of fuielwood, charcoal, agricultural by-products, and the
blance was provided by imported petroleum products, hydroelectricity, and a small quantity of methane
gas (see Table 1.2). The largest consuming subsector was households (88%), followed by transport
(%), inustry (4%), and services (1%). Final energy consumption per capita was 168 kgoe.



1o1aJoZ: MOM , DsOr WK 18
(in 'GOs of TOE)

Fueltd Agti. Charcoal Post Gasolinoe Kefos DIoel Fuel oll LUG Isthm flec tot.l per
bW~prod. ons tricity Set

m SUPPLY

giwale prlmrl proietlmn 1,026.3 100.0 0.S 1.0 27.1 1,154.9
Iqo,t. 39.1?/ 13.5 37. hI 11.3 0.2 4.7 106.7
Total salable 1,026.3 100.0 0.5 39.7 13.5 3.3 11.3 0.2 1.0 31.8 1,261.6

Electricity cershin losse (17.4) (17.)

Iheot electric gutsnation 
C.sotl prowtlen (15.3) 30.4 (121.9)

irsta. ed dist. tosse (0.4) (0.1) (0.3) 3/ (5.5) (.3)

Wt I AVAZAMLE 84.0 100.0 30.4 0.5 39.3 13.4 7.0 11. 0.2 1.0 6.9 1,116.0

E2WORTS 0.2 4.6 4.8

MT OESUSfC 00Sl_i 67O4.0 100.0 30.4 0.S 39.1 8.8 37.0 11.3 0.2 1.0 8.9 1,111.2 =A

As S of total 76.7 9.0 2.7 0.0 3.5 0.8 3.3 1.0 0.0 0.1 0.8 100.0
IA

cosmmueirn sacim
inistry 24.0 0.4 0.3 0.6 11.3 1.0 3.1 40.9 LT

Traupot 39.1 0.1 3S.1 3/ 74.3 67
Services 7.0 0.4 1.0 3 3.8 12.2 1.1
NeIbolds 843.0 100.0 30.4 0.1 8.0 0.1 0.2 2.0 6.8 as

Mlr LUG a Llyeled petrolam on.
# eatsat diese station used 30 too of diesel to prodoa118 Ni (mgMatttbww) In 1987.

Aceowt has bee taken of Illef al tlorts: 10.000 tons of dieel and 2.000 tons of wsolfne.
3/ muantity less than 50 TOE registered.
heco: Electricity balance frm EECTRZ (the Etabtlsamn Ptilic de Prodctlon, d Transport et d Distributien dEltectrlc d t, dfm t dos), petrola

iowrts frm te Direction 6. Cueere Ext6leur. Other firs are mission estliates.
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1.16 The goss supply of primary eneg In 1987 amounted to about 1.26 million TOE, made

vp a follows: felwood 1.03 million TOE (81%), agriculur by-products 100,000 TOE (8%), peat SO

TOE Qess than 1110 of 1%), perleum products 103,000 TOE (8%), and electricity 32,000 TOE (3%).

Mm nujor part of tie difference between gross spply and final consumption in the energy balance was

caused by convesion losses in electricity and in charcoal production, the balance being made up of

transmlslondistrlbution losses related to elecuicity and petroleum products plus sale of jet fuel to

interational airlines (categorized as exports).

1.17 Commercial energy consumption grew at an average annual rate of about 9% over the

period 198047, considerably faster than GDP in real terms. Nonetheless, commercial energy

consumption per capita and per unit of GNP remain lower than in other countries of similar size and

income level C(able 1.3). This reflects, inter alia, the low level of development of the country as

measured by various social and economic indicators, its dependence on agriculture, and the small size

of the industi sector. Out of the total quantity of commercial energy supplied in 1987 almost 80% was

Imported, almost all of it in the form of oil products. In monetary terms these imports weigh more

heavily relative to merchandise exports than for most other comparable countries in Africa, despite

Rwaas low per capita consumption o? commercial energy (see Table 1.3). Among other things, this

confirms the burden on the country of the long and costly transportation for petroleum products.

Tabte 1.3 INTERATIOl COPARISONS OF COMMERCIAL ENERGY CONSUiPTIO, 1986

fopulatton CUP/Capita Energy conr mption
VmAl lons) I/ (USS) (mn kgo.) (kgoe/cap) (kpe/tUSS GNP) IEnergy iport as X

of merchandise eEports)

ImAUDA 6.6 285 106 16 0.06 31

eswutdi 4.6 240 101 21 0.09 6
-enIn 4.2 270 193 46 0.17 45

6.6 260 277 42 0.16 9

au nee 6.3 320 W 372 59 0.18

sm all 5.5 28o 451 82 0.29 8

Zubla 6.9 300 2Z629 381 1.27 12

Senegal 6.8 420 769 116 0.28 25

N Nd-1986.
1985.

oln: Caqparators are countries whose population and per capita GRPs are between 67Z and 1501 of Rwanda"s.

*kgoe" n Kiloet8r oit qupivalent u 10,200 keal.

igurm: World lank %Jorld Developent Report. 1988; missIon estimates.

bngM= in fJ Energy Set

1.18 Historically, energy has had a small (but growing) share of total public investment. This

is nOt surprising given the dominance of agriculture in the economy. For the Third Development Plan

coving the 198286 period, energy represented 7% of total public investment. Investment in the energy

sector grew at an aerage rate of 55% per year during that period, but growth rates for individual years

flucuae graly. Energy, mainly electricity projects, represented 5.5% of total foreign-financed

devopment expeditues for the 1982-86 period, reaching 15% of the total in 1987. With regard to
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domesically financed development expendit, the energ sctor caphted about 4.5% of total

expenditure for the Third Plan period and rema at about the same level in 1987. The Govenmenst's

lnvestme program for the 1989-91 peiod increasenrs sae In total IN_nm to 11%, aain

with projects In the power sub-seor domiat the energ sector progam.

1.19 No firm foundation exists for prjecting Rwanda's future energy consumption. Some of

the major factors related to energ supply and demand in the county and the issues raised In that

connection are discussed in the following, however, and an indicative projection of future energy demand

is prested. The issues are discussed in more detail later in the report in the context of the respective

energy sources.

1.20 YWoodfuels. Based on the available data, Rwanda is most probably under the present

circumstances depleting its tree resources, with the impacts this has on increasing scarcity of woodfuels,

soil erosion, and decreasing soil fertility. Four out of the country's ten prefecturem are es timated to i

a deficit between present demand and sustainable supply of woodfuels. Using present energy

consumption pans for households and officW population projections, woodfuels consumption by

households, the dominant consumer category, will be some 70% over present national demand just after

the turn of the century. A few demand management programs with respect to woodfuels (oroduction and

end-use efficiency, and fuel substitution) are in progress or being planned. With reasonable assumptions

as to their scope and effect, the savings on woodfuels are estimated to be only some 8% 15 years hence

compared to the first forecast. Over the medium term, there are no alternaive household fuels for

cooking which in terms of avallability and cos can on any significant scale replace woodfuels. the ondy

exception may be kerosene, but that depends on a number of facors, including the pricing policies

decided by the Government. The high population growth has been a major target for initiatives on the

part of the Government and success in this area will be an important factor also in limiting the demand

for woodfuels. Proposals for a new policy for woodfuels pricing and recommendations regarding the

introduction of a tax on charcoal are other measures which, when introduced and vigorously enforced,

should have positive effec on efficiency in production and end-use. On the whole, however, it would

seem that the consumption of woodfuels over the medium term Is bound to continue to rise at a rate fairly

close to the rate of increase In population.

1.21 .etleum . Consumpdon of petroleum products is rising steadily and rapidly.

Anmnal growth averaged 10% over the last ten yeas, despite generally low and occasionally falling GDP

in the 1980s, but reflecting the coming on stram of some industrial enterprises. The structure of

consumption Is characterised by the predominance of automobile fuels, gasoline and diesel. The

aggregate import cost of petroleum products currently equals around 40% of the country's total exports

and their share may be expected to rise, since consumption of these products Is growing faster than the

total foreign exchange volume. Financing of petroleum product imports is therefore likely to become

very difficult In the future and this will necessitate the adoption of a policy designed to balance the need

to dow consumption growth for such reasons, with the legitimate energy requirements of different user
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groups. Depending on the impact of this policy, total consumption of petroleum products in the year
2000 is expected to be between double and triple of current consumption, implying an annual growth rate
of 6-9%. Generally speaking, taxation and prices of petroleum products are quite high, at least in
nominal terms. lhe level and structure of prices have, however, remained unchanged since 1981 and
a review of taxation and prices in a broad context is now wanted. In order to limit the rise in
consumption, the Government should draw up and implement programs for improving the efficiency of
utilization of petroleum products and for replacing them by other forms of energy wherever this is
economic. Energy audits to be carried out among large energy users, are expected to resut in
conservation measures. Among the various development directions explored up to now, the most
promising appears to be extraction of Lake Kivu methane gas for alternative uses. However this is not
an immediate option, as a number of issues (technical, institutional, economic, etc.) still need to be
resolved.

1.22 Elecric per. As previously indicated, electric power accounts for only a minor part
in the total energy picture of Rwanda. Industry is at present the major consumer category for electricity.
Over the medium term, no major changes are expected in Rwanda's general economic or export structre,
nor are there any known plans for significant additions to present industrial capacity. Several studies
have been done to analyze the issue of converting existing industrial fuel-fired boilers to electricity but
they have concluded that the conversions are not economically or financially justified. Pending the
demand forecast to be prepared as part of a Power Master Plan Study, preliminary electricity consumption
projecions have been made under different sceios. lhe one adopted in this report is based on a
growth rate of industrial electricity consumption of 3.0% per annum, slightly above the historical
average, an increase in the number of residential and commercial users at an annual rate of
15%-reflecting the inportance that the Government attaches to increasing the population's access to
electricity-combined with a gradual decrease in unit consumption, and a growth in public consumption
of 5% per annum. The resulting overial growth of consumption is close to 9% per year between 1987
and 2000, and residential/commercial consumers would become by far the most important consumer
category. The demand forecast is particularly sensitive to increases in the number of new connections,
which again is heavily influenced by the connection costs, at present very high. On the other hand, the
electricity tariff for all consumer categories was until early 1991 relatively low and for certain consumer
categories significantiy below the long-run marginal cost (LRMC) upon which it should be based.
Rwanda has in the past imported 10-20% of its electricity needs from Zaire. It would seem that
Rwanda's electricity requirements can be satisfied until 1995, through a combination of generation from
presen domestic hydropower capacity and recoure to imports from the regional interconnected network.
Thereafter, the options are developing potential regional or domestic hydropower sites, possibly in
combination with gas-fired plants based on gas from Lake Kivu, depending on least cost and security of
supply considerations.

1.23 Agte PWections. As shown in Table 1.4 consumption, based on the assumed
growth rates, will around the turn of the century still be heavily dominated by biomass (83%). However,
there will be greater shares of commercial fuels in overall energy consumption (petroleum products, 12%,
electricity, 5%). In per capita terms, energy consumption increases to only a modest extent, from
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191 kgoe to 214 kgoe On ta of pinmary deand). The main reason for this ative stabily h

conmption patten is that no subsantial additons to industrial capacity are anticipated. Shoud methane

gas fom Lake Kivu be developed In the not too distant fimre, however, the projected relative shares of

the e ner sources could be expeed to change from those shown in the Table.

Tabte 1.: GROSS EURROY °EWIIID. 1987 and 2002
(In '00 of TOE)

1987 Share 2002 Share Growth
2 X Nate X

olomm 1,127 89 1*,92 3 3.6
PetrOtewn products 03 8 284 12 7.0
Etectricity 32 3 117 5 9.0

Total 1,262 100 2,324 100 4.2

Source: nissf n estlimtes.

i.24 Even with a growth rate in peroleum products consumption of 10% p.a. (the growth rate

of the last 10 years), biomass would still retain a share of close to 80% of the energy demand.
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HI. ENEtGY INSlUFIONS AND PLAN G

In=

2.1 Various ministries a Involved In policy-making and suerisn of energy seo
activities. These include:

(a) the Ministry of Public Works, Energy, and Water (MINrMAPE) which, tirough its
Energy Directorate (DGE), overees the activities of the Etablissement Public de
Production, de Trassport et de Distribuion d'Electricit, d'Eau et de Gaz
(ELECrROGAZ), and formulates electricity pricing policies, takes the lead in planning
of the power transmission and distribution networks and acts as executig agency for
projects in most energy subsectors;

(b) the Minisbre du Plan (MINIPLAN), which reviews the acceptability of invesment
projects in the context of maoeconomic priorties and manages the Study Fund which
finances pre-investment and other stregic studies;

(c) the Ministere des Finances (MbDfN), which controls the use of government budget
funds for capital and recrnT enitures and ss petroleum pricing policy;

(d) the Ministere de l'Agriculure, de l'Elevage et des Fores (MINAGRI), which through
ts Forestry Department, is concerned with supply of woodfuel resources; and

(e) the Ministbre du Commerce et de la Consommatlon (MNICOM), which sets the price
structe for petroleum fuels.

2.2 Communication and coordinaion among the diverse mistres is generally god, owing
in large part to #be effective use of inter-ninistedal committees (Commision Inter-ministdriel de
Coordination) as a forum for discussion and Joint decislon-making. While this process can be long, it
see to widely disemina information smong the sector's vared consdtuen and achive a consensus
which is well understood.

2.3 The Directrate of Energy in MINTrAPE has the lead role in formulating sector policy
and development strategy, preparing and applying energy legislation, executing sector and investment
studies, supervising projects, and maintaning sector statistics. Ihis Direcrate, creaed In 1984 by
Presidena decree 176106, has made a positve contribution to better coordination among Government
mistries and agencies operatng in the sector and to centralization of information. Major stdies have
been inad, including the Power Master Plan, to provide information critical for the choice of domestic
energy resource development and for rational investment planning. The Diretorae has relied primarUly
on external experts to execute ese studies, but should prepare a plan to develop its own capability in
this area economists and fincial experts should be added to the staff, and key personnel in the project
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selection and planning process should also receive training to Improve their analytical sklls and

understanding of generally accepted project alysis methodologies and energy planning issues. Of

particular importance for the Directorate will be the development of adequate information and skills for

the analysis of interfuel substitution possibilities.

2.4 The Directoratet's knowledge of the energy sector is at present incomplete as it does not

follow the behavior of the petoleum subsector. Data should be kept on the internional market as well

as domestic pricing, consumption, market locations, etc., in order to establish trends and to provide

advice to fiscal authorities on international price movements and on supply and demand responses to

domestic pricing changes. lhe Directorate needs to be more involved in staegic issues related to the

petroleum sector, in particular in matters regarding supply security, petroleum stockpiling, an inidatives

to increase end-use efficiency of petroleum products and lnterfiuel substitution. Also, since much of the

investment in domestic energy resources will be aimed at replacing imported petroleum products, a

knowledge of markets, and the various price components (purchase price of imported products, trasport,

taxes) will be necessary to determine the competitiveness of different energy sources.

2.5 Although fuelwood is the most important source of energy, no one government isitution

has an in-depth understanding of both fuelwood supply and demand questions. Ibe New and Renewable

Energy Division of the Directorate of Energy manages a program for the development and disseminton

of improved charcoal cookstoves and follows closely a MiNAGRI program to intoduce improved

charcoaling techniques. Execution of the program and management of woodfuel supply data are however

left to MINAGRI which sets forestry policy in general, but has no energy responsibility. The Drectora

of Energy through its New and Renewable Energy Division should take a more active role in acquiring

knowledge and the monitoring of woodfuel/charcoal supply, particularly in the Kigali supply areas, and

undertake supply/demand analysis for this major energy source. The New and Renewable Energy

Division should be given the responsibility for household energy planning and follow fuelwood and

charcoal supply from the consumers' point view. This broader view would have the advantage of an

integrated approach to reducing woodfuels demand by not only supporting actions to make consumption

of these fuels themselves more efficient, but also by Imowing the substitution possibilities of other energy

forms and designing policies to encourage their efficient use. As an important part of the Government's

strategy is to make modern forms of energy available to a larger number of household consumers, the

Division would need to undestand the very basic problems of the main imbalances in the supply/demand

pattern for household fuels in general and to define the rules for public vs private development of

improved household energy management technologies. This unit would also maintain information flows

among the various executing and planning agencies.

Institutions in the Power SubseWor

2.6 ELECIROGAZ is the wholly Government-owned national power company.

ELECMROGAZ has the monopoly right to operate the national interconnected power network which is

supplied primarily from four domestic hydroelectric plants. Information on the organization of
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institutions within the electricity sector and on ELECTROGAZ internal struture are given in Chapter V,
which also contains speciflc recommendations regarding the restructuring of the company,

2.7 In addition to its ownership of ELECTROGAZ, the Rwandan Government is a one-third
shareowner in the Socidte Nationale d'Electricite des Pays des Grands Lacs (SINELAC). Ihis company
was created in 1983 by a treaty ratified by the Governments of Burundi, Rwanda, and Zaire to build and
operate the Ruzizi n power plant locaed on the border between Rwanda and Zaire. As a partner in
SINELAC, Rwanda is entitled to one-third of the 26.6 MW of this plant. It is also envisaged that the
three countries will share the costs of the plant's additional 13.3 MW unit which should be installed by
1995. Due to surplus installed capacity in Burundi and Zaire, Rwanda has the opportunity to purchase
from SINELAC the eaergy not needed by the other two partners. This could be an interesting option for
Rwanda if the economic cost of Ruzizi II's power is lower than that from the construction of new
domestic plants. The least cost supply of new energy will be examined during the preparation of the
Power Master Plan.

2.8 In recognition of the benefits of regional cooperation, Rwanda is also an active member
in several organizations which promote regional energy development. The first of these is the energy
affiliate of the Communaute Economique des Pays des Grands Lacs (CEPGL), known as the Organisation
de la CEPGL pour l'Energie des Grands Lacs (EGL). Established initially as an independent organization
in 1974, prior to the creation of the CEPGL, EGL's initial role was to plan regional electricity generation
and transmission projects to the benefit of its three member countries: Burundi, Rwanda, and Zaire. Its
role was subsequently broadened to that of a regional institution covering the entire energy sector. EGL's
major task in its early years was the planning of the Ruzizi II hydroelectric power station. In recent
years, it has undertaken a variety of planning studies and pilot testing programs of new energy
technologies. In the fiture, EGL will undertake two activities aimed at ensuring new, low cost energy
supply to the region and better coordination of network operation. Following completion of Rwanda's
Power Master Plan, EGL will integrate its results with those of the completed Zaire and Burundi Master
Plans and compare planned national generation investments with options for further development of
Ruzizi River sites to derive a Regional Master Plan for expansion possibilities. In addition, EGL has
initiated a study which will make recommendations for a better coordinated operation of the three national
power networks which together form an interconnected regional network.

2.9 The second regional energy-related entity in which Rwanda is a member, together with
Burundi, Tanzania, and Uganda, is the Organisation pour l'Amenagement at le Developpement du Bassin
de la Riviere Kagera (OBK) created by a multi-government treaty in 1977, to plan and execute projects
in the agriculture, transport, industry, communications, and energy sectors aimed at an integrated
development of the Kagera Basin region. Concerning power, a plant of between 60-100 MW to be
situated 2 kilometers (In) downstream of the confluence of the Kagera and Ruvuvu Rivers has been
studied through the feasibility phase. Discussions are continuing, but no decision has yet been made
whether and when the proposed power development will be realized.
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lCe Reol= and Gas Substrs

2.10 The petroleum sector is the most market-oriented of the energy sub-sectors, with private

companies being the dominant agents for importation of products, as well as their tansportation,

distribution, and retail sales. This arrangement has proven so far to be a quite efficient one as evidenced

by the ready availability of petroleum products WIl over the country at prices reflective of costs.

However, some recommendations are made aiming at making sector institutions more effetive, as

discussed in para. 2.4 above, and emphasizing the need for the Energy Directorate of MINTRAPE to

increase its involvement in strategic issues In the petroleum sector and to monitor behavior of both

international and domestic market factors.

2.11 The Commission Technique Mixte Zairo-Rwandaise is the decision-making body for

development of methane gas from Lake Kivu. The Commission, together with the CEPGL which serves

as its secretariat, has undertaken various technical and economic studies of different gas extraction

possibilities, although no choice has been made from among several onshore and/or offshore options.

The pilot project to supply gas to the BRALIRWA brewery in Gisenyi has been managed by

ELECTROGAZ. Future development has been conceived to be carried out, in accordance with a trety

signed by the two countries in May 1975, by a jointly-owned company, the Societe internationale

diExploitation, de Transport et de Commercialisation du Gaz MEthane du Lac Kivu (SOCIGAZ).

SOCIGAZ was originally viewed, as can be construed from its name, as being the sole operator

responsible for all aspects of gas extraction and marketing. More recently however, there are indications

of interest to consider a larger degree of private sector participation and to reduce the role of SOCIGAZ

accordingly. Should supplemental studies on alternatives for optimal gas extraction and distbution

provide economically viable technical solutions and identify an adequate market for raw and compressed

gas, a strategy should be developed for searching out potential private sector partners. A promotion of

Lake Kivu's gas deposit should be envisaged to test private sector interest and work on the legal structure

of SOCIGAZ and on the institutional framework for private sector involvement should be fnalized.

Sector Institutions and the Planning Pro=

2.12 Projects to be retained in Rwanda's public investment program should be selected based

on their coherence both with national objectives and those sector objectives set forth in a strategy

prepared by the responsible technical ministry. The economic viability of a project should be given

sufficient weight among the criteria for project selection. While most projects in the proposed energy

sector program, i.e., largely projects for power network development, have at least been subjected to

pre-feasibility studies, a more rigorous approach is envisaged in the future. Beginning with the electricity

sector, MINITRAPE and MINIPLAN have decided to prepare a long-term least-ost Power Master Plan

comprised of projects which will meet tests of technical optimality as well as economic and financial

viability. Rwandan planners will be trained in the various methodologies of project selection used in

preparing the Plan so that it can be updated annually. The first Power Master Plan should be finished

before the end of 1992. Once the techniques of planning and programiming have been mastered for the

power sector, MINITRAPE should begin global sector planning on the same basis in order to arrive at
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a long-term Energy Sector Master Plan. 'Me development of a global mastr plan, sector straegy, and
the policies to achieve them is quite naturally the mandate of a ministry responsible for the energy sector.

2.13 At present, MlNITRAPE, rather ta EL-ECTROGAZ, plans and programs elecricity
investments for production and transmission developmtent, leaving planning of only the distribution
network to ELECMROGAZ. Most of MlNiTRAPE's pltaners are former ELECMROGAZ staff whose
departure has left a major void in ELECTROGAZ' planning capacity; ELECTROGAZ now has only a
small planning unit comprised of electical and electro-mechanical enginee plus technicians for
supervision of works. The unit has no role in the planning and programming process as it is carried out
by MINJTRAPE which liaises instead with ELECIROGAZ' Technical Services Department for the
execution of generation and trwasmiion projects. For ELECMROGAZ to function as a normal power
utility, it needs to participate actively in the planning process for the entire network and, ideally, take
over this responsibility; high priority should be given to training planners for ELECTROGAZ. The
ministry's role would then become that of a regulatory agency which ensures the overall appropriateness
of the recommended investment plan with the sector strategy and which is responsible for preparation of
a sector-wide plan which integes all the subsectors within its domain.

2.14 The recommendations of the mission with regard to highest priority actions for improved
performance of institutions in the energy sector are the following:

(a) comprehensive sector planning should be instiuted in the Energy Directorate of
MINnTRAPE and its role and responsibilities vis-&-vis ELECIROGAZ and MINIPLAN
should be defined;

(b) the planning capacity in both the Energy Directorate of MlNlTRAPE and
ELECTROGAZ should be strengthened by developing the analytical skills and
understanding of project analysis methodologies and energy planning issues;

(c) the Energy Directorate's areas of expertise should be expanded to cover the entire energy
sector by adding to its responsibilities: (a) the monitoring of the petroleum sector and
the formulation and follow-up of petroleum policy in cooperation with the Directorate of
Foreign Trade and the Ministries of Finance and Planning; and (b) collection and analysis
of supply and demand data for woodfuels/charcoal, monitoring of energy consumption
from a household energy perspective, project supervision and donor coordination, in
close cooperation with the Forestry Department within MINAGRI; within DGE it is
proposed that the New and Renewable Energy Division be assigned these functions; and

(d) in addition to strengthening ELECTROGAZ' planning capacity as such, generation and
transmission planning should be incorporated with distribution planning, Ideally within
a Planning Department in ELECTROGAZ.
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M. BIOMASS & HOUSEHOD ENEGY

Current Paern and Level of HousAld gn ConSi n

3.1 In Rwanda, most of the household energy demand is for cooking. As in most African
countries, pattern of usage Is largely Influenced by the user's locadon, with a predominance of charcl

consumption In urban areas and fuelwood in rura areas. In cooler regons of Rwanda, wood burnt for
cooking also plays a significant role in home heating. Other household eneg coumption foim
include, to a limited extent: ironing, lighting, refrigeration, and use of various appliances (radios, tape

recorders, etc.).

3.2 Several surveys have been conducted in the past, usually as part of larger undertakings,
to assess household energy consumption, both in the urban and rural areas of Rwanda. These surveys
resulted in various estimates of per capita consumption. Ihe average figures vary over a wide range,
especially for fuelwood consumption. After discussions with national speciist, a set of stimates was

produced to determine the present level of household energy consunption. Tne following tables show

the energy consumption in Rwanda, both in original units (kWh, tons) in primary enety (conversion

efficiency of charcoal production and electricity generation included), as well as energy end-use.

-abte .. l' HOU4EHOLD ENERGY CCASUMPiTON - 1987
END-USE

Electricity Kerostww LPG Agri by-products Wood Charnel Peat Total

Unit MA. ......................... 0o tons -------------- --------

Urban 23m773 8.1 0.2 40.0 0.5
Rural 48 0.1 300 2.2t3

TOTAL 23.821 8.2 0.2 300 2.213 40.0 0.5

unit .................................. .000, 0....................................

Urban 86 / 339 11 0 0 1.200 6 1,642
Rural 0 3 0 4,200 35.408 0 0 39,611

TOTAL 86 342 11 4 200 35,408 1,200 6 41,253

Percentage 0.2 0.8 0.0 10.2 85.8 2.9 0.0 100.0

Power generation efficiency a 34X.
t Charcoal production efficiency a 10 (wsight basis).

|,our: Missfon estimtes.
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Tbte 3k2: PRIMRRY EOERGY USE, 1987

Agri. Wood for
Electricity Kerosene LPG by-products Mood Charcoal Peat Total

making

Unit mm ------------------------------- 'OOOs GJ ---*--------v----------------

Urban 67,923 24S 339 11 0 0 6,400 6.0 7,000
Rural 137 O.S 3 0 4,200 35,408 0 0.0 39.612
TOTAL:

(in '000 GJ) 68.060 245 342 tl 4,200 35,408 6,400 6.0 46,612
(in kTOE) 7.1 8.1 0.25 100 843 152 0.1 1,111

Percentage 0.6 0.7 0.0 9.0 75.9 13.7 0.0 100.0

Source: Nission estimates.

3.3 In primary energy terms, the overall household energy consumption is around 1.11
million tons of ol equivalent per year (FOE/year) (see Table 3.1). In this total, the share of 'modern'
fuels, like kerosene and liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), is minima and, together with electricity, account
for less than 2% of household energy consumption. Conventional electric power is considered to be
consumed only in urban areas. Power consumption in rral areas is in practice based on small bateries.

3.4 Fuelwood (76% of primay energy consumption), agricultura residues (9%), and charcoal
(14%, but only 3% measured in end-use), are the major sources of household fuels utilized (see Table
3.2). Tbe quantities used are in the range of those usually recorded in other parts of Africa (in fact, one
major survey in Rwanda had average results similar to those in Sahelian countries, the other one had
average results similar to those in other African highlands). Although charcoal consumption consists of
only a small percentage of national energy end-use, its detrimental effects to the enviroment are large
because charcoal production efficiency is low and because charcoal production is a commercialized
process. Some of the estimates given in Table 3.1 differ notably from earlier ones. The newer estimates
are based on the results of recent surveys which show that the fuelwood consumption per capita is lower
than previously estimated and the proportion of wood used for charcoal is larger (see Annex 1.1).

Pattern of Biomass Fuels Demand

3.5 Fuelwood is not only used by households, but also by industry and miscellaneous
services. In most cases, basic information on these consumption figures is just as barely reliable as that
on household use, with the exception of the tea industry for which l'Energie des Grands Lacs (EGL) has
produced reasonably good estimates for 11 factories. Results from compilation of available statistics are
given in Annex 1.2. From the table it is apparent that most of the demand (96.9%) comes from
households, the rest being shared between industry (2.4%) and miscellaneous services (0.7%).

3.6 Although the household sector's share of the overall fuelwood consumption is by far the
largest, reducing this consumption is not easy: less than 10% of the households use charcoal while the
bulk uses firewood or a mix of firewood and agricultural residues &s their main household fuel.
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Conservation of woodfuels in the rural areas is much more difficult than in urban areas because the
woodfuel sector is much less commercialized than the charcoal sector. On the other hand, woodfuel
consumption in the Institutional and artal sector, and In cottage industries is highly commercialized
(although representing only a small share of the total energy consumption) and thereflore, prospects for
conservation exist here. Main targets for woodfuel conservatLon efforts are schools, small hotels,
restaurants, prisons, hospitals, military camps, etc.

Curfent Household Fuel SuDIy

3.7 In broad terms, rural dwellers get their supply from plantations and forests, and material
gathered from trees and agricultural fields in their neighborhood. Though a lot more information is
required to fully describe the supply pattern, the situation is relatively simple and easy to characterize in
these rural areas: wood and agricultural residues (dried banana leaves, maize stalks, etc.) are
collected-not purchased-by family members, stored for a few days, and burnt in open fires.

3.8 Urban dwellers have a more complex and diversified supply pattern. They use a
combination of traditional (woodfuels) and modern fuels. Even when they use traditional fuels, they
purchase it from sellers. In orde- to simplify the present analysis, and for lack of any precise description,
it has been assumed that urban eenters consume charcoal and almost no fuelwood, and that rural areas
consume mainly fuelwood and almost no charcoal. With the significant uncertaintios related to data on
traditional fuels in general, a national survey of fuels used in rural areas should be conducted, to enable
the authorities to obtain a better basis for planning rural energy supply and conservation measures.

3.9 Over the years, the best studied fuel has been charcoal, as it is: (i) a marketed product;
(ii) a major source of energy wastage during conversion; and (iii) part of a process that offers potential
for many improvements, both at the production and utilization levels. A study was undertaken in late
1987 as part of the 'hmproved Technique for Charcoal Production and Improved Charcoal Stoves* project
under the joint UNDP/World Bank ESMAP program, in cooperation with the Ministhre des Travaux
Publics, de l'Energie et de l'Eau (MINITRAPE) and the Ministbre de l'Agriculture, de l'Elevage et des
Forets (MINAGRD). This study has been used extensively for the present Chapter and is later referred
to as the "Secteur Charbonnier" study.

3.10 Prior to 1985, the main charcoal production area used to be the eastern savannah of
Bugesera and Kibungo. This resulted in vast numbers of trees felled from natural stands and loss of
natural cover. In early 1987, the Government reacted to this negative trend and encouraged the shift of
charcoal production areas to the West and South-West (Gikongoro) by forbidding the use of the savannah
areas. Like in other sectors of the economy, the economic agents were very fast in responding to the
Government's decision and, consequently, the shift took place quickly and witd ut major problems. The
'Secteur Charbonnier' study shows that as much as 55% of the charcoal purchased by Kigali retailers
now comes from the Gikongoro area. Kibuye (west) comes second for this study with 18% of the total.
Annex 3.3 displays the distribution of charcoal supply by prefecture.
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3.11 the household energy consumption has been projected using present consumption patterns

and the trends in population growth as the main parameters. Several population projections are being

currendy made for Rwanda. The projections utilized for this estimate are the central assumption of the

Office National de la Population (ONAPO) for totl population and the World Bank's for urba

popuation (see Anmex 1.4).

3.12 Two scenarios have been prepared for the projections to year 2002: one being the

contination of present trends (Scenario 1), the second one Including demand management policies

(Scenario II: increased end-use efficiency, ineased carbonization efficiency, fuel substitution in

particular). Demand has been estinated both in physical terms and in TOE. 'Me assumptions and the

resulting household energy demands are presented in Annex 1.5 for Scenario I.

3.13 Only Scenario I will be commented upon here; Scenario II will be commented on later

after having considered certain conservation and substitution measures. As can be seen in Annex 1.5,

household energy demand in year 2002 is estinated at 1.9 million TOE, an increase of some 70% over

the present national demand. With respect to woodfuels, Kigali prefecture alone wUI represent some 29%

of the national total, increasing by some 140% over present prefctre consumption. This is the result

of high population growth combined with an increasing proportion of charcoal into the woodfuel mix.

The Implication is that the capital city will be playing an increasing role in ddermdning the basic para-

meters (prices, quantities) of the marketed charcoal in Rwanda. As In most other African countries, this

fthermore means that 'inmports" of charcoal into the city will be a growing part of all goods movements

and of road traffic in general, with all associated side-effects, e.g., more use of energy (I.e., petroleum

fuels) for transporting energy. These developments, together with the effects on natura1 resources, make

it neceary to place considerable emphasis on the study of charcoal in a broad context in Rwanda.

3.14 Under Scenario I, fuels other than woodfuels and agricultural residues play a negligible

role in meeting the overall household energy demand (2. 1% in year 2002). This would also apply in a

case where household electricity consumption increased at the higher rate assumed in the forecast in

Chapter V. Modern fuels would even then account for only 3-4% of household energy consumption.

Similarly, uses of traditional fuels outside households are only a marginal fraction of woodfuels and

biomass used for household purposes.

Estimat of Susainable Wood lsI Supply fm Existia Sources

3.15 The country has a total of 436,200 ha of natural forest located in and around three

National Parlks. In addition, there are 35,200 ha of forestry domaines, 44,600 ha of village forests, and
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149,000 ha of private forets and arborisatlon; in total 665,000 ha. 11 'lib Is the equivalet of 25%
of the country's total land area. As recently as five years ago, arborisation as part of a delibe attempt
to improve the fuelwood supply situation was virtally non-existent. Due to the inikatives by the

Direction Gnrale des For&s (DGF), which wer followed up by the farmers, arboalon has beome

one of the prime im ens in the effots to increase wood poduction. Now, most of the firewood

comes ftim the arborisation and the pivate planations, arborisaion alone estimated to cotrlbute more
ta 50%. Rwanda has a high density of nurseries, approximately one for eey 5,000 people.

3.16 An estimate has been made of the supply that could be obtained from existing and ftu

wood sources on a susainable basis, i.e., without depletion of the stock. The sustainable supply includes

arborisatlon, plantations, natural foest, and Svah trees. A regionalized woodfuel supply estimato
for 1987 has been prepared and is shown in Annex 1.6, which also contains the assumptions.

3.17 As can be seen from the Annex, woodfuels we produced in all prefecrs with quantites
varying from a low 171,000 tons/year, in Kibuye, to a high 317,000 tons/year, in Kigali. Arborisation
alone represents 56% of the totl sustainable supply nationally. In essence, this means that Rwandan
households get their main supply from the fields of farmers. Tbe second major source of woodfuels is
the plantations which contribute globally to a third of lhe sustinable supply. This proportion reaches a

high of nearly 45% in Ruhengeri, where large plantation efforts have been made during the past 10 years,
and is as low as I1% in Kibungo. In absolute terms, the major contribution from plantations is for
(itarama prefectre. A sizeable part of the sustainable suipply (9%) comes from naWal forests, a source
from which it is illegal to collect wood. In practice, many rural dwellers get their supply fom natral
forests, though no stiics are available on this subject for obvious reasons.

Woodfelds Bwal4c

3.18 The balance between demand and sustainable supply has been computed for the country
a a whole and for each prefectur based on the assumptions above (see Annex 1.6). There is at present
an estimated nationat deficit of 500,000 tons of woodfuels compared to sustainable supply, representing
16% of the total demad. Out of the 10 prefectr, 4 recorded a deficit, the larst in absolute terms
being Kigali with 239,000 tons and the largest In relative terms being Ruhengeri with almost 50% of the
demand. This shows that under present cifcumstances Rwanda is most probably depleng its treo
resources, pardy from natural forest though the cotresponding quantity is impossible to assess at present.
This Indicates that the situation is already imbalanced, and that corrective action is required.

3.19 The situation theae to deteriorate in the future. Annex 1.7 provides the assumptions

for increased woodfuels supply in the near future and the resulting supply/demand balances for year 2002.
Even at the ambitious pace, according to the "Plan Forestier National" produced by the Rwandan
govenment, it appears that the gap between demand and sustainal5e supply will continue widening. In

U All data: 1985. -Gesdon des Ressourcea Fores&UrMs en Vue de re la nenade en Rot, de Feu et Charbon de

ileL: MUTJNGIRtHE Late, Direceur Giniral des ForEts, MinLUhee de l 'Agrckuare. de t'Eleqe et des For*y.

Arbor*a4i represents tre twat are scauered in a farr'"flaid.
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year 2002 ordy 3 out oi the 9 prefecures would experience a deficit, but the to deficit is larger than
in 1987 ( mUllon tons vs 500,000 tons). TiI woud be a very serious sitation with both

flacialeconomic and environmental consequences. A rough calculation shows hat the plaion area
would have to be incrse by 70,000 ha over the period up to year 2002 (with a productivity of 15

tlhalyear) to make It possible to supply woodfizels on a susainable basis, an objective clearly out of reach

of the Government under preent circumstances. On the technical side, several meawnres will have to be

taken and, notably, there will be a need to look closely at the possibility of transferring large amounts

of woodf&el over some distance in addition to the required conservation measures. Given the present

limitations of Government services in charge of forest development and conservation, the programs as

they have been included are the maximum that can be reasonably achieved, so the actual results may even

be inferior to these predictions, making corective actions very urgent.

Wood and Woodfuels Pricing Policy and the Effectiveness of Os Recove

3.20 Wood pricing and charcoal taxation in Rwanda was examined as part of the 'Secteur

Charbonnier' study. At present, woodfuel prices are free-market prices, the only Government
intervention being that of setting stumpage fees at RF 400/sttre (US$5.30/stOre) for wood originaing
from public forests. The study analyses the operation of the present system and makes proposals for

mnism dtat would improve the conservation of forest resources. One of the conclusions is that the

official price of RF 400/stere for standing trees is hardly ever used, most of the transactions taking place
below RF 100/stbre with a few exceptions between RF 100 and RF 200/sttre. lbese prices are below
actua costs of platations (see below). Tbis is due to the low selling prices of woodfiiels on the urban

markets, as well as to the lack of (higher value) altenatives to selling standing trees for woodfuels. The

low market price reflects the combination of generally low purchasing power of consumers relying on

fuelwood for cooking, limited markets for commercial fuelwood, and supply from sources where the total

cost of the wood is not filly perceived by the supplier. As an example of the latter, it may be mentioned

tat fuelwood even from communal plantations is sold at the low prices quoted above since communes
sometimes fail to see the direct connection between the costs of establishing and running a plantation and

the atal price charged for the wood. The stumage fee is in such cases only pardy enforced and for
supplies from private sources the fee does not apply at all. In the present situation, therefore, the
Goverment, communes, and small farmers may be sad to be subsidizing the urban consumers by selling

their trees well below the cost of sstainable supply. Annex 1.8 shows the costs of plantations with

different types of ownerships.

3.21 It is presently of major concern to the Government that the prices of all forest products,
and not only of woodfuels, should reflect more closely the real cost and that they lead to commercial
operations. DGF submitted, in January 1988, to the Government a proposal for a new wood pricing
policy. The policy aims to lay the basis for *fair' prices providing reasonable incentives to both producer

and user to maintain a sustainable supply of wood products. It is meant to apply to all categories of

producrs and users. The prices comprise three categories of wood: fuelwood, building poles, and
timber. Prices for fuelwood, expressetd in RP/stbre and translated into RF/kg, are summarized in

Annex 1.9. The World Bank, in the course of the preparation of the Second Integrated Forestry Project
proposed: Q) introducing a price revision formula for regularly adapting the woodfuel prices;
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(ii) revering the price relationship between pine and eucalyptus timber; and (Wii) increasing the allowance

for tr asottion costs of fiaelwood. The Government may incororate these comments in the final

version of the pricing proposa, although no official reply has been made so far. lt should be pjinted out,

hower, that the proposed prices do not cover production costs for all types of plantions, notably state

plantatiDs, as dsown in Annex 1.8.

3.22 t is recommended, here, that the new price policy, diffentiating the price of fielwood

according to location of planions and tree category, should incorporate the reommedaions made

under the Second Integraed Forestry Project. However, introducing some rationality in the wood market

will not be easy, as this is a sector where producers and users are very scattered, often illiterate and

where Informal activities play a major role, particuarly for woodfuels. The publicity campaign and

taxation proposals made under the Improved Stoves and Kins Project should form an intgral part of the

action plan to address these issues. The Govermnent should, in any event, be very specific with respect

to the field of application and the measures of enforcement. It is an issue of concern that the staff

limitations in DGF will make it difficult to implement the new price policy. A greater emphasis is

required to increae the staff and improve their qualifications before any large scale forest development

and conservation policy is implemented.

3.23 The price of charcoal is a free market price and there is at present no Government

itervention in the price build-up, except for stumpage fees. Tlis may change in the fiture with the

proposed introduction of a charcoal tax. At present, the main deeminas of charcoal price are the

distances from the production sites to the main consuming center of Kigali and the mode of

tansportaon. The technology utilized throughout the country is the traditional kldns-type with practicadly

no materal investment by the charcoaler. An analysis of the economics of the charc industry has been

made, which results in the cost breakdown shown in Annex 1.10. As can be seen, the price of charcoal

in Kigali being what it is at present, the value of the charcoaler's labor is very sensitive to standing-wood

prices. At the present official (but rarely applied) price of RF 400/stbre, there would hardly be any

inctve for the charcoaler to remain in business. Prices around RF 100/stbre allow a monthly salary'

ta is closer to normal expectations for a rural laborer.

3.24 The Government has announced its decision to introduce a tax on charcoal marketing.

After all, charcoal is a costiy fuel and should be valued accordingly. This tax system has been the subject

of the study which recommends that this new tax should be levied by the communes for charcoal being

uansported in their territory. Ihe communes have a rather strong local authority and superviselmaintain

a large part of the country's forestry resources. A dual tax system should be implemented so as to

encourage the use of improved carbonization techniques as well as to augment the revenues of the com-

munes. Charcoalers adhering to traditional carbonization methods would pay a high tax of RF 60/bag

out of which RF 12.50 would go to the communes and RF 47.50 to the Government. Charcoalers

agreeing to adopt improved practices would only be charged RF 30/bag, out of which RF 25 would go

to the -communew and RF 5 to the Government. Transporters who have to pay the tax, are told where

they can find villages where the improved techniques are practiced. The existing system of charcoal

transport permits (Ocanets") will be adapted to the new system which means that the village will have
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to amp the perm to indicae the origin of the charcoal. Occaiotl checking by foresty officis ad

police will allow a ceain degm of contol and bookkeeping measurs.

3.25 Th agment Is dth with the pesent low rsour cost and no ta on charcoal, there is

indeod littlo hcentive to ue improved carbonizaton methods. Using the offical wood price in

combinalon with improvod cabonization techniques would prduce larger incomes In ren for increased

financial Investmn. 'Te basis for this osdmate Ii described In Annex 1.11. The introducdon of the

proposed tax, in combinadon with an educational campagn and, conequety, the adoption of improved

carbonization techniques would help achieve three sets of objectives: increase chcoalers income,

coneve the source, and inrease public revenue both on the communal level and the nadonal leael.

3.26 The practical feasibility of implementg this new charcoal tax iS still an open question.

As seen before, the officia price of standing wood Is, under the present circmstances, hardly ever used.

However, the approach proposed in the Secteur Chabonniee study is valid. It is proposed to continue

with the awaress campaign for promoting improved charcoal techniques and creating awareness on the

actual value of wood prior to implementing any taation policy. With thu saty it may be possible

to establish the proposed txaxtion system, aldtough practical measures, like making the distinction

between a bag of charcoal produced with improved and with tradidonal carbonization techniques without

too much involvement of police or other controllers, need to be looked further into. In conclusion, the

strategy recommended by the "Secteur Charbonnier' study is considered a rational one in the present

context and its implemetation should be encouraged.

3.27 A series of projects aim at narrowing the gap ben demand and sustainable supply of

woodfiels. lhey ae listed in Annex 1.12, along wih the donors inolved, and include projects to

increase felwood supply and conserve fuelwood, and measures to strengthen the DOF. It clearly appea

tha Rwanda b autt coniderable exten aid in the management of natural resources. The present

level is probably close to the absorption capacity of the Government. Except for the mnagement of

natural firests on the Zair-NUe crest whero a cerin degree of donor coordination has been achieved,

most exenaly fine project have lacked planning and coortdination. 'Me 'Plan Forestler National

by the DGE shuld form the basis for Improved coordination in the flture of donor assistance. This

national plan consists of an ambitous set of efforts on the part of famers, communes, and the

Govemment In a country where land shortage is one of the major development constraints. Its global

objecdves, summarzed by the DGF in a recont policy pape are as follows:

(a) the establishment and maint ce of a country-wide ecologically balanced forest

resource;

(b) the incrsue in forest production; and

(c) a beter uiization and upgrading of forest production.
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3.28 Although stUi In its niti phas, the plan has ttaed considerble dono aention. TWO

of the projects which fonm a baeis of the plan and which focus patcutlarly o0 srnthenIg wood aupply

call for some comments:

(a) the recent World Bank Forestry 11 Project Is also lnvolved In range m aeagemelltoc

activides. In the forestry field, the Project Ii mainly concerned with nal forest

protecdon and maagemen on the Zaire-Nile crest, as ar other projects (the French

Calm Cenae de Coopon Economique (CCCEJ, Switzerland, EEC);

(O) the Swiss technical assistance has played a major role in helping the DOF establish the

bass for a sound fb' relicy, a wellas In traingi a lage number of foresy

speciists at various 8s e 15.

3.29 k is clearly impossible for the Governnt to implement its ambitious progarm wihout:

O) extenal financial suppor; (I) the development of human resoures In the forestry sector; and flii) the

development of major outles for non-fuelwood ptoducts. The exten fianci support is more than

likely to be condtnurI in a country with past records of heavy eteal involvemen in developmet

financing. At prese t, 75% of the US$6 milllonlyea of forestry secto ps are oovered by eal

aid, 55.60% of tW being loans. The development of human resources I an absolute must in a county

where only 25 f ea enginers and 50 forest tecnics ar prendy active In Govrnment srvice.

Finly, the development of new and efficient use of wood products 1 one of the major Governmnt

objectives, and a very demanding one. There ae plans to promote the varous wood uses In the fur.

At ths stage, tt Is too early to try to as the dchnces of seeing this vat program scceed but dearly

i mum do so to a major et, an the devlopment of plantiots will not be sustid by ener outle

alone.

3.30 The Impacts of reduced plantation program achivmets have been looked Ito in

Annex 1.7 by simulating arbitary shortomig In Plin achievements. The shortcomings have bean

asumed to be mainly in the planion program, which i the most sehsive part, bein: (I) the lagest

single wood producer; and, (i) a joint vre bwen the Gornment, the communes, and the

popuaton, thus making it technically vulable. lTe results of the analysis show that the overl

woodfes deficit Is a direct funetion of the etet to which the Plan achieves its taxget: when the

1988-2000 planaion program drops by 20%, the overal woodfuels deficit increases by 120,000

tons/year, or 1l% per year. Ite Government and donors should be conscious of tht sensitivity and try

to ensur the continuity of their efforts to promote the Plan Forestler National.

Curre and PIUnne Woodfulel C:onervation M2m

3.31 Woodfuels conservation is the objective of three presendy independent sets of efforts

which are soordinated by the Ministhre des Travaux Publics, de l'Energie et de l'Eau (MNIRAPE):

(a) global fuelwood conservation, in the form of the "Eoonomie de Bois de Fwu" (EBF)

project;
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(b) charcoal end-use reduction, mainly in the form of more efficient charcoal stoves through

dissemination by the private sector;

(c) wood conservation dirough dbisemination of more efficient carbonizaon techniques,
which is jointly coordinated by MINAGRI and MINIT3APE.

3.32 'Me EBF project receives the assistance of a Dutch volunteers association. Its objective

of conserving fuelwood is met through an extension approach, the echnical part of which includes

improved wood stoves dissemination. 'Me extenion program is quite comprehensive and primarily

atmpts at sensitizing women, In particular, to cooking techniques tat require less fuelwood.

Techniques tested so far include drying wood before buring it (though this was, aft the field tests,

idetified as a currently used traditional practice), soking the beans, and eventually building an improved

wood stove. Several models of these are curmtly being tested in the training sessions. So far, it is a

small project with little practical impact in the short run; but in the fture it should design the

mediodology and set the standards to be used by extension services as part of their usual duties. An

evaluation of the project will be required.

3.33 Two organizations providetechnical and financial assistance on improved charcoal stoves.

CARE INTERNATIONAL assisted an etrepreneur in staing production and marketing of the

CANAMAKE stove, which is derived from the KENYA JIKO stove model. CARE INTERNATIONAL

has completed its involvement and the entrepreneur now wo*rs on his own. He sells an average of

100-150 stoves per month of the most popular model at RF 50 and another 100 stoves of the other

models (tF 600-1,500). Presently, he is also scmi-ng the RONDEREZA stove at the same oudets.

3.34 The RONDEREZA stove is developed by the World Bank and the United Nations

Development Program (UNDP) which, in parallel have embarked upon a more systematic program to test

and gradually diseminae socially acceptable models. The laboratory experiments have produced

encouraging results for the improved stoves in terms of power charcoal consumption and savings that,

over a short period of time, compt-asate for the higher initial stove cost (see Annex 1.13). During the

following phase of the project, actual efficiency of the improved stores has been tested in conditions as

close as possible to real life and average charcoal savings of 34% were obtained. The reception of the

stoves among the families chosen to test them has been very positive and a publicity/marketing campaign

has been launched as part of a large scale dissemination scheme. Preliminary results at the end of 1990

show that the stove is rapidly being adopted by stove producers and households, as indicated by a total

of approximately 20,000 stoves sold during 1988-1990.

3.35 Improved carbonization techniques have been investigated by a Rwandan team with

asistance from foreign consultans. As part of the project, charcoalers are trained on-site in the use of

improved charcoaling methods, which are described in Annex 1.13. The performance tests of the

improved kllns show improvements in efficiency of, on average, 60%.

3.36 MINITAPE should start coordinating the vaious projects on woodfuiel conservadon.

In addition, new efforts should be directed towards woodfuel savings in the institutional, artisanal, and



cottage indury sector. Preliminary contacts should be taken with organizations hX can play an active

pat in te futre development of both charcoal and wood stoves. This is partcularly the case with te

Banque Populaire du Rwanda which has a very decentralized and active network of local bank capable

of handling small loans, well-suited to the needs of arisans in charge of manuacring the new stoves.

3.37 Besides the Implemention of forestry projects and woodfilel conservation measres, it

is clear that the basic problem of fiutre woodfuels supply is linked to population growth in Rwanda.

Projects dealing with purely technical aspects of trying to follow & growing demand for woodfuels

basically proportional to population growth may easily miss their target. Population policies need to be

considered In parallel, as forestry projects and conservation measures alone cannot be expected f have

sufficient impa in the long run.

Wgodfuel Substitution Options

3.38 Petroleum products that can be used to substitute woodfuels for cooking operations are

maiy kerosene and LPG. These fuels are used to a very limited extent, and only in urba areas.

However, if severe shortages of woodfuels and/or atractive price differentials were to be observed, these

petroleum fuels could replace part of the woodfuels. Economic and financial analysis of potental

substitution possibilities are presented in Annex 1.14. The results show that charcoal at present prices

is a much cheaper alternative han petroleum fuels, and that there will hardly be any competition between

them unless a dramatic price increase for charcoal, or fiurher reduction in petroleum prices, should take

place. As presently viewed, it is not expected that the proposed tax system will increase the price to

charcoal consumers to any major extent. The increase in tranportation distance, on the other hand, may

turn out to have a larger impact on charcoal prices in the future. However it is not expected that the

present 65% gap between the prices per megajoule (MI) of kerosene and charcoal will be notably reduced

in the years ahead. The main savings on woodfuels consumption are expected to come from a

combination of demand and process management with respect to woodfiiels as such and possibly from

substituon from other biomass fuels (e.g., papyrus briquettes) in the longer term, if these prove to be

viable alternatives in Rwanda.

3.39 The Government and donors have launched programs to introduce new fuels that could

substiute part of the woodfiels presently used. The programs focus mainly on papyrus briquettes and

peat. Experience on papyrus briquettes have a long history in Rwanda, and more details on present

(pilot) operations and the potential of briquettes are given in Annex 1.15. In summary, papyrus

briquets could prove to be an alternative if certain issues are resolved. These include production

cost-and thereby their competitiveness-which is seen as dependent upon the establishment of efficient

production lines. To verify the competitiveness, economic analyses wUi be necessary and should be made

before any decisions are taken to make frither investments. Acceptability tests should be conducted and

possible utilization problems reported.

3.40 Peat is being investigated as a possible substitute for other sources of energy both for the

industrial and the bousehold sectors, partly because of its abundance in Rwanda (estimates vary between

5 and 50 million tons of reserves). The Government has taken the initiative of launching a peat Master
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Pla study. lhe mision has, theorefr, concnraed on the expriments desiged to supply pet to

housholds as a cooking fuel, mainly for the KlI aea. h results of the lindid investigations

conductd dudng te field mission are tat, at rrest, peat does not seem to be a viable competitor fo

charcoal for Kigall households. lbe main asns for that are explained in Annea 1.16 and summaized

below:

(a) pea expRltaton b limited to very specific locatons, mainly remote &om large ura

centes of consumption, and th cost of transon makes t an expenive fuel;

O) the practicality of peat as a household cooking fuel remains to be proven; and

(c) experience from other countries (e.g., Ireland) sugges tha the environmental damag

from large-scale exploitation of pea can be substantial.

This does not preclude conclusions that could be drawn relative to the exploitation and

use of peat as a inhusrial fue, which has been proposed for a feaiblity study for the 50,000 tons/year

cemen plant of MASHYUZA. However, it has been suspended, pending the availability of a Peat

Utilization Master Plan. In this study, means to save on the 35,000 lItes of fud ofl used daiy would

bei nvetga. Z/ At pree, the fuel cost for the plant is more tan 60% of the cement cost and

requires freg curency for import. Most of the drawbacms Identified for peat as a household fdel do

not apply to industrWial utilization. Consequently, industrial uses of pea merit invgation, although the

potental use of gas as faud for the cemont plant would be an impotmat element In the considerations

leadn to a development of Lake Kivu mehane gas, as dicwsed in Chptr VI.

3.41 A tentve compaison bewen papyrus briqutes, peat, and other fuels for household

us is preete in Annex 3.14. With the limited data available, it was not possible at this stag to mak

a dinon between financial and economic costs of all of thie fueds. However, the Indication is that,

under preet conditions and provided It is established that it can be used efficienly, papyrus briquettes

wcud compete economically with charco. Pea appeas to epsive at this stage to quaify as a valid

competitor for charcod. These conclusions are only tiwve, howvr, and further Invesigations are

3.42 In Annex 1.17 a household onergy conservaion scenario (Scenario 11) has been prepared

which has the same point of depart as Scenario I (see para. 3.12) but includes the impact of certain

woodfuel conservation measre. Using assumptions which are listed in the Annex, the potentia for

woodfuel energy conservation has been investigated by taking into consideration a combinaion of:

(a) inal demand management (mproved wood and charcoal stoves);

21 As the prom al rte of coawspon offiel oUl at cmnt plan, some 20,000tons f peat d be beede
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O) proces efficiency increas (carbonization); and

(c) increased use of papyrus briquetes.

With the rasonable sumptiens used, the genel savings on woodfuels by year 2002

is some 8%, and the alternative growth curve for woodfuel consumption lies only slightdy below that of

Scenario I (para. 3.14) as shown on the figure of Annex 1.18. Ite impacts re much less than required,

in particular to achieve any substantial saving in woodfudls necary to reuce the present defoestation.

Here again, the role and importance of effective population policies is emphasized.

3.43 Te institutional situation regarding woodfuels Is far from ideal. MNJTRAPE considers

that actions and data collection in this field are more under the control of DOF/IMNAGRI wheres the

latter has no explicit energy responsibility. To avoid overlaps and, convsly, gaps in the manauement

of woodfuels resources at all stages, household energy planning should be the responsibility of one unit

within MINITRAPE. Its main purpose would be to moior the situation In the household energ field,

as well as to make policy proposals and initiate/supervise project in tis field. It would bave the

following responsibilities:

(a) the monitoring and planning of resources and the supply/demand of woodftiils,

particularly in the Kigali supply ar by means of identifying of a Master Plan for

charcoal supply of Kigali; ai

(b) the monitoring of projects dealing, in one way or another, with household energy, as well

as monitoring of technical, economic, and fnancial data on available solutions for

reducing or substituting woodfuels demand;

(c) the identification of programs to reduce the main imbalances in the supply/demand

pattern for household fuels and to promote desirable interfuel substitution;

(d) the design and implementation of clear rules between the private and public sectors as

well as NGOs in order to clarify areas of responsibility with the objective of improving

management and promoting development of household energy technologies; and

(e) maintaining information flows with executing agencies and the Ministre du Plsn

(MINIPLAN) in order to produce periodical reports to be used in preparing the National

Plan.

Household energy planning units have been or are being established in several developing

countries, usually as part of broader efforts to implement energy policies. In all of these cases, household

I/ Partdelar daa on resource avawiy and fee spply Ahodd be colcted by MIMNRI.
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energy planng units have meant beaer coordination and iprovement of information systems and prved
to be very valuable for energy planning.

3.44 The location of a household energy unit (ts rank within a ministry and to which minsbtry
it should be assigned), as well as the need for technical assistance, at least in the initial stages, should be
given consideration by the Government. However, there is little doubt at MINITRAPE offers sevra
comparative advanages for hosting this unit, with its overall responsibUity for energy management in the
country. To avoid creating a new department, it is proposed that the present New and Renewable Energ
Division within DGE should have its scope expanded to cover the said fiactions and be strengthened
accordingly.

Remmmendation

3.45 The following summarizes the mission's conclusions and recommendations:

(a) the ongoing household energy projects on improved charooal stoves and charcoal
production techniques are sound and should be continued. For the stoves project this
would mean, inter alia, commence testing of efficiency under real life conditions and
proceed with the important step of commercialization; for the improved carbonization
techniques, training of more charcoalers is needed to spread the benefits of the observed
efficiency improvements;

(b) the proposed new price policy for woodfuels, differentiating the price according to
location of plantations and tree category, should be implemented, incorporating the
previously proposed World Bank modifications. The recommenions of the "Secteur
Charbonnier' study regarding a new dual charcoal taxation should be adopted to
encourage the use of improved carbonization techniques and to augment the revenues of
the communes, with the objective of saving wood resources. The proposed taxation
system should be tried on a pilot basis before being extended to the nation as a whole in
order to identify its feasibility in ac'ual conditions;

(c) with the significant uncertainties related to data on traditional fuels in general, a national
survey of the supply and demand of these fuels should be conducted, to enable the au-
thorities to obtain a firmer basis for planning energy supply and conservation measures;

(d) the New and Renewable Energy Division within DGE should have its scope expanded
and be given the responsibility for monitoring/supervising projects in the household
energy area and coordinating donor activities; this would imply training and strengthening
of staff in data collection methods, economic analysis, and energy planning issues;

(e) assistance to strengthen the DGF staff, initiated by the Swiss Cooperation, should be
continued and expanded by increasing the number of qualified forestry staff in order that
the DOF be able to respond to the major challenges in the traditional energy sub-sector
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(such as the 8lementon of lage scale fors developme ad Onevti poliy).
One of the specific tasks of DGF would be to mpove coordination efors between

projects and programs designed to increas plntation rates N utilization of timber with
those deaing with woodfuels, as both bave a strong potei synergy;

(t) a concise socio-economic evaluation should be conducted to identify the viabiliy of

papyus briquetes as a houseaold fuel, a subject largely overlooked so far. lbis should

best be done in conjuncdon wkh the present production rearch;

0g) the link between biomass energy development and envirment protection and

management should be given greater emphasis by the Government and donors. Of
particular relevance to household energy are the following aspects: impact of pea xploi-
tation on the environment, impact of papyrus harvest, regional aspects of

forestlplantation exploitation for woodfuels production. Reference is made to the
recommendations in Chapter VIII on environmena aspects; and

(h) the link between population growth, household energy demand, and prsure on natural
resoutces should be kept in mikd in all policy maing decisions, and effors to *bend the

population growth curve' should be made whenever possible, as this is the main element
in easing the woodfuels siion in the long run.
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IV. PEMROLUM PRODUCTS

4.1 Petleum products account for about 8C% of commercial energy consumed in Rwanda.

They are entirely imported, consg approximately 16-17% of the country's total import bill. Supply

of oil products to Rwanda is affected by two specific difficulties: high prices and unrliability, both

linked to the country's geographic location and the condition of the transpoaion inftrucure in that

part of Africa. Political unrest in Uganda, through which the main supply route for oU products pases,

has fom time to time caused supply cuts lasing week or eve months. Whle there have been no such

interuptions during the last few yea., becase in tmes of crisis cairs have managed to find alternative

routes, no real progress has been achieved in improving the supply lines between Rwanda and the Indian

Ocean ports. Owing to this situation, transportation costs are very high and product costs CIF-Rwanda

are more uhan double the intrational prices on the coast.

4.2 Despite these difficulties, consumption of petroleum products has risen steadily, from

50,000 tons in 1981 to over 100,000 tons in 1987, an average annual growth of 12.5%. This Is the most

notable characteristic of the sector. It is explaind by the relatively low absolute level of consumption

per capita, only around 15 kg/year. Ahe upward trend of consumption per capita can theefoe be

expected to continue even if the growth of the economy as a whole and of exports In paricular are much

slower. This prospect presen a double problem, callig for both fnancial and energy-related iniiatives:

(a) measures to improve the country's extal financial position, especily foreign exchange

arnins, in the years ahead as part of the Govenme's oveal efforts in this respect;
and

Cb) tdmely preparation of meues to: (a) improve utization efficiency and (b) substie
natonal energy sources for oil products, so as to contIn the growth of Imports of oU

products within reasonable limits.

Structure and Evolution of Demand

4.3 Like most of the wealdy industrialized countries, Rwanda consumes much more white

products (gasolines, kerosene, and diesel) than heavy fuel oils. In 1987 automobile fuels-gasoline and

diesel-accounted for three-fourths of total consuption of oil products, kerosene 13%, and heavy fuel

oil 11% (see Annex 2.1).

4.4 Heavy fuel oil is consumed only in a few industrial units, the largest of which is the

MASHYUZA cement works. This unit, which has an annual capacity of 57,000 tons, entered into

service in 198S and reached full operational status in 1987, with a consumption of about 9,000 tons of

fuel oil-nearly four time the total fuel oil consumption of the other industries. However, this substantial
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growth of demand for fuel oil in 198647 is an isolated event since no other Indust unt of comprle

sie is curwey envisaged in Rwanda.

4.5 Petroleum products for domestic uses we liquefied petroleum pas (LP d kerosene,

used mainly for lighting but also increasingly for cooking. Keosene demand has rie very t ly

over the last four years, from 2,134 tons in 1983 to 8,75 tons in 1987, an erage growth of 42% a

year. LPG use is growing more slowly, mainly because of its high price. The rapid gowth of

consumption of petoleum products for domestic uses reflect the pressing need of 'ae people to improve

their basic standard of living.

4.6 Consumption of aviation fuels has sagnated over the last few years. Beeme the jet fuel

sold at Kigali is expenive, the International companies prefer to fuld thelr airraft at Nairobi or otier adr-

ports, where petroleum products are offered at more competive prices. Use of aviaton gasoline remains

limited by the fairly low volume of local traffic.

4.7 The rapid growth of consumption of petroleum products over the past decade will vey

probably continue, provided that no significan change take place in cent economic and energy

equilibria. The growth of consumption of petoleum products over the past yers i not in fact the result

of particularly vigorous economic activity but rather of devdopments In production methods and life

style. The road network has been substatily Improved and continues to be developed. lhe vehicle

fleet has grown steadily, including during last Ifew years, and so far thi trnd shows no sign of

slowing down.

TabLi4.: TREND OF NUNE OF M WEHICLE RE'STRATIWN8

JSf im nu1
Private care 381 457 393

Utility vehicles, minibuses 1,021 992 1,054
Trucks 14M 110 I"

Cotswmtion of futl Ct/year) g/ 10,500 9,60 10,73

W Prfvate cart20,000 kn x 12 t/100 km a 1.8 tiear
Utility vehiclezIG 000 km x la8 /100 bMn e7 tlyeer
TrucktSO,000 km x 40 t/100 km - 16.8 tIvear

bAuc: Bnqu Notionte du hands.

4.8 If current trends persist, total consumption of petroleum products in Rwanda will be well

over 300,000 tons/year by the end of the century; it seems thbis would be difficult for the balance of

payments to support. That being so, it would probably be more realistic to anticipate a lower growth In

consumption in response to financial constraints and appropriat energy policy measures (possible

measures are discussed later in the chapter).
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Oriniaton of the Petoleum S=ctor

4.9 Petroleum products are imported and distnibuted by six companies. One of these,

PETRORWANDA, is majority-owned by the Government, two are subsidiaries of the large international

companies (SHELL and BP-FINA) and three belong to Rwandan private entrepreneurs. lhe largest is

one of the latter, ERP (Entreprise Rwandaise de PEtrole), which holds 40% of the market. The state

enterprise PETRORWANDA, which led untfil 1983, is now In second place, with 24% of the market.

The sector is organized along a market-oriented line: the six companies compete vigorously to defend

or expand their market shares; they are also exposed to indirect competition from several other companies
which often import petroleum products for their own consumption. PETRORWANDA joins in the

competition without any special privilege. Entrepreneurs wishing to enter this sector of activity do not

have to comply with any specific requirements but only with the general conditions governing the esta-

blishment and operation of commercial companies.

4.10 Tbe Govermment reserves to itself a role of supervision and control of this sector, using

three levers in particular: (a) price control; (b) regulation of transportation, and (c) constitution of buffer

stocks. Moreover, the creation of the mixed-capital enterprise PETRORWANDA, with majority state

participation, meets the Government's desire to gain a better insight into the oil market mechanism and

cost structure and to possess means of intervening direcdy, if necessary, for example in management of

buffer stocks and service of regions inadequately covered by the other companies.

Sunly and Distribution

4.11 Importers freely negotiate purchase prices with their suppliers, most of which are Kenyan

subsidiaries of large international companies, or oil trading companies, present in Kenya or Tanzania.

Other formulas are also used, including direct purchase from Arabian-Persian Gulf suppliers, in

association with Kenyan or Ugandan companies. The diversity of purchase formulas used is dictated by

the competition among importers, who seek lowest-cost solutions to be able to compete on the domestic

market and preserve their profit margins. In this competition each importer acts independently. The

Government confines itself to monitoring invoiced prices to detect any anomalies among the FOB prices

of the various importers. This system operates fairly satisfactorily and, to judge from comparison with

international prices quoted in the East African coast ports, results in FOB prices that under the

circumstances seem reasonable (see Annex 2.2).

4.12 On the other hand, constituting a small market in itself and being served by a number of

importers each purchasing modest quantities, Rwanda might conceivably benefit from a different

approach: that of coordinating purchases to reduce the price and of optimizing deliveries to lower feight

costs. A study, managed by the World Bank, with the objective of rationalizing the supply of petroleum

in Sub-Saharan Africa subregions, is expected to commence shortly. The outcome of the study may well

be solutons which could greatly benefit small land-locked countries like Rwanda.

4.13 Imported petroleum products can reach Rwanda by several routes. Tle most heavily used

route passes through the port of Mombasa, the Mombasa-Nairobi pipeline, 485 Ion, and by truck
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Nairobi-Kampala-Kigali, 1,250 km. A variant of this route, used for example during the times of unrest

in Uganda, runs from Nairobi via the south of Lake Victoria, across Tanzania. Another route paes only

through Tanzania, from the port of Dar es Salaam, either direcdy by road to Kigali, about 1,560 km, or

by rail from Dar es Salaam to Tabora and Isaka, then by truck from Isaka to Kigali, about 600 km. The
latter route is not yet extensively used becase the road modeion wo betwen Isaka and the

Rwanda frontier have not yet been completed. It could however become a heavily traveled and perhaps

less expensive route in the future if the planned improvements are carried out. I/ Inmreased use of

routes via Tanzania should also improve the opportunity for petroleum product purdcases from less

expensive sources of supply in the A-abian-Persian Gulf The various routes are used alternately,

depending on circumstances: state of the roads, security, price of petroleum products at Mombasa and

Dar es Salaam, various transit duties, transportation cost on the various sections, and so on. In the

present situation, transportation cost accounts for over 50% of the price CIF-Kigali. It is

US$260-300/ton for the main section via Nairobi-Kampala (JS$40-S50/ton for the Mombasa-Nairobi
pipeline, plus US$220-250/ton for transportation by truck Nairobi-Kigali) and US$230-280/ton for the

routes starting at Dar es Salaam. These prices are financial, however, and do not properly reflect the

economic costs of transportation for the alternative routes. It is likely that the real cost difference is

greater than mentioned (real costs via Tanzania being lower), but the magnitude of it is not yet known.

One of the outcomes of the study referred to in footnote 4 should be greater transparency with respect

to cost components in the build-up of petroleum prices, as a basis for price reductions once the bottle-

necks in the transportation system are reduced.

4.14 Since strengthening the transportation system is an important safety factor for supplying

Rwanda with petroleum products, the Government has developed a policy to encourage the building up

of a large fleet of tank trucks able to ensure a sustained import flow under all conditions. This policy
includes, in particular:

(a) setting the tank truck transportation cost between Nairobi and Kigali (or equivalent),

included in the oil price structure, at a fairly high level, to ensure that the carriers are

well remunerated;

(b) measures aimed at creating powerful and well organized international transport

enterprises.

Tbe regulations drawn up in 1985-86 restrict international transport operations to

companies that have obtained the status of "authorized carrier." To do this, a company must: (a) possess

a fleet of at least 20 trucks; (b) possess the necessary facilities in Rwanda (offices, garages, parking

space); and (c) be organized as a joint-stock company at least 51% of whose capital is held by Rwandan

shareholders. Authorized carriers can subcontract their transport operations to small private Rwandan

I/ Opening ofhLi road to generalfreight as well as to oil prodwas k a specflc projec whkch Includes provmens in

the por of Dac es Salaan, rehabitaon of the rai.ay, a rai/road tenrinal with storage depot at Issaka, and

nodernization of the bsaka-Ruswno-Kigali road (IDA: Tanzania Perolekn Sector Retabllitatlon Project). It ts

ancertain at t stage, however, to what extent this route wil actualy be usedfor transporting products to Rwanda,

aunng trastfees thatj r4eect the costs of the buproventents wil be charged
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carrers and, under certain coiditions, even to forelgn carres. Small carriers operating as subcontrac
ar remunera at the official tariff minus a 5% commIsion withheld by the authoized carder.

4.15 lTis policy has encouraged investment by Rwandans in o n facilities, which
have expanded apprecibly over the last two yamrs. At the end of 1987, Rwanda possessed a fleet of 137

tank tucks, of which only 29 belonged to the two "authorized cariers: STIR, a mixed-Wapital company
with Government majority shareholding, and CORWACO, a totally private company.

Iowab s .2: RMDAM INTERATIONUL TRAOT TRUC FLEET
(December 31, 1987)

Stbcon-
STIR LOO'ACO tractors Total

Total I A5

Sourc: Directlan GQ6rate des Trarsports.

In 1988 a third company, SOGETI, with 20 large-capacity (60 mi) tank trucks, became

an authorized carrier. The static total tank truck capacity is curreny about 4,800 m&, equialet to a
conventional haulage capacity on the Nairobi-Kigali route of l11,000 Iyear, i.e., of the same order of
manitude as Rwanda's toal petroleum product imports. However, this capacity is excessive In current

circumstances since some 20-25% of traffic Is carried by foreign (notably Kenyan and Tanzaian)
cariers, which are cheaper. The Rwandan trucks are now beganning to be under-utilized, so that the
investments made to develop the fleet cannot obtain the expected rtrn. This means that the
Government's protectionist policy, through which the goal of strengthening the national transportation

fleet has been achieved, also has some disadvantages. To get themselves out of this difficulty, Rwandan
carriers will now have to gear themselves more and more to neighborin cntry marets, striving to be
more cometitive. Moreover, to maintain their position on the domestic market they are beging to
grma discounts on the official prices, which means that transport price control no longer serves any

purpose. The Government should therefore abandon it; that would help: (a) to clarify the situation for
the carriers and spur them to greater efficiency effrts, and (b) to lower the CIF price of imported
petroleum products.

4.16 A further step towards deregulating the transport system would be to consider abolishing
the system of authorized carriers altogether. Tnhe total Rwandan truck fleet is relatively large and a maor
hare of it is owned by small catriers who pay to the authorized companies a commission which quite

possibly only adds to the total costs of traport. Since the country now appears to have achieved its aim

at having a fleet of tank-trucks that maintains a sustained flow of petroleum products, the Government
should consider abandoning the present barriers to entry together with the transport price control.

4.17 Petroleum products are distributed through the station networks of the six companies and
also direcdy to the major customers. PETRORWANDA has the most highly developed network, with
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about 30 statio distributed throughout the country. ERP, the leader in terms of sales volume, poss
23 stations located In the major rafic centers. Averag monthly flows distributed per station, 50-100 fn'
depending on the company, represet a satisctory level of performance, comparable with the Europe
distribution networks (France: 75 m/month, PRG: 135, Italy: 38, United Kingdom 80). Some of Ihe
stations belong to the companies and operate with saaried personnel; others belong to private managers
with an exclusive contract with one oil company. Each company pursues its own policy in this respect.
PEMRORWANDA, for example, uses both formula but over the last few years has given preference to
management contracts and tends to limit the number of stations belonging to it in order to avoid inflating
its administrative expenss.

4.18 The oil companies possess modest storage capacity, totaling 8,000 nil in the distntion
stations (ERP: 2,(000 m3; BP-FINA: 1,400; PETRORWANDA 3,000; and the three other
companies-SHELL, SGP, and RWANDA PETROLGAZ-1,400 in); however, these capacides ae
sufficient to ensure regular supply of consumers when road transportaton functions nonrally. But the
companies are not protected against the hazards of international tasport and when difficulties arti suffer
shortalls which can influence their market position. In serious situations, the Govenment intervenes by
authorizing drawdown of its buffer socks. For relaively unimportant incidents, however, the companies
have to fend for themselves. With this in mind, EP, in order to consolidate its position of market
leader, decided to build a 5,000 m' depot in 1988 which will be the first purely operational large depot.
ERP could allow the other companies to use this storage faclity for a fee.

4.19 Apart from the operadonal stocks referred to above, Rwanda possesses
Government-owned buffer stocks totaling 10,000 m'. Thens stocks were set up In 1979 when the ountry
had to be supplied by air because road communications were cut for 8 months. PEMRORWANDA is res-
ponsible for physical management of the government stocks but does not have the right to use them
except in case of crisis and then only with the Government's pormision. These stocks have already
served on several occasions to tide over periods when road communications were cut and have amply
demonstrated thir usefulness. In view of the growth of consumption the Government decided to
constuct another 13,000 in' of storage capacity, distributed between two depots: GATSATA (3 x
3,660 in) near Kigali, and Butare (2 x 1,950 ni). These depots, built in 1988 with the help of a FP 62
million loan by the French Caisse Centrale de Cooperation Economique (CCCE) l/, will give Rwanda
25,000 m3 of buffer stock storage, i.e., 2.4 months' consumption at the 1988 demand level. A buffer
stock of this size is normal, even for countries better located geographically than Rwanda, and seems to
be well in line with its current needs. The Government will now have to resolve the problem of how to
finance the petroleum products (at an import value of approximately US$5 million) to be stored in the
new tanks. A long-term loan on concessional tersns seems to be the solution that would have the least
impact on the already high cost of petroleum products distributed in Rwanda. However, the Government
will have to define a policy for flnancing buffer stocks since they will have to be further Increased in the

I/ 20-year om ih sevn years of grace, IMerest t 3% p.a
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fiutre in step with the growth of onsmpton, unless alteative o n outes dtat effectivdy
increa the sdety of supply are constucted. To finance the stocks which add to the total co of supply
of petroleum products, the Goverment should consider levying a tax. Ibis could be itoduced as a part
of a general taation and p revision (see para. 4.24).

4.20 FiSling of substantial nw stockpiles should be preceded by contingency planning for their
eventual utlization and replenishment related to a possible Irruption in surface transportation. While
it is impossible to foree the conditions under which a suply intepon woud occur with sufficient
precision to prepare a detailed plan, it is easier to make adjustments to a pre-set plan during a crisis ta
to start with no plan. Contingency planning might include, inter alia, identification of key imported
products, key import-dependent activities, and drswing up a supply strategy to deal with sucb a situation.

Taxilon md Prices

4.21 Oil prices in Rwanda are only pardy controlled by the Government: for automobile
gasoline and diesel a maximum selling price is laid down but for other products it is uncontrolled. In
practice the companies always grant discounts (2-5% or even more) to their large customers in order to
retain them. ITese discounts are one of the majior weapons in the competition between the companies.
Some large customers-airport, cement works, government offices, army, etc.-even invite bids in order
to conclude supply contracts with the company offering the best price and service. The companies
sometimes even offer discounts at the pump to attract small customers.

4.22 The Governen's petroleum price policy is to keep the selling price constant while
adapting the level of taxation to compensate for changes In the world market price. Maximum prices at
the pump had not changed since 1981 and therefore still reflect record international market prices (the
1990 adjument maiwdy compensated the deuation). The Government has rised taxation in step with
falling world market prices, notably during 1984 through 1987, with the result that it is currently fairly
high (automobile gasoline 44% of selling price, diesel 46%, but kerosene only 6.2% and fuel oil 14.6%
(see Annex 2.6). Annex 2.4 depicts the development of taxation for the two major fuels, gasoline and
diesel. Annex 2.5 shows all the taxes currently applied. The fairly marked discrepancy in taxation
between the different products reflects the Government's wish to favor certain types of consumers. This
diffreaton has a direct impact on the development of the country's general energy demand structure
and thereby represens an energy policy issue. In this respect, reference is made to the low taxation of
kerosene and fuel oil and to the question of whether the intended beneficiaries actually derive the
advantage of the low tax rates (see Annex 2.6 which shows a high wholesale margin particularly for
kerosene).

4.23 Until the recent devaluation, the Rwanda Franc was considerably overvalued. This
implies a real level of taxation that is lower than the rates quoted in para. 4.22 and which, for certain
products, may even be negative (subsidy). The rapid increase in consumption of petroleum products and,
to a certain extent, inflation, in the '8SO may support the view that prices are not so high, after all, as
they first may appear to be. For balance of payments reasons or in order tb reduce possible inefficiencies
in consumption, raising taxes and the level of petroleum product prices could be seen as desirable. On
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the other had applying higher axes to prices dt already reflect economic costs to the county of
importng and distrt these products might lead to sub-optimal co_umption from a national poit
of view. High prices also have another disadvantages: they generate clandestine imports of petroleum
products from neighboring countries where prices are lower. lbis negative sitaton has apparenly been
developing in Rwanda over the last years and seems likely to become quite serious unless suitable
measures are taken. An estimated 1,000-2,000 tons of petroleum products, mainly diesel, are currendy
smuggled into Rwanda each month (equalling possibly between 114 and 1/3 of total diesel consumption).

4.24 Considering ta, until the 1990 adjustment, prices of major petroleum products had re-

mained unchanged since 1981 and that initial justifications for their level and stucture may quite
conceivably no longer be valid, it is recommended that a study be carried out of petroleum product
pricing and taxation. The new price structure should reflect the economic cost of petroleum products in
absolute and relative terms. The revision sholdd take into consideration the extchange rate situation of
the Rwanda Franc and other factors mentioned in the preceding paragraph, as well as the price rela-
tionship among petroleum products, on the one hand, and between relevant petroleum products and other
fuels, on the other hand.

4.25 Dating largely fom 1987 there has been a proliferation of imports exempted from duty.
in 1987 duty-free imports represeted a high proportion of total import volume (over 50% in the cases
of diesel and fuel oil); this obviously allows scope for illicit traffic in duty-free products (see Annex 2.2).
The oil companies would like to import products for stockpiling free of duty. In view of the problem
of financing the 15,000 ma of new buffer stocks (see para. 4.19 above), the Government might be
tempted to grant the companies this concession in return for an obligation to deposit in the buffer stocks
specified quantities of products, pro rata to each company's volume of opeaions. Tbis apparently logical
formula imvolves very complicated management of these stocks and the risk of generating other forms
of tax evasion. The mission recommends that the Government not grant these tax exemptions but on the
contrary limit duty-free import authorizations to very narrowly defined cases. A much better way would

be for the Treaury to refind the part of the taxes paid by consumers entitled to exemption against

prentation of documents testifying to actual consumption of the quantities concerned. For some uses,
fDr eample onsumption reladng to public contracts, duty exemption should simply be abolished.

Institufons and Petroleum Polic

4.26 The Government's petroleum policy is defined fairly clealy by, in particular: (a) its

market-oriented approach to the organization of the sector; (b) its concern to ensure security of supply,

reflected in the measures taken to strengthen transportation facilides and set up buffer stocks, and (c)

faidy higb taxaton (at least in nominal terms) and control of the maximum prices of the major fuels.
However, it is noted that this policy is formulated and applied not by the energy sector agencies but by

those responsible for economic and financial tnaters. The Direction Generale de l'Energie (DGE) has

very litde involvement in ptoleum questions, limiting its activity in this sector to (not very efficient)

statistical monitoring. This situation is undesirable and results in an incorrect approach to energy

problem in other setrs (electricity, firewood, renewable sources of energy). The mission considers

it esent that the DGE be made responsible for all aspects of petoleum policy. In some areas, such
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a amaton, mort fincing and price control, the DOE will of course have to work closey with the
economIc and finacIal cies, taking car to tailor the requrements of the Government's economic
and finclal policy to the specflc coornts of the energy sector as a whole. But i nmaes of
development strategy, buffer stocks, measumr to radonaiz conumption, ener substittes for
petroleum products, and so on, the DOE shoud pay the major mle in supevsing activides and desiging

policies for proposa to the Govrmen.

4.27 An Import activity that the Government has not adequately developed is monitoring
of the international petroleum market. lbis work is currendy limited to recording the FOB prices
actually paid by Rwaan Imponrters and verifying by shmply checking them agi the prices paid by
other importers. This level of monioring seems to be adequate to avoid cladestie operations but not
to aluate or help improve the importers' commercW performance. Moreover, to be able systematically
to adjust the level of taxion to changes In exten prices, the Government needs up-dated information
on international oil market data and tends, and thiS very promptly in order not to delay tax change
decisions and thereby put the oil companies in an excessively unfavorable position wbomi external prices
rse (or an excessivdy favorable one when prices fall). For ta purpose, it is proposed that the
Direcate of ergy be given the responsibility for monitoring petroleum prodeucu, prices as part of the
ncreased involvement in petroleum maters.

4.28 In addition to axion, price control and aecurity of supply, the Government's petroleum
policy will have to Include specific action programs to find suitable solutions to the problems that

caacterize Rwanda's ergy system, paticularly:

(a) bringing consumption of ergy and particularly of petroleum products under control by
elmiati wat and reducing specific consumption in user faciities;

(b) promoting substitute eno sources to replace petroleum products by local forns of

ergy where this makes good economic and energy sense.

The Govnmt has reaty aken certain eaurms under both these headings but they
need to be fitted into coberet programs and monitored firmly and methodically.

4.29 A study of energy consumption In 15 of the largest industrial enterprises was cuaied out
in 1986 on the initiative of the EGL and with the support of French Cooperation. The study Identified
a num r of possible measures to improve specific efficiency of energy end-use, particularly for fuel oil
and diesel. Ihe measures-of the conventional type (reduction of excess air, preheating, etc.)-could
lead to savingp estimated at 450 tons of fuel oil and dies a year (3-4% of actual consumption). A
cemen work study conducted in 1987 in conection with utilization of Lake Kivu gas, demonstrated the
high specific energy consumption in the MASHYUZA cement works: about 200 kg of fuel oil per ton
of cement, explained pardy by the technology used (wet process), but also by the lack of close monitoring
of plant opions. A follow-up of these studies could result In a significant reduction in industrial fuel
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conumption hough inwmovmt of the plan, for ampl by ins8t meteri ad antomtc
reation devces. lhe Governmern could encourage such acon through measu of two kinds:

(a) incresing the relaivdy low axation of fud oil to encoura industrl operators to make
ener savings; such a measu should, howevr, be considered in the broader cont
of a sudy of petroleum produc taxion, as mentoned previously;

(b) grning of financial support for expert studies and advisory assstance and to help
industral operators acquire metering and reguating devices to bring energy-using
processes under contol.

4.30 With regard particularly to the cement industry, which is a large energy consumer, it is
pointed out that cuet production capacity is just adequate to meet demand. Cement demand will
continue to rise, however, reaching 75-125,000 tons by the end of the century. This could lead the
Goverment to study alternative ways of coping with this growth. It s recommended t, in assessing
these altenatives, the Government take fte energy factor carefully into consideration by studying, in
particular, the possibility of using the 'dry' process, with Its much smaller specific consumption figures
(6040 kg of fuel oU per ton of cement).

4.31 No specific measures have been taken so far to reduce specific gasolir.e and diesd
consumption rates. Although the auomobile fleet is relatvdy new (average age 3.5 years), transortation
operators would probably be receptive to iniitves to improve fuel consumption through: (a) obligatory
periodic checking of carburetrs, (b) promotion of economical driving, and (c) possibly 'dieselization'
of fleet (trucks and buses). The most suitable ways of iniaing such activities would have to be defined
jointly by the DOE and the Direction des Transports (D), takdng advantage of the ongoing program
of support for the tansportion sector.

b nacemen gf Petroleum Productsh Ohat Forms g 

4.32 The relatively high level of petroleum product prices in Rwanda means tha certin tpes
of energy substition are feasible there that would not be economical in other countries with easier access
to petroleum product supply souroes. Maes that were envisaged include the use of: (a) Lake Kivu
meth as drough various technical processes, including the manufatre of substitute fuels, such as

CNG which could replace, for emple, LPG, kerosene or fuel oil (see Chapter VI); (b) peat or coa
from the Kalemie mine (Zaire) in some industries to replace fuel oil; (c) fuel alcohol, mixed with
gasoline; and (d) electricity in industrial boilers and furnaces instead of fuel oil or diesel( see para. 4.34).

4.33 Production of fuel alcohol has been studied under a community project of the Great Lakes
countries promoted by EGL consisting of the manufaie of about 2,700 m&/year of fuel ethanol in a
distillery to be built near the KUliba sugar mill in Zaire. This output would be allocated among the three
countries-Zaire, Rwanda, and Burundi-for mixture, in a ratio of about 10%, with the gasoline
dirbuted in the region. A feasibility study completed in 1986 put the Investment cost at US$4.1 million
(1985) and concluded that the project was remunerative assuming that the alcohol could be sold to the
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Ol companies ast abou US$400/ms. For the operation to be trly profitable, therefore, the CIF price of
gasoline imortd into the region would have to exceed US$450/m'. Since the CIF-Kigali price of
gasoline is currently US$374/rn' (see Annex 2.3), the project is not, at present, economically or
financially attractive. However, it should be kept In mind for future Implementation if oil market
conditions change.

4.34 A program of electrification of industra boilers and funces in the Great Lakes countries
has been studied, also by EGL, as part of the package of measures to make the Ruzizi n hydroelectric
power station economically efficient. Ie was found that this program-which was originally based on the
concept of a large electricity surplus in the grid-would be economically interesting If the power were
offered at its (short-run) marginal cost. Subsequent studies were considerably more cautious as to the
timeliness of installing electric boilers, since they showed that the generating capacity of Ruzii 11, firt
phase, would approach saturation sooner than anticipated. As discussed in Chapter V, under the
circumstance, the conversions appear to have no economic or financial justifications. A combination
of higher oil prices and/or electric power based on regional low cost development would be required to
justify the electrification program.

Summarv of Principal Recommendadons

4.35 The principal recommendations of the mission are as follows:

(a) Tle Government should consider the outcome of a study, managed by the World Bank
and expected to commence shordy, with the objective of rationalizing the supply of
petoleum in Sub-Saharan Africa subregions as an alternative to the present practice of
independent purchases in small quanties;

(b) The Government should consider abandoning the present system of authorized carers,
on the grounds that the country now has a sufficient fleet of tank trucks and that the
present system quite possibly contributes only to increasing total transport costs;

(c) Since the tank truck fleet is beginning to have surplus capacity, the Government should
now proceed to deregulate transportation prices. This will stimulate Rwandan carriers
to improve their efficiency and their ability to compete on neighboring country markets.
It will at the same time help lower the CEF price of imported petroleumu products;

(d) lb-* Government should develop a contingency plan to deal with supply interruptions
identifying, inter alia, key import-dependent activities and drawing up a supply strategy
to deal with such situations. It should also define a policy for financing future increases
in buffer stocks and consider an earmarked tax to cover storage costs;

(e) It is recommended that the Directorate of Energy's area of responsibility should be
expanded to encompass the petroleum sector, Including the formulation and follow-up of
petroleum policy, in cooperation with other relevant government agencies. To be able
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to systematically adjust the level of axion to changes In extena prim, a dos

motori of petoleum prlces Is called for;

(t) A study should be carded out on txaton and pdrci of petroleum product, giving due

considraion to the economic coa both In absolute and relat tem. he levd and

structure should be reviewed on the background of an exchange re situio and of the

need to: ) limi inefficient consumption of Imported products for economic, especially

balance of paymes reasons, (ii) reduce dandestine lmpors from neighborng counties,

(iii) consider the fiscal revenue potei of petroleum taxes, (iv) consider subston

effects between petroleum products and vis-&-vis other fuel sources and (v) evaluate to

which ext intended beneficiaries actually derive the advantage of lower taxes (e.g., on

keosene). A comprehensive approach to the pricing and taion Issue would call for

collaboration between the Energy Directorate and the agencies responsible for

macr-eonomic decisions making;

(g) The Govnment shoud draw up and implement specialized programs for: (i) impoving

the efficiency of utilization of petroleum products, and (i) replacing them by other forms

of energy wherever this is reasonable and economic. These programs will bave to

include all phases: study, definition of feasible projecs, an promotion of their execu-

tion. Among the varous development directions explored up to now, the most

promising appear to be extraction of Lake Kivu methane gas for alternative uses, the type

ad size of which remain to be defined.
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V. ELECTRC POWER

Dmand Aom EletrcWity:, Pas and Fmutr Treni

5.1 The consumption of electricity reached a level of 10S.2 Gigawatt per hour (GWh) in

1987, representina a per capita consumption of only 16 kWh, one of the lowest values in the world. In

spite of an average annual rate of growth in the number of connections of 17% in the last seven yeas,

still only a small fraction of the total population of the wuntry (1.4%) uses elericity. All major urban

centers are supplied by the natioral grid, but only a very small percentage of their respective populations

actually uses electicity. In 1987, Kigali's consumption represened 60% of the national total, yet less

tban 12% of Its population is connected to the power network.

tab-lt.o1: CONSUMPT IO BY CNWES CATEORY

Growith Rates

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1 198- -?7

Industriat 30.2 32.3 34.7 34.7 35.8 34.8 33.1 36. 2.7 2.4

Caserciat 7.2 8.5 13.4 11.3 14.3 14.6 14.3 14.3 10.8 0.7

Resldentiet 12.5 14.5 13.5 14.3 17.5 17.7 20.0 23.7 9.6 1S.8

Public Services 6.0 7.2 9.4 12.4 13.2 21.2 22.5 24.1 22.4 6.6

ELECTR0CZ 1.4 _. 2.6 J21 _R U _61 b 20.0

Totat 57.3 63.8 73.4 75.3 83.9 92.5 95.1 10S.2 9.0 6.7

ourq: ELECTROGAZ.

5.2 Electricity consumption, as measured by sales to consumers connected to the public

supply system, rose at an average annual rate of 9.0% in the period 198487 (Table 5.1). Year-to-year

growth rates were in general above 10%, with the exception of 1982-83 and 1985-86 when they only

reached 2.7% and 2.8% respectively. There is no close correlation between the growth of electricity

consumption and the growth of GDP on a year-to-year basis. For example, the reduction in the rate of

economic growth in 1982 was accompanied by an exceptionally high increase in electricity consumption.

A similar phenomenon occurred in 1984, when GDP is estimated to have declined by 4.3%, while

electricity consumption rose by 11.3%.

5.3 The distribution of consumption by consumer categories indicates that important relative

changes have occurred during the 1980s. The participation of the Industrial sector declined from 52.3%

in 1980 to 34.7% in 1987, while the public services sector increased its share from 12.8% to 28.7%, in

part due to increased investment in public lighting. Residential and commercial sectors have had very

small changes in their shares, which in 1987 reached 22.5% and 14. 1% respectively. These changes in

distribution are a reflection of the sectoral rates of growth, which indicate a very low annual rate of
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gowth for the industrial sector (2.7%) and slightly above average raes for the residnial a commercial

sectors (9.6% and 10.8%). Tne growth in residtial and public sector consumption has also had an

important impact on the growth in peak demand. Peak demand grew an average of 11% anually for the

period 1984-87, from 18 MW in 1984 to 24.9 MW in 1987. Th past practice of developWg high

standard pubIic lighting should be reexamined, and energy efficient designs considered instead to avoid

investments in costly new plant capacity with limited benefits. Tariff structure should also be reviewed

to determine whether some of the residential conumption contributing to the peak can be displaced to

other time periods.

5.4 Within the electric network there are nine consumers which use more than 1 GWhlyear,

collectively accounting for about 30% of total consumption. The largest consumer is the Deutshe Well.

radio station which consumes around 8 GWh/year. Others are BRALItWA (brewery), MASHYUZA
(cement), the waterworks at Mugesera, and several tea factories (SHAGASHA, MULINDI, CYOHOHA).
In addition, 13 users consume more than 500 MWh and rpresent another 10% of the total. Among them

are SULFORWANDA (soaps and detergents), RWANDEX (coffee), the army camp at Kanombe, the
university at Butare, and several hotels in Kigali. The total number of users supplied by medium voltage

(MV) distribution lines is 162 accounting for collective consumption of 53.2 GWh or 50.6% of the total.

5.5 The number of low voltage (LV) consumers has increased from 4,366 in 1980 to 13,355
in 1987, with an average annua growth rate of 17.3%. Assuming that the number of residental and

commercial users of electricity is equa to the number of LV users, consumption per unit has declined
from 4,521 kWh/year in 1980 to 2,889 kWh/year in 1987. This phenomenon is explained by the fac

that electrification expansion to new regions and residences is progressively ingratng areas of lesser
development and lower incomes. Tnis trend is likely to continue through the long-term given the low

proportion of the population which has access to electricity.

5.6 Increasing the population's access to electricity is among the most important objecives

of the Rwandese Government for the electricity sector. First priority should be given to expanding

connections in areas where service is already available. However, a major obstacle to expanding set vice

to new consumers even in areas already served by the urban grid, is the high cost of an electricity

connection. According to the existing regulations, consumers must pay all the costs of the connection
study, the equipment to be installed and the works to be executed, plus 10%, normally in one installment
when the connection is contracted. While an effort was made in January 1988 to lower this cost

somewhat by decreasing the surcharge from 15% to the present 10%, it is estimated that the average

connection charge is still about US$750, while GNP per capita in the country is only about US$290. The

high cost of connections is in part explained by the overly demanding technical speciffeations of the

equipment used (tri-phase connections have been used in the past for all LV consumers), excessive use

of underground cabtes in urban areas and low efficiency of the working teams (ELECMROGAZ' own

staff connect new i ustomers rather than using private electrical contractors). For electrification to be

expanded beyond the larger, higher income consumers, more appropriate standards should be introduced,
efficiency should be controlled and he connection charges should be spread over time using a credit

mechanism combined with lifeline tariffs when these are justified. Ihe regulations which took effect in

January 1988 in fact allow special arrangements for term payment of connection charges to be made
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between new consumers and ELECrROGAZ at the latters dcretion, however, the level of need for
sueh rangemen is higb and likely to inrea the adminirave and financial burden on
ELECIMROGAZ if afl demand for the arrangements b to be meL ELECrROGAZ has exteded the
repayrsent period to clients of limited risk, but it would be preferable to develop a poliy for term
paymtnuts and lifeline razes supported by donor finding for connections which would relieve
ELECTROGAZ of some cash-flow risks and allow more new onsumers to benefit.

5.7 Before undertking distribution expansion into new areas, low cost distribution syms
should be examined. Testing of one or more such schemes on a pilot basis should be undertaken,
pricularly before proceeding with any major rural electrification program.

Futtre Demand 5;rowt

5.8 Seven different projections of future electricity consumption have been prepared for
Rwanda, as each consultant who has undertaken a pre-feasibility or a feasibility study has developed a
forecast of demand projections specific to the justification of the investment. The oldest and most
complete study is the one published in 1983 by the Societe Nationale d'Etudes de Projets (BUNEP) in
conjunction with the Ecole Polytechnique FEddrale de Lausanne (EPFL) as part of a comprehensive
energy Master Plan. Tbis Study was based on 1980 data, and when its projections are compared to atl
consumption for 1987, they show an overestimation of 16.1 GWh, or 15.3% of actual consumption. The
consumption of electricity in the industrial sector has grown at a much smaller rate than projected by the
BUNEP/EPFL study, while the residential sector has exceeded all expectations. Given the elapsed time
and the noted differences, the demand projections of the BUNEPAEPFL study are no longer usefil.

5.9 Projections established by various engineering consultants vary between 107.0 GWh and
184.0 GWh for 1990 and between 128.7 GWh and 292.2 GWh in 1995 (actual consumption in 1987 was
105.2 GWh). The spread among the different estimations is 72% in 1990 and 127% in 1995, which
presents a difficult problem of choice and consistency. In recognition of the need to update the
BUNEP/EPFL study and develop a reliable set of data for investment and policy decision-making, the
Government of Rwanda has decided to prepare a new electricity Master Plan, which will be based on
rigorously establisbed projections of demand. Since these new projections will not be available untl the
second-half of 1991 at the least, interim demand projections were prepared in the light of recent
consumption patterns, expansion plans of key consumers and varying general economic trends. It should
be noted that these interim projections are not a substitute for the detailed Master Plan projections whose
preparation should be given high priority in order that key investment decisions can be taken on the basis
of complete information.

5.10 Annex 3.1 gives the projected consumption of electricity under thne different scenarios.
Scenario A represents a low growth situation where total consumption increases at an average rate of
6.0% between 1987-2000. Tle scenario was developed assuming a rate of growth of industrial electricity
consumption of 3.0% per year, which approximates the historical average rather than projected GDP
growth since no correlatio. has been found with the later variable; an increase in the number of
residential and commercial consumers of 10% per year, or well below past trends; a gradual decrease
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In unit consumtion of these users to 2,500 kWh In 1989 and a growth of public sector coumption of

5% per year as controls on the expansion of this sector dghten and major public lighting proams come

to an end. In Scenario B, the number of residental and commercil users increases at a anual re of

15%, mainaining the high growth rates of the recen past, while all other assumptions ar mainained.

The resulting overall growth of consumption is 8.8% per year between 1987-2000, which indicates that

demand projections are very sensitive to Inreas in the number of dectricity connections. Scenaio C

Is a high growth case where industrial electricity consumption increases at 5% per year, the umwber of

residentidal and commercial users at 15% per year wbile unit consumption of these users is kept constant

at 2,800 kWh and public consumption grows at 7% per year. The average growth rate in this scenmaio

is 10.2% between 1987-2000.

5.11 Under the described scenarios, total electricity consumption is projected to be between

119 GWh and 136 GWh in 1990 and between 162 GWh and 220 GWh in 1995. Assuming tha total

losses in the electrical network would decline slightly from their 1987 level of 17% to reach 16% in 1990

and remain constant at a conservative but still undesirably high level of 14% after ta year, the required

generation would be between 142 GWh and 162 GWh in 1990 and between 189 OWh and 256 GWh in

1995. While it is expected that actual values will be within these ranges, it must be noted that

uncerinties are greater on the evolution of public consumption and on the nfmber of new connections

that will be undertaken since, if past practice continues, both will be subject to the revenue generation

constraints of government fiscal policy and of ELECTROGAZ' rates.

5.12 Energy and capacity balances for Rwanda were calculated taking the medium growth

demand Scenario B as the most likely alternative (Annex 3.2). For this purpose, the guaranteed energy

of the domestic plants (Ntaruka, Mukungwa 1, Gisenyi, and Gihira) is estimated as 8?.4 GWh. The

results indicate that Rwanda would need to import 53.5 GWh in 1988, that is 39% of the energy required

by its system. This figure may be an overestimation because in 1987 domestic plants were able to

produce 108.3 GWh, which is substantially above the esdmated guaranteed energy. The operation of

Ruzizi 11 in 1989, of which Rwanda owns one third of the energy to be produced, will reduce import

requirements to 11.1 GWh in 1989. Assuming that no new domestic plants are built and that the third

unit of Ruzizi 11 is operational in 1995, imports reach a peak of 75.7 GWh in 1994, which is 37% of the

energy required by the country. The third 13.3 MW unit of Ruzizi nI, to which Rwanda would also have

a one-third claim, allows the country to maintain until 1995, almost the same absolute level of electricity

imports as in 1994.

5.13 Rwanda has in the past imported between 10% and 19% of its electricity needs from

Ruzizi I in Zaire (para. 5.18). In 1989, two units of the Ruzizi 11 plant, owned one-third by Rwanda,

came on strean capable of producing 140 GWh annually which reduced the Ruzizi I imports. To

examine whether Rwanda will continue to have adequate power available through recourse to imports

from the regional interconnected network, a demand and supply balance for the Great Lakes region

interconnected network was established (Annex 3.3). Based on the most likely rate of growth of

electricity demand in Burundi and Zaire's Kivu region (drawn from recently completed national Master

Plans), the import requirements of Rwanda can be satisfied until 1995. As a matter of fact, there would

be a substantial surplus of electric energy in the region between 1989 and 1992. With the addition of the
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third unit of the Ruzizi II plant only in 1995, the supply situation would be tight in 1994 (surplus of only
1.2 GWh), but would be reasonable in 1995; this would seem to Indicate that a one-year advancement
in the operation of the third unit of Ruzizi n may be justified. In 1996, a deficit of energy occus,
requiing the coming on stream of an additional power plant to supply the region.

5.14 The capacity balances for Rwanda ta are presned in Section 4 of Annex 3.2 indicate
that peak demand would not be a constraint before 1996. The existing domestic plant plus one-third of
the capacity of Ruzizi 11 satisfy all the peak power requiements for the period 1989-1992. For 1993-95
reinforcements from foreign sources are needed, with a maximum of 4.7 MW in 1994. lbat year, the
surplus capacity in Zaire from Ruzizi I and its share of Ruzizi 11 would be between 7.4 MW and
12.2 MW, which is enough to cover the deficit of Rwanda. The national system of Burundi would also
have a surplus capacity in 1994 and therefore wfll contribute to the satisfction of the necessary reserve
requirements of the interconnected system.

5.15 The foregoing demand analysis has excluded the conversion to electricity of more than
a dozen of the three countries' existing industrl fuel-fired boilers which would require 44.5 GWh in
1990 rising to 89 GWh in 1998 (12.5 GWh and 27 GWh for Rwanda alone). While the Energie des
Grands Lacs (EGL) has done several studies on this question and elaborated a program for this purpose,
the conversions have no economic nor financial justification. Based on June 1988 electricity rates 2nd
petroleum product prices, the cost of producing an equivalent amount of energy in Rwanda is greater with
electricity supplied from the national grid than with fuel-oil or gas-oil. The cost of producing a
theoretical thermal unit (therm) with electricity is between RF 7.7 and RF 11.6, depending on the hours

of utilization of the industry and its subscribed capacity, while the cost is RF 4.9 when fuel oil is used
and RF 7.6 when diesel fuel is used. These costs exclude the investments costs in the new boilers. A
comparison using economic prices will show greater differences since the economic cost of electricity is
higher than the tariffs now in effect (para. S.55) and the market price of petroleum products higher than

their opportunity costs owing to the substantial taxes levied by the State.

5.16 The theoretical results indicated above were conflrmed in visits to several industrial
enterprises. None of them was interested in the conversion to electricity without a reduction in electricity
rates and some subsidy for the purchase of the new electric boilers. Preferential electricity rates and
subsidies appear to have no justification in Rwanda since Rwanda itself does not have a surplus of electric
energy. While there will be a surplus in the Great Lakes region as a whole (para. 5.13), a reduction in
rates in any of the countries in the region may be advantageous for only the short period of time until
the surplus is eliminated; near the end of this period, in order to meet network rehabilitation and
expansion needs, rates will have to be adjusted to the level of long-run marginal cost (LRMC), which are
above present rates apnlied in all three countries. Were a progm to convert industrial boilers to be
implemented in Rwanda without the clear acceptance by the Government and industries that prices follow
LRMC principles, it could have the undesirable effects of: (a) encouraging enterprises to undertake
investment in conversion for which the expected benefits will not be realized or 0) requiring
subsidization of industries either by the Government budget or other categories of consumers.
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5.17 Domestic generating faciities include four hydroelectic plao wih a otl Italled

capacity of 26.5 MW and four diesel plants with total power of 3.6 MW. IDomesti supply to Rwanda's

interconnected network, however, is essentially from the four hydroelecric stations. The Gata diesel

station is available as standby for Kigali, with the remaining diesd plants out of service in order to

minimie operating costs and especially petroleum product purchases. 82% of domestic production is

from two power stations at Mukungwa (12.5 MW) and Ntaruka (11.3 MW). All hydrodectric sions

have been constructed, or rehabilitated at least in part, since 1981 (Annex 3.4).

5.18 Rwanda has impoted power since 1977 from Zaire's Ruzizi I plant. The proportion of

imports has decreased steadily from 65% of total energy supplied to the network In 1980 (45 GWh) to

about 15% in 1987 (19 GWh) (Annex 3.5). Contrt arrangements with Zaie would allow Rwanda

to import about double the energy taken in 1987, but Rwanda has preferted to maximize the use of its

domestic power plants, a policy which over time has had a negative effect on its hydrological resources,

lowering in particular the level of Lake Bulera (par. 5.34). Rwanda purdased power from Zaire at an

average cost of RP 2.74/kWh (US$0.034) in 1987, which is well below the corrsponding average long

run marginal cost (Annex 3.10). Given the relatively low cost of power imported from Zaire, Rwanda

should weigh carefully the implications of operating its own hydro plants above the water replenishment

capacity of its lakes, thereby depleting valuable nar resources, aginst the alterave of using the

imported power already available to them.

5.19 Numerous autoproducers including tea factories, small agro-industries, hospitals, and

missions operate their own diesel generating sets. Because of the high cost of diesel, operation of these

privately-owned units are in many cases restricted to 2 to 9 hours per day. IThese producers often operate

in areas which could not be supplied economically from an extension of the domestic interconnected

network.

Organization of the Electricily Sector

5.20 ELECrROGAZ, the public entity responsible for the production, transmission, and

distribution of electricity, water, and gas, was created by Decree Law No. 18 of 1976. ELECTROGAZ

is a wholly Government-owned enterprise classified as an detablissement publice of commercial character.

As such, it is also governed by a 1975 Organic Law which sets forth numerous a priori and a posteriori

administrative controls for all public enterprises in this same judicial category. In 1990, the Government

of Rwanda embarked on a Public Enterprise Reform study which - for ELECROGAZ - resulted in a

Perfornance Contract between Electrogaz and the Government of Rwanda. While awaiting the

finalization of the 'Contract Plan', as envisioned by the structural adjustment program, the Government

of Rwanda and Etectrogaz agreed to sign a Performance Contract which should be valid for a 3 year

period starting in 1991, and will include the following objectives: reducing the total personnel force to

60 connections per agent; recruiting and maintaining highly qualified personnel; developing basic and

advanced training activities for personnel; providing before 9/30/91, a 3-year rolling investment program
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with financially and economically acceptable investment; and presenting the results of a study to separate
water and electricity accounts before 6/30192.

5.21 Administrative contol of ELECMROGAZ is exaercised by the M istre des Travaux
Publics, de l'Energie at de l'Eau (MINITRAPE). In the past, this contol has sometimes been
interventionist, and has overridden the statutory authority of ELECMROGAZ' Director to: (i) manage
the enterprise's operations in accordnce with standard uthity practice; (ti) prepare and execute an
operating and investment budget based on the enterprise's needs and the National Energy Policy; and (iii)
recruit, reward or terminate the 40% of his personnel with civil servant status. While ELECMROGAZ
has a Board of Directors comprised of presidenfially appointed high level civil servan from five
ministries, it appears not to function in accordance with standard management principles: the Board
examines, notes, and advises only, deferring all decisionmaking to the appropriate ministry.

5.22 ELECTROGAZ acts as the technical operator of the entire power network, and exercises
a 'planning' and implementation function for projects at the distribution level. Planning and execution
of power network investments for generation and transmission are de facto responsibilities of
MINllRAPE, as representative of the Government (Conseil National de D6veloppement) while
MINITRAPE has the option of appointing an ELECTROGAZ agent to participate. This is the case even
when the debt is financed and local funds generated from ELECMROGAZ' own resowurces. This
arrangement has weakened the planning and programming process in which ELECrROGAZ, as the
national power entity and network operator, normally would have a major role. Furtermore, this
artificial division of responsibility has lessened coordination in network operation: the same duality in
planning of power production/transmission on one hand and distribution on the other is carried over into
ELECMROGAZ' intenal organization, weakening operational links between the two (para. 5.25).

5.23 ELECTROGAZ' ability to function as a normal utility is also constrained by
MINITRAPE and MINIFOPE control over key staffing decisions. ELECrROGAZ has 987 permanent
staff of which only 42 are engineers, while 250300 reresent unskilled labor for buildings and public
works. In addition, ELECIROGAZ employs some 3,000 temporary workers (equivalent to 500 salaried
staff) to execute various force account works it undertakes on its own or MINITRAPE's behalf. Only
8% of ELECMROGAZ' personnel are university graduates, with an additional 13% being high school
graduates. Engineers and other skilled technicians are paid almost the same low salaries as civil servants
which results in a high losses to the private sector. The practice of force account construction may have
been justified at a time when the private sector was inactive. However, given the very encouraging
development of Rwanda's private sector and the desire of the Government to see national economic
growth stimulated by these agents, there is no reason for ELECMROGAZ to continue to carry out its own
works. On the contrary, management should divest itslf of activities which divert its attention from its
specific objectives of a commercial public utility.

5.24 ELECTROGAZ also has little control over its own financial soundness. Its investment
budget is the result of projects it is instructed to undertake, while its operating budget Is established in
accordance with general Government guidelines and objectives, rather than the real cost of operating and
maintaining its facilities. Power and water rates are approved by the Council of Ministers, based on
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rcommnldaOtfios by MINITRAPE, without a rational pricing policy linked to the economic costs of

service or financial soundness of the company. For the electricity sector, rates were not adjused from

1982-87, a period during which ELECMROGAZ received substatlial subsidies from donors for equipment

and from the govemment development budget to finamnce local Counterpart funds for investment projects.

High rates and subsidies put ELECMROGAZ in a sufficiendy comfortable cash position to undertake for

account constuction of non-productive assests such as houses, offices, and warehouses at the conumers'

epense. However, a tariff study completed by SAUR-Afrique and the French state-owned company

Electricite de France (EDF) in 1987 showed dt by 1988, even after operating cost-reduction measures,

debt accumulated in the early 1980s would become due, necessitating an average rate increase of 15%.

In January 1988, the Goverment chose to ignore the results of the study and lowered power rates by an

average 14%, judging that this would make electricity more affortable. The lower rates, combined with

a decrease in government subsidies and continued accumulation of govek-zen receivables in 1988 have

instead decreased ELECMROGAZ' ability to expand service to new customers and meet its debt

obligations to the Government. However, by mid 1991 electricity tariffs were increased approximately

by 50% following the Rwanda franc devaluation.

5.25 As a mixed product utility, ELECMROGAZ' electricity, water, and gas opeaions share

common adinistiative, financial, and support services (workshops, garage, traing facilities, etc.).

While this arrangement may be more economical and make the best use of scarce managerial resources,

the absence of separate accounting by operation prevents the analysis of the financial viability of each

operation. The same is true for commercial operations: water and electricity consumption are billed

jointly, so that management of receivables is more difficult, and outstanding payments by operation

cannot be derived. Transparency should be introduced into ELECMROGAZ' accounting in order that key

policy decisions, especially for pricing, be based on compiete information on the viabilty of each separate

operation. ELECMROGAZ should prepare fmancial statements (balance sheet, operating account,

sources, and utilization of funds) for each of its operations.

5.26 ELECMROGAZ' organigram as established by Presidential Decree of August 8, 1978 is

given in Annex 3.6. Since this organigram was issued, however, several modifications have been made

to ELECIROGAZ' internal organization including the creation of a commercial division which reports

to the Director and of a computing division which reports to the accounting section of the Adminstrative

and Financial Department (AFD). ELECTROGAZ' present interna structure could be made more effec-

tive wih relatively few modifications. First, as noted in para. 5.22, above, a major change must be made

to integrate operations at the distribution level (where water and electricity distribution are joined and

"regionalized" according to the location of a water treatnent plant and its corresponding power plant or

substation) with those at the production and transmission level (the responsibility of Technical Electricity

Services). Second, within the AFD there is: (a) an internal audit unit which, in order to properly

execute its independent review function, should report to the Director, and (b) a computer services unit

which reports to the accounting section, but should report instead to the head of the AFD to ensure that

all unis in the enterprise which require its services have equal access. Third, personnel services, in spite

of its direct link to the Director, does not have the hierarchical status of other departments; while this

deficiency may be attributable to the limited role it plays vis-&-vis MINIFOPE, Its mandate should be

broadened to the full scope of human resources management and the correct status accorded to it.
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S.27 In recognidon of the need to correct the structural and managerial weaknesses which bave

hindered ELECTROGAZ' effective operation as a public utility, the Govenment has included thi8

enteprise among a group of wholly and pardy Governmentmowned enteprises to be restuctured. For

ELECTIROGAZ to opate as a commercW utiity, Its general and personnel stues waill need to be

modified considerably. With rrd to the fonner, ELECTROGAZ must be given the autonomy

necessary to manage its day-to-day water, power, and gas operaions, including a fltly empowered

director and board. As for its personnel statutes ELECMROGAZ should be separated from the civil

service, and the company's management given full control over human resources policy (recruitment,

termination, training). Concurrently, ELECTROGAZ' orgaic strcture should be reexamined and

revised in line with new responsibilities which will result from greater man ial autonomy and from

the fitre expasion of the electricity sector as set forth in the Power Master Plan. However, becae

of its monopoly statuls, particularly for the power sector, a regulatory framework is also needed to permit

the Government to monitor ELECMROGAZ' technical and managerial performance and to ensure

cost-effective delivery of service in line with industry norms. Ihe transition to a commercial utility will

require carefil phasing and substanl external support, either through technical assistance or twinning

with a foreign utility. A CCCE/IDA-financed study completed In mid-1986 by SAURICEGOSIEDF

(Etude institutionnelle, structurelle et de rdorganisation generale) made detailed recommendations for

structal and managerial reform, including a proposa for privatizing part of ELECTROGAZ activities.

lhiS report is a good basis for initiating the process of enterprise reform and recommendations to improve

ELECTROGAZ operational and financial performance which need not await a complete legal reform to

have a positive impact on ELECTROGAZ overall performance.

Rellatility of Domestic SupDly

5.28 Gneratign. In spite of recent rebabilitation of hydroelectric plants, each has technical

problems of varying severity. Ntaruka, whose rehabilitation is being completed, is unlikely to atain its

specified power output, because of cavitation. There is also an unresolved issue concerning the protection

of the trbines from water-borne debris. At the Mukungwa plat, there are inentation problems.

Output meters are oversized by a factor of 10 so that the only indication they provide is whether or not

an output is supplied. Instruments intended to record conditions at the reservoir are inoperative becuse

a cable has not been installed to connect them to sensors at the reservoir. At Gihira, there are also some

oversized instruments and high-pitched noises emitted by the alternators when excited. The noises-a

dangerous occupational hazard for plant personnel-are caused by vibrations which may result in major

equipment damage. As for the Gisenyi plant, thehydraulic structures require overhaul for the fourth time

since 1980 because of the high sand content of the Sebeya River and the ineffective use of de-sanders

introduced during the first rehabilitation which cannot be used correctly without decreasing the water

throughput and hence the station power. A solution is being studied with support from German bilateral

assistance, and consists of surface-hardening the turbine rotors in order to increase the intervals between

overhauls. An alternative solution would be to increase the diameter of the water pipe from the reservoir

to the de-sanders, so that sufficient water would be avaidable at the turbines with the de-sanders fully

operational. An analysis is needed to determine which solution is more cost effective.
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5.29 It is noteworthy that the cotuction or rcent reiabilitation of the four power staton
have been superised by different consulting engineers, yet tehnical deficiencies have ocurred In every

cae. Thi8 heighten the Importance of rigorous supervision by the Rwandese authorities ad by the

donors who flnance such projects.

5.30 Trammissio. In 1987, high voltage (lV) transmission i8 at 110 kV and 70 kV, over

349 kiometers (km), with 13 substations. MV transmision is at 30 kV, 15 kV, and 6.6 kV, over

934 km. Tlere is ample HV capacity. Data were not readily available on the MV systm, but demand
growth in Kigali and Butare, evidenced by overloading of portions of their distribution networks, may

have resulted in some capacity constraints at the MV level.

5.31 Rehabilitation of the HV network, including substations, is being completed, with

finmcing from the Caisse Centrale de Coop&ration Economique. However, rehabilitation of the MV

sections of the substations has been patchy. At Kigoma, for example, the main 30 kV circuit-breaker has

broken down an has simply been removed. Automatic reclosure of 30 kV circuit-breakers downtean
from Kigoma, which was to have been installed as part of a recent World Bank-financed energy project,

is inoperive because the circuit-breaker motors have burned out. Inadequate protection is placing

transformers at risk, and a transformer failure could black-out substantial portions of the power system.

As ELECTROGAZ has no spare transformer, bringing one from Europe could leave parts of the network

crippled for at least six months. As the risk of transforaer failure can never be filly eliminated,

ELECMhOGAZ should make provisions for dealing with such a failure by purchasing spare ransformers.

5.32 Distibution. There are 12 distribution centers serving a total of 13,717 connections, of

which 13,355 are LV and 162 MV. Kigali is the largest of these, with 8,107 connections (8,003 LV;
104 MV). There are no comprehensive records of the condition of the distribution system. As a

preliminary step to preparation of the Power Master Plan, ELECMROGAZ will prepare inventories of

distribution system components and cable routes, including their capacity, loading, age, and condition.
There is sufficient information available, however, to show that much of the distribution equipment is

worn-out and that many of the protective devices are unreliable. Parts of the distribution system, notably
in Kigali and Butare, appear to be overloaded. High priority should be given to preparing the

information which will serve as the basis for a distribution rehabilitation plan. As new distribution

extensions may strain an already weak area of the network, it should be undertaken in conjunction with

priority renewal and strengthening of the existing network. Parallel to the Electricity Master Plan study,

another study will be undertaken to rehabilitate the networks of Kigali, Butare, Nyabisindu, Ruhengeri,

and Gisenyi.

Mioqn and Maintenance

5.33 Q.taiI . Rwanda's network has been subject to high transmission and distribution
losses. These losses, both technical and non technical, averaged over 20% during the period 198244

but declined subsequently to just under 17% in 1987. Sensitization of management and staff of

ELECROGAZ to the loss issue has resulted in: (i) beer billing and collecdon prtices, including
closer supervision of metering; and (ii) interchange of some distribution transformers to achieve a better
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match between capacity and load. It has not been possible to bek down the losses with any precision
into thei respeive tical and non-tchnical component becase of iadequte measuring capability.

he c cs of measuring rnsfomers, and hence the raos by which mew-readings have to be
multiplied, have been misrcord in some cases, while other meters are oversized and therefore canot
be read accurately. ELECTROGAZ is now calibrating its meters, a first step to bett dignose its loss
problem and identify additional corrective measures.

5.34 In spite of interconnection with Zaire which would allow imports of about 40 GWh
annually, Rwanda has recey taken only about half that amount of energy, p rng instead to operate
its power plants above their rated annual avalable production (Table 5.2). IThis practice has steadily

lowered lake levets over time. Lake Bulera, which upplies the Ntaruka plant, fll by about 1 m between
1962 and 1973 and by about 3 m between 1973 and 1987, and the level of Labe Ruhondo, which supplies
the Mukungwa plant fell by 0.4 meter between 1983 and 1988. As Table 5.2 shows, both plants have
geneally been used at 25-30% over their guaranteed annual production and thus their respective water
replenishment levels. ELECTROGAZ has proposed to restrict Ntaruka's output to allow Lake Bulera
to recover by maximizing the use of Ruzizi Ul's power, and to utilize Ntuka production primarily to
meet peak demand. While this could be a satisfactory policy, all options for meeting base and peak
demand should be studied to find the best solution in terms of lowest cost and protection of Rwanda's
resources. See also Chapter Vlll.

Table S.2: CKPARISOU OF WARANTI ANUL PRWCTION
WITH ACTUAL PRODUCTION 1984-87

iaranteed Arit Auiia Production tGIh
Poiaor Plant Prodtction (VAb) - 1986

NukwigS 45 58.33 55.20 55.86 60.55

Nter*o 22 29.15 27.20 23.96 28.06

1se nyt 5.4 6.41 S.7 6.02 8.20

othirs 10 - - 8.80 11.53

fl~~ss: ELECTROOAZ.

5.35 Reliable data for key operational indicators, outages for example, are not readily
available, nor compiled consistendy and analyzed by ELECMROGAZ with the objective of improving
network planing. A new control center for the entire Rwandese network was recently installed, but
provision has not yet been made for incorporating the output of Ruzizi II. Management of system
operations would benefit from the collection and systematic analysis of statistics and definition of system
opaating rules under normal and non-normal conditions. ITese rules would need to give special attention
to dte issue of hydrological resource management and tradeoffs in the use of energy from domestic
sources on one hand, and from Ruzizi I and Ruzizi H on the other as noted in pars. 5.34 above.

5.36 Maintna. ELECTROGAZ is receiving extrnaly financed assistance in support of
mainence of power stations and transmission systems. Due to the limitation on foreign exchange for

power sector expenditures, availability of spare part has at times been well below needs. At present,
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power stat and HV Irwnmsion lines are adequately matained, parly bese donors have financed
ar as part of thdrrehab itation p roam. Matenance is seiously deficient on MV and distribution

iallation, however, party because of lack of spare par. The second Important eement linked to

pr ma ne is the allocation of an adequate number of ELECROGAZ engies to this task.
Technical assistance now being provided will bh only a limited impact if sufficient ctepar are not
trained and pam y assigned to condnue this work.

5.37 In the absence of results of the Power Master Plan Study, the Misty of Public Works

prepared a sectorial strategy for infrastructure in the power sector totaling US$227 million in end-1987
prices (Annex 3.7). This program responds primayril to two govenmenta objectives: independence
from power imports, and extension of ELECTROGAZ' network to rural areas (electrification of all
district seats is targeted). Total power independence will have a relatively high economic cost, and is

difficult to justify because availability of imported power is guaranteed by contracts, witb which Rwanda's
paters have always complied. The economic viability of rural electrification should be determined on
a case-by-case basis, with consideration of independent generation by small power units as an altenative

to expansion of ELECTROGAZ' interconnected network.

5.38 These and other key system operation issues are expected to be examined and
rcommendations made through the preparation of a MasW Plan for the development of the power sector,
which should be completed by end-1992. The Master Plan will include detaied demand forecasts, a

comprehensive inventory of ELECIROGAZ' power facilities as well as their condition and opeating
policies, and wUi present least-cost development alterntives with their priorties. Since investments un-
dertaken before the Master Plan is prepared can lead to sub-optim choices, a key question is what
port of the investment plan has to be initiated before the conclusions of the Master Plan become

available.

5.39 Caref selection of investments is also necessary because of resource constns. Annex
5.7 shows that yearly investments would increase more than ten-fold, from US$5.8 million in 1988 to

US$63 million in 1992. Past practice has been to on-lend funds provided from external sources to

ELECROGAZ. Assuming even more fmvorable on-lending terms than presently available to
ELECROGAZ (3% interest per annum, lent for 15 years with 5 years grace), interest and principal
paymen for the electricity sector alone would be of the order of RF 483 million in 1990, RF 840 million

in 1993, and RF 1,320 million in 1995. These levels should be compared to ELECTROGAZ' total debt
servicic' (nterest and principal repayments) for water and lectricity operations oe RF 224.6 million in
1987. Assuming also that annual demand grows at the projected rate of 8.8% (pars. 5.10), by 1993,
when most loans for this program are still in their grace period, average electricity rates would need to

be increased by RF 0.5/kWh per year just to meet debt service payments. An additional constraint to
such a large and rapid expansion is the availability of adequate human resources to implement all the
projects and subsequenty operate and maintain the new facilities.
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5.40 I b . Power station constuction counts for US$178 million, or 78% of

the investmen plan. It an be seen from Annex S.8 that installation of the third 13.3 MW unk at

Ruzi 11 woud give by far the lowest Incremena cost per kW installed-US$600--compared to

US$2,300-5,700 for power stations proposed to be built in Rwanda. tbe third unit of Ruzizi In would

therefore be the most cost-effective way of pwviding additional power for the integrated network.

5.41 'Me next lowest cost source of power, USS1,900/kW installed, would also be an

inerational power sation, at RusumD Falls. A feasibility stdy has been completed, but detailed

engineeing is n yet available making costs very tentative. Furthermore, the Rusumo Falls plant woud

provide a very high power output (27 MW s designated as Rwanda's share) so that, depending on

demand growth, a smaller power station might be more co-effective even if its cost per kW installed

were greater. The Rusumo Falls feasibility study presents both a high and a low demand scenario, with

construction during 1990-93 or 1992-95, respectively. The later construction date is in any case more

probable becas Rwanda and Tanzania have yet to resolve a major issue on dam height, which would

affect the surfce to be flooded in Rwanda.

5.42 Feasiblity studies for the Rukarara (9.4 MW) and Mukungwa II C3.6 MW) power plants

yielded rates of return of about 9% and 6% respectively, using diesel generation as alternative. However,

installation of a third unit at Ruzizi II, not diesel generation, appeas to be the next best altemative, to

which these stions should be owmpared. Furthermore, serious hydrological and geological questions

have yet to be addressed at both sites, before costs can be considered firm. Answers to these questions

should be obtained and the viability of the projects reassessed before the Government commits itself to

their implemenotion.

5.43 A pre-feasibility sWdy of the Keya plant (2.0 MW) was also completed in early 1988.

While this plant would make a very small contribution to the interconnected network in terms of

additional power, it could alleviate the siltaion problems of the Gisenyi plant. Technical and cost data

should be reind by undertakig a feasibility study as soon as possible.

5.44 Feasibility studies wDi begin in 1991 for the remaining stations (Akanyaru, Nyabarongo,

and Rusumo-Rugezi) in order to provide technical data and reliable costs for analysis under the Power

Master Plan study. Hydrological and gealogical data acquisition should be initiated at all promising sites

so that an informed choice can be made. However, in view of the investigative or preparatory work stil

needed, start-up of major invesments in 1990 seems very optimistic.

S.45 In conclusion, installation of the third unit at Ruzizi n is undeniably the most

cost-effective new source of supply for Rwanda. As the demand projections of Annex 3.3 have shown,

it is unlikely tatg any new generation capacity witl be needed before 1995 if Rwanda takes advantage of

the surplus power in the regional ilnteconnected network. Should the detailed demnud projections of the

Power Master Plan confirm the need for an additional plant in 1996, completion of the Master Plan in

1992 will allow sufficient time to make a decision and to carry out the needed investment.
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5.46 A genion option not Included In the poposed invmtete plan, but which should be

amined by the Power Master Plan study b dst of a gas-fired plant supplied with the methe gas of

Lak Kivu. Two aspects of ga supply are worth studying: base load supply and reserve supply for

seuity pupos. With reWd to bas load supply from a gas-fired planr, comparion should be mde

with domes and reional supply options to determine the least cost choice for sytem expion. As

for reserve supply, a gas-fired plant with ready availabilty in case of prolonged disruption of impots

could be an altenative to increaing domesdc base load production to reduce d on Impor in

the ineest of aional security. A coninncy plant could allow Rwada to benefit from continued or

even increased Imports of relatively low cost power from ther tion. WhUe Rwanda's neighbors are

likely to remain willing and reliable suppliers, the broad strategic issue of Rwanda's ability to meet the

power needs of key economic secors from ital source of supply under various disntoa scenarios

should be stdied. A key decision for the Goverment of Rwanda is what cost it is pfpared to incur to

achieve certain increases in energy self-sufficiency.

5.47 Transmission and distribution. Transmission and distribution investments amount to

US$49 million, or 22% of the ttal int plan. Studies are available for only two projects. One is the

electrification of six urban centers, for which an African Development Bank loan of US$9 million has

been made. Tne other, financed by the Kredietnstalt ftr Wiederaufbau (KFW) at a cost of US$2.8

million, consists of the extension and some rehabiliation of ree MV line sections, with extension of LV

distribution; a fourth line may also be rehabilitated or replaced (para. 5.48). Studies are not available

for other transmission and distribution investments which relate to system extension rather than

rehabiition. The biggest distribution investent is for the extension of electrification to Kigali's outer

districts, although overul and capacity increa of Kigali's existing distributon system appear to have

greater priority. The interim investment program could be improved by giving more emphasis to

distribution rehabilitation and expansion given that donor-financed projects have neglected this important

part of the network. However, all distribution expansion should emphasize lowering the capital costs of

this part of the network and making new connections more affordable by using more overhead cables (i

1987, 67¶5 of distribution cables were underound), matching the type of household connection to the

clients consumption needs (i.e., a wider use of monophase connections) and design of complementay

commercil policies which encourage new consumers to connect.

5.48 High priority is accorded to rural electrification which has as its basic objective to

establish several rural centers ta will serve as development poles, thereby reducing regional
disequilibrium and stabilizing population movements. It is intended to equip these cents with adequate

infrastructure and administrative institutions and provide basic services; electricity is thought to be one

of the necessary components to achieve the desired development objective.

5.49 Accepting the desirability of establishing regional development poles, it should be noted

th by itself the provision of electricity is not sufficient to convert a rural center into a development pole.

Some areas which are already electrified are not yet development poles, and will not evolve into them

without new actions and complementary investments. At the present time, Rwanda does not have a

comprehensive and coherent strategy of regional development. Also, some alternatives ways to supply

eeceric power to rural centers, such as the installation of small diesel units, the utilization of local
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mihydro pow plants or, for small pow needs, the use of photo-voltaic systms, may be le cosy
and more advatgeous in the intIal year h interconnection with the aional eectic grid. Rurl

electifiation projects must thereore weigh different options to detemine which is leascost and undergo

the sme rigorous economic analysis as any other development projec to deterine their vibility.

5.50 At the present time, there is one rural elcificadon program in execution and another

one in the study phase. lbe program in execudon is the electricity component of a project to supply

water and electricity to the pincipal localities of the sub-prefectue. The prefeasibility stdies were

finied in 1986. A credit of DM 11.4 million (approximately US$7.2 million) was awarded in October

1987 by KFW to execute the project. Loxal countep requirements are estimated at DM 2.8 million

(approximately US$1.8 million). Ihe localities chosen to be electrified are Kabaya, Kanazi, Kinihira,
Murambi, and Ruhango.

5.51 lhe socio-economic evaluation for the project to supply water and electricity to the

principal localities of the sub-prefectures was done on the basis of a point system. Different economic,
demographic, technical, financial, and other factors were assigned points and weighted in a somewhat
arbiary way to find an overall index for each project. lTe consultants recommended the execution of

the projects with higher values of the calculated index. No economic rates of return or net present

values, accepted tests of project viability, were calculated and therefore there is no way to know which
Individual project is economically justified, or which among them is the highest priority for the country.

Both rate of return and prese value calculations could have been done with the information preseted

in te report.

5.52 The rral electrification project presendy under study is financed by the Caisse Centrale
de CoopEraion Economique, of France, and includes about 310 kn of 30 kV lines connecting the
following centers: Nyakinama to Muhororo, Byumba to Nyagatare, Butamwa to Kiyumba, Save to
Akanyaru, Rulindo to Musasa, Gatagara to Masago, and Mukungwa to Janja. In a first phase, a detailed
enomic study wil be undeake. In this study, for each impofant potential user of electricity, the

consultant will identify users' present and future installation of electrical equipment as well as power to

be subscribed ad demand for energy. Surveys will also be done to estimate demand of commercial and

residential users and artisans. A specW analysis is also intended for rural centers that produce electricity

using diesl generators. While the Terms of Reference indicate that the consultant must classify the lines
in tums of economic advantage, there is no indication that the internal rate of return or the net present

values will be calculated.

5.53 An examination of several completed projects, including the 30 kV line between Ntarula
and Cyanik and the 15 kV line between Gifiurwe and Gakenke financed by the World Bank, shows that
mos feasibility studies have overestimated the demand for elecic energy in ru centr. Consume
ha ot been connected to the electric system in the projected numbers and unitary consumption has been
much lower than expected. Part of the problem is explained by the fact that the demand projections have

n taken into account either connection charges which, as discussed in para. 5.6, are quite high or

eising and future tariffs. The overestimation of demand has led to investments benefiting few people;
in retospect therefore, these projects are not likely to be economically viable or at best were premature.
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5.54 Ie analysis of rural lectiicato project must be mproved to assure correct
IWnestMrt decisions Including the Idetficion of th rual centers where I stment In elect aon
Is the most advantago to the economy as a whole. lhe methodology to be applied sold conkdr
the following:

(a) Demad projections must take ino account connecion and tariff charges and must be

based on the epeience of recely executed similar project with espect to the evolution
of unit consumption and the tate of connection of potendal users;

(b) An economic comparison between the alternatives of extending transmission lines from
the national power grid and developing local sources of electric energy (diesel generators,
aailable minihydro sites, photovoltaic development, etc.) must be underbaken for each
project;

(c) Economic rates of return must calculate as benefit the value of electrical energy sold to
conumers as well as the possibilties of substiut electric ener for other existing
sources of energy. In many cases tiff revemnes have been the sole benefit considered
which underestidma the real value of a project. Anex 3.9 pres a bri description
of the methodology ta shoud be used for this purpose. 'Iis methodology does n

require more infomation m what is preently collected;

(d) Potenti projects must be ranked in tems of the eoonomic net present value using an
acceptable opportuity cost of capital.

I&riffi

5.55 Electricity tariffs in effect at the beginning of 1991 were approved by a decree of the

Minister of Finance and Economics on Janay 7, 1988. This decree replaced tariffs ta bad exed
since December 29, 1981 and reduced, among others, nominal charges per kWh by 35% for LV users

and between 9% and 11% for MV users. Since in the period 1982-86 hiflaon is esimated to have been

15%, there has been a substantial deterioration in the real level of electricity rates.

5.56 For LV users there is only a constant energy charge of RE 8.5/kWh (approximately
US$O.1 1/kWh), while MV users bave charges for energy and for peak demand which vary in accordance
with the capacity of their installed equipment. For a capacity below 100 kW the tariffs are RP 8.0/kWh
and RF 486/kW/month of registered peak demand, while for capacities above 100 kW the charges are
RE 5.0/kWh and RP 774/kW/month of registered peak demand. Since the average annual number of
hours of utilization has been 2,985 for capacities below 100 kW and 3,760 above 100 kW, averag
charges per kWh for MV users are RP 10.0 and RP 7.5 respectively (approximay US$0.13 and
US$0.10). Following the 1990 devaluation, electricity tariffs were increased by 50% in July 1991.
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5.7 The LRMC of dectric power in Rwanda is estimad fi at approximaely US$0. 17kWh
at MV and US$0.20/kWh at LV dbution (Anme 3.10). Taerefr, actul rates for LV us (many

reidential consumers) are about 43% below thek mgl cos, whibe MV tariff e between 22% and

41% below the LRMC of electiity ddivered at that le1v. A table comparing presen ra wi their

litMC Is given below. Preseft residental us of delctriciy, which represe a low proportion of totad

population and ae likely to be in the higher per capita income brackets, are receiving substantial

subsdies from the Govement through the existing iff stucue.

T^bg . ACTUAL POlE ATES VS. LlX
CRF1kl8^)

AS of 01/01/88 UIC

Prlodutfan 6.8
Transmlssion - 7.3
Distrlbutfon

NV 10.0/7.5 12.8
LV 8.3 15.0

Swra ELECTROGAZ and Nisftn estiamtes.

5.58 In 1985 there were 1,052 users who consumed less than 45 kWh per month and 1,490

us who consumed more than 500 kWW/month. The consumption of the first group represented 0.8%

of total LV consumption, while that of the second group was 62.4%. These figres indicate tat this last

group receives the largest share of the Govermen's subsidy. It is likely that the latter group is t most

able to bea the cost of electicity, while the former group is charateistic of consumers who could be

eigile for a socWal tariff.' The pattem of declining consumption per unit at the LV level as te

number of new LV consumen grows indicates that network expansion is progressively reaching lower

incom groups. This trend can only continue if access to electricity is made easier for these groups.

Lower connection charges coupled with a social tariff should be adopted. For equity reasons, a social

tariff below the cost of LV power would be acceptable with the cost of the subsidy borne by another

consumer group or, if that is not possible, by the Government in a transparent fashion. The existing

subsidy to large consumers has no such justification and should be elimnated.

5.59 The present policy of diffrent tariffs for the two categories of MV users based on

the capacity of the installed equipment is also without justification. First, the cost of delivering power

is the same to both consumer groups so tha different rates could not be rationalized on this basis.

Second, a differendated tariff would be used when costs of delivering power are the same, if the desired

rmult were to obain different consumption behaviors. There appears to be no reason to encourage

greater consumption by clients with larger Intalled capacity, and in fact, there is a danger of encouraging

investment in oversized equipment to benefit from the cheaper electricity costs.

V B die devalt ofath Rwwda Franw iA 9m
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5.60 As noted in para. 5.3, the recent large growth in peak demand is in part dug to gowth

in residential consumption. In order tO avoid Investment in new plant capciy which wold hbe the

impact of raising power rates to all consumes, it would be preferable to try to reduce or defer

consumption during peak hours through the price stucture. Time of day taif should therefdre be

examined to see whether they could encourage more efficient consumption paterns.

5.61 ELECMROGAZ engaged SAUR-Afrique ard EDF as consutats for a tariff study which
was completed 1987. Recommendations of this study were not taken into acount by the Govemment

in the latest tariff decree. A comparion of the previous and present key tariffs, together with the tariff

recommendations made by the consultant, in constant end-1986 RF, are presented in Table 5.4 below:

T-bit 5.4: ELECTRICITY TARIFFS

1961-1987 As of 111188 Consultant
Proposal

kV Energy: RF/Ikh 13.0 8.5 13.0
aw a.- Below 100 kW (2.600 hours of

utilization for consultant)
Peak: RF/k/klonth 540 486 150
Energy: RF/klAh 9.0 8.0 9.0

b.- Above 100 kV (2,600 hours of
utilizatifn for consultant)
Peak: RFAWlonth 860 774 730
Energy: RF/kWh 5.5 5.0 6.3

Sour : ELECTROG4Z.

5.62 It should be noted that the SAUR/EDF study does not detmine long-wa marginal (or

average incremental) cost prices based on a rigorously established long-tem least-cost Master Plan. 'Me

Power Master Plan study will include such calculations, and ELECTROGAZ' tariffs will be re-examined

on this basis. The results of the SAURIEDF study do nonetheless show that the present rate levels ae
too low both in economic terms and for ELECTROGAZ to meet souni financial objectives, particuardly

with respect to debt obligations. The separation of MV consumers by installed capacity of their

equipment has been eliminated; MV consumers are now distnguished by the average anmnal number of

hours of utilization and differentiation between HV consumer categories is based on a fixed energy charge

related to peak; higher prices are charged the greater the contribution to the peak. This is an appropriate
pricing structure for Rwanda where peak demand has been rising more rapidly than average demand (the

load factor has fallen from 66.5% in 1984 to 58.5% in 1987). In the absence of the marginal-cost tariff

study of the Master Plan, tariff adjustments should be made in line with the recommendations of the

SAUR/EDF study.
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5.63 The recommeno of the mission with regard to highes priority Gvemrment actions
for the electricity sector are as follows:

(a) Demand:

(i) In the absence of the reslts of the Master Plan study, new investments hould
be limited to expanding low tension connections and industria conneiom In
areas where srvice is already available. ELECMTOGAZ shoud launch a
promotion campaign to this effect

(ii) Distribution in areas not already served and in mral areas should be expanded
based on low-cost technical standards; donots should be asked to fimd one or
more pilot low-cost distribution schemes to test the appropriateness and viability
of such an approach.

(iii) A better connection policy should be adopted which spreads the initial cost of a
connection borne by the consumer over time.

(b' Supply:

(i) Rigorous supervision of rehabilitation and constuction projects should be given
more attention by MINITRAPE, ELECTROGAZ. and donors to ensure the
highest quality product is obtained.

(i) Appropriate measures should be taken, including the purchse of a spare
transormer and circuit breakers to be instIled at Kigoma, to eliminate the risk
of a major network blackout due to equipment failure.

(iii) The distribution network should be inventoried in all key population centers to
serve as the basis for the distribution rehabilitation plan which should result from
the Power Master Plan Study.

(c) Network Operation:

(i) Network operating rules should be defined for normal and non-normal conditions
which are based on the systematic collection and analysis of operating statistics.

(ii) Urgent attention should be given to correcting the problem of decrease In lake
levels and ensure that the newly defined network operating rules adequately
address management of hydrological resources.
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(ii) Tle power network loss study should be completed d the mes m ua which
would progressively reduce losses to a satisfactory level should subsequnly be
implemented.

(v) A study on he epacy consteM at hse MV tsmision level should be
carried out.

(d) Instiutional:

(O) ELECMROGAZ sbould be restuctud to perform better as an autonmous
public utility which can renew, expand, operae and maintain its installations and
achieve commercial and financW performance objectives in acordance with
commonly accepted utility practice.

(ii) Transparency should be intoduced ino ELECTROGAZ' three utility opaons
by preparing separate financial and commercW data.

(e) Plannng:

Qz) A sound methodology to be applied In the evaluation of all rral electification
projects should be adopted.

(ii) Commitment to major new investment projects, particularly construction of new
power plants, should be defered until preliminary results of the Power Master
Plan indicate the least cost option and its optimal timing based on detaild
demand projections.

(ii) The Power Master Plan study should also consider a genertion option based on
methane gas from Lake Kivu.

(f) Pricing:

(i) The level and structure of existing tar M; should be modified in line wit
marginal cost pricing principles in order to reflect the cost of service and
eliminate disguised subsidies eectricity consumers have received from the
Government.

(ii) Negative effects of LV rate increases on low-income consumers should be

reduced by introducing a social tariff linked to a consumption level appropriate
to this income group.
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5.64 Odw actions considered Inportant, but of lesser priority ae the following:

(a) Demand:

() Demand studies for new netork expansion should take into account existin or
fitu connection charges and tri.

(ii) Converion of existing indusrial boilers to electricity should not be promoted if
subsidies must be given for the purchase of new equipment and/or preset
industrial must be reduced.

(b) Institional:

(i) ELECTROGAZ' personnel unit should be provided with the expertise and
logistical means needed to prepare a human resources plan aimed at: (i) initally
providing the restrucured enterprise with adequa compt staff; and (ii) in
a second phase, developing and expanding staff in *'ne with the outcome of the
Power Master Plan.

iii) Ihe present practice of force account construction should be reconsidered with
a view to divesting from ELECTROGAZ part of such activities.

(c) Planning:

(i) Hydrological and geological data should be established for all potenti hydro
sites.

(ii) A rural electrification policy should be developed as part of a comprehensive
regional development strategy.

(d) Pricing:

(i) The presen distinction between the two categories of MV users with installed
capacities below or above 100 kW should be eliminated.

(ii) Tbe appropriateness of tariffs which favor utflization of electicity outside peak
hours should be examined.
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VI. MKEIANE GAS

Bacgrondand His=or

6.1. Lake Kivu is a potential energy and feedstock resource of a type not known elsewhere

in the world. Methane is dissolved in the deep waters of the Lake with reserves estimated at 60

billion NmW, of which some 50 billion Nm3 are considered recoverable. Observaions suggest that the

resource is being renewed naturally by 250 million NmS annually (see Annex 4.1). Given the magnitude

of is resource-recoverable reserves without renewal represent in energy equivalent some SWD years of

the prese consumption of petroleum products in Rwanda-and considering the dependence of Rwanda

on imported high cost petroleum fuels and petrochemicals such as fertilizers, carefil consideration of

production and potential uses of this resource as fuel and feedstock is amply Justified.

6.2. A pilot plant built in 1963 at Cap Rubona on the Rwandan shore of the Lake and operated

by ELECMTOGAZ nas demonstrated the technical feasibility of gas development, albeit on a small

commercial scale. To date, some 20 million NmW of methane gas has been extracted. Nearly all of the

gas has been used as a boiler fuel in the nearby BRALIRWA brewery, with very small quftities

compressed into CNG for piiot use in converted gasoline-fueled vehicles. To fuily meet the fuel

requirements of the brewvery, Rwanda has been considering a quadrupling of the net production capacity

of the onshore Cap Rubona pilot plant. This investment, for which the equivalent of US$13 million in

Belgian financing is foreseen, would have an amual capacity of 7.2 million NmW. In addition to meeting

the brewery's needs, the possibility is being considered to supply a moderate quantyi of surplus gas to

a gas compression unit for vehicle propulsion; consideration should also be given to pursue demonstra-

tion of desirable gas uses in power generation.

6.3. Lake Kivu straddles the border of Rwanda and ZUdre. Both countries agreed in Bukavu,

in 1975, that the gas resource was their joint property and would be developed by a bipartit, equally

owned entity, the Socift6 Intnationale d'Exploitation, de Transport et de Commercialisation du Gaz

Methane du Lac Kivu (SOCIGAZ). The two goverments entrusted a Joint Techical Commission to

draft its statutes and to commission studies on the Lake's behavior under continuing large-scale gas

extraction and on the feasibility, costs, and economics of various schemes of gas production and

utilization in both Rwanda and Zaire. The supply/denand and technical rationales underlying early

studies, were that:

(a) gas development projects: (i) could be large given the magnitude of the resource and to

realize the benefits from economies of scale, and (ii) ought to be composed of various

end-use components in order to enable the countries to take full advantage of domestic

gas as a fuel and a feedstock; and

(b) owing to the successfil experience of the Cap Rubona pilot operation, no changes in

concept and technology would be required but only an extrapolation in size and distance.

Production facilities were initially designed onshore; individual gas demands could be of
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the same order of magnie or larger than that of the brewery, and severail tnsport
modes of transport to markots have been considered.

6.4. In both Rwanda and Zaire, multi-component 'Grands Pojes" (see para. 6.9) were
defined based on potential gas users with an annual consumption In the range of 25 to 30 million NnP
of gas. The risks of destabilization and exhaustion of the resource at such a level of production were
analyzed extensively and various combinations of end-ue, piine routes, and production sites, under
different scenarios for growth of demand and for increases in the price of oil-based fuels and derivatives,
were evaluated. Tbe outcome of the studies gve a mixed picue of the prospects for gas devdeopment:

(a) with regard to environmental impact, it was concluded that there were no risks in
sustained gas production at the 25-30 million Nm'(year scale if reasonably simple, and
cost-affordable measures were taken and maintined (see Annex 4.1);

(1,) with regard to the ecowmic viability of the approach, even wih phased implnn,
all the 'Grand Projets' could not demonsrate an acceptable return except by using
marke6 demand and pricing assumptions which cannot be considered realistic; as a result,
only the supply of gas to the existing CIMERWA cement plant at MASHYUZA, 20 km
from the Lake's edge in Rwandan terrTory, (estimated consumption of 24 million
NmW/year) was considered to be economic, at the margin.

6.5. Although it was the most attractive option for gas development, the project to supply the
MASHYUZA cement plant still had a marginal rate of return due to its relatively high capital investment
costs (US$25 million). Its technological interest as the flrst step of a systematic development of the Lake
was also limited. The production and transport options proposed relied heavily on the onshore
technologies used at Cap Rubona, without adequately updating them or adapting them to a potentily
broader and growing market for gas.

6.6. Aware that financiers were not likely to be forthcoming to implement the 'Grands
Projets- approach, the Joint Technical Commission decided, early in 1988, to explore the possibility of
reducing gas production and trsasport costs by improving the processes for extraction and methane
enrichment, and through gas conditioning into CNG and LNG for trasport to end-users by barge and
road. Studies which were concluded in late 1988 included lab tests and site experimentation on gas
extraction at more than atmospheric pressure, gas production module optimization and analysis of gas
distribution options including production and distribution of CNG and LNG. While these studies were
primariy targeted at reducing the cost of gas supplied to the one potentially viable consumer, the
MASHYUZA cement plant, and incidentally to the CIMENIa cement plant located at Katana in Zaire,
their general conclusions are encouraging for two reasons:

(a) first, the use of a combined CNG barging/gas pipeline mode of transport reduced the cost
of gas supplied to the MASHYUZA cement plant by some 20%, implying that with some
additional economies the project midght well have a financial retura atractive to even
private investors;
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(b) second, if gas substiudon for fuel oil to a lage, distant consumer X ecnmic, the same

may be true for gas substituion for fuels of higher value: dlesdegasolinelwoodfuels, for
end-uses closer to the Lake, despite dispersed smaller individud demans. This applies
to the shores and surroundings of the Lake In Rwanda and Eastern Zaire. Furthermore,
if gas transported to MASHYUZA is economic by a sufficiendy large margin, it might
be cost-competitive further south, implying that gas supply to Burundi, at leasto the

northern parts, might also be an economic option.

6.7. Even with the rmults of the latest studies, however, important questions remain
unanswered and a project which is both economically and finanially viable remains to be identified.
First, further reductions in costs at the aetraction and/or transport stages will be necessary to ensure the
economic viability of gas development. Second, the size and location of the potenta markets for various
forms of gas at different price levels is not known. Past studies have not analyzed in detail the offshore
production option, nor have they reviewed the possibility of supply and distribution to dispersed medium
and small fuel consumers. Offshore production and compression facilities could realize investment cost
savings and reduce transport costs by optimizing location of the production site in relation to the larger
gas market. Until these options are reviewed and analyzed, the technological and transport solutions
identified to date cannot be considered least-cost.

End-Uses and Markets

6.8. The "Grands ProJets" Approach. According to the conventional wisdom of the petroleum
industry, the development of a gas resource and the creation of a pipeline infrastructure to supply its

markets require a 'massive" application market in order to achieve an acceptable project reurn. In
general, bulk uses of gas are in power and industrial plants where gas displaces fuel oil; in new industries
as a feedstock for processing into derivatives; or in export projects producing LNG or eshanol.

6.9. For the methane gSa of Lake Kivu, the conclusions of the inventory of such couventional
bulk uses, under the "Grands Projets" approach may be summarized as follows:

(a) gzpoiia (in this case targeting international rather than regional markets) are not a
realistic alternative owing to the high transport costs from landlocked Lake Kivu;

(b) poe gertion was from the inception of the studies never envisaged as a gas

application, except in isolated rural areas, and was therefore never the object of a detailed
evaluation. This particular omission needs to be rectified since gas-fired power plants,
particularly for stand-by, may well represent an interesting opportunity to reduce the cost
of power supply in Rwanda;

(c) indusral plan, with individual fuel consumption, actual or projected, large enough to
constitute a desirable "massive" gas demand are scarce in the region and, in Rwanda
were found to be represented only by (a) the BRALIRWA brewery, fed by the Cap

Rubona pilot plant and (b) the CIMERWA cement plant at MASHYUZA. Gas
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production and tansport costs are in the former case very small, but in the later case
significant, making gas pipdined to the MASHYUZA plat only marginally economic
(based on the concept and technologies envisaged under the 'Grands Projets");

(d) gw poMing int drivatives was considered for urea primarily in Rwanda, for
methanol primarily in Zaire, and for syntietic gasoline and diesel oil In several coutries
of the region;

(J) u and mgeanolVtr=nng require plants of a considerable size to benefit from
economies of scale. To be financially and economically viable, such projects
need markets that can rapidly match production capacity. Furthermore, die cost
of the feedstock gas must be low enough to make the locally-produced derivatives
cost-competitive with the imports they would displace. Only the production of
urea in Rwanda at a cost estimaed at US$330 per ton (1986 prices) would be
marginally economic in a plant with a capacity of 20,000 tons/year, considered
to be the minimum economic capacity. The demand for urea in the region is not,
however, expected to reach that level before the year 2000. Lake Kivu's gas
may eventually, in the more distant future, be used in the production of urea and
medianol, but the prospects are highly uncertain in terms of timing, volume, and
economics.

fii) wiiels would be much-needed substittes for imported motor fuels, but there
is a difference in the order of magnitude between the mininum economic
production scale of the industry and the size of regional demand, even taking a
longer-term perspective. Lake Kivu's gas would therefore appear to have neither
an immediate nor a prospective market in the production of synfuels.

In brief, the studies of the 'Grands Projets" were unable to identify in Rwanda or Zaire,

any economic bulk end-uses of the gas as a fuel or as a feedstock in the near or medium term.

6.10. A Local Makt-eific Apa. While natural gas in general has its most typical

applications In bulk end-uses, methane gas is also commonly used in urban households, and has made
remarkable inroads in the vehicular fuel market, mosdy as CNG. Ihis type of gas development differs

from the conventional one pursued by the "Grands Projets" approach, in that the markets are made up

of a collection of medium and even small individual gas demands from both stationary and vehicular

consumers who, being dispersed, receive CNG cylinders or LNG bottles rather than, but not at the

exclusion of, pipeline gas.

6.11. The denand for petroleum products and woodfuels in Rwanda is comprised predominandy
of medium and small consumers who, theoretically at least, would represent the largest potential market

for Lake Kivu gas. Of the total 102,000 tons of petroleum products imported by Rwanda in 1987, 9,000

ton were In th form of kone and LPG used by small commercial enterprises, instutions, and
households, 27,000 tons were diesel oil used in heavy vehicles and in isolated power generators, and
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37,000 tons were gasoline used in cars and other light vehicles. Furthmore, the same ye, the

equivalent of 1 million TOE in the form of fuelwood and charcoal were burned, mainly in bouseholds

but also in small agro- and other industries and by institutional consumers. To illustrate , if meth gas

subsduted for only 5% of these fuels, the demand for gas would be more than four times that of the

MASHYUZA cement plant based on operation at existing full capacity of 75,000 t/year (co and

affordability are, admittedly, highly limiting fctas in such a comparison).

6.12. Another option, which can potentially constitute a large scale utilization, is the use of gas

for electricity production where the power plant is part of the grid and used for base loads. An additional

option with particular iterest for Rwanda would be the use of a gas-fired plant for reserve supply, i.e.,

a contingency plant for security purposes. A stand-by plant could be a lower cost altenative to

increasing domestic base load production as a means of reducing ovedepedene oi imports. The

relgvance of such alternatives in the case of Rwanda s also raised in the chapter on electric power. 11

In several gas-rich developing countries, e.g., Nigeria and Thailand, the use of gas for power production

is not only the lowest-cost alternative for producing electricity, but often also a pre-condition for

justifying the expene of building a gas delivery system tha can be utlized to supply other use at

reasonable costs. I/

6.13. As noted in para. 6.7 above, the most recent studies on CNG/LNG distribution and

optimization of gas extraction modules could have been improved by also examining and analyzing the

market comprised of medium to small gas consumers rather th limiting their objectives to cost reduction

In the supply of, %ional cement plant. Their outcome nwnetheless gives an indication, thouigh not

evidence, of the cost competitiveness of gas in end-uses other than cement production.

6.14. Of highest priority, therefore, is a complete sudy of the market for gas which reflects

the tential demand of small- and medium-sized potentiW oonsumers primarily in the vicinities of the

Lake itslf, based on realistic assumptions as to supply costs, cost of alternative fuels, and affordability.

Until such a study is carried out, one cannot assume the existence of a gas demand that, together with

the MASHYUZA cement plant (and possibly gas-fired electric power generation), would justify the

further development of the gas in Lake Kivu.

IAMnnIg7a

6.15. The uniqueness of the Lake Kivu gas resource and therefore the lack of development

experience elsewhere requires Ot particular attention be given to the choice of appropriate technologies

for gas extraction, methane enrichment, and supply to the markets. Such technologies exist, but the

uncertainties as to their practicability and perfbrmance under Lake Kivu specific circumstances must be

addressed and resolved through actual experience with the operation of small scale demonstration units

before investing more heavily in larger scale commercial plants. The choice of appropriate technologies

Z in dhe wsty 4f e "Grands Projets gas was considered o4 for use in generaln udWt ao conntede to USe xal

Gnr Shramm Ohe Chaglng World of Naturl Gas Udlao" Niatral Resource Journal, Apl 1984.
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Is, fihermore, the key to the reduction of the cost of gas deliverd to conumers nd thus its
coinptltlvenes in end-uses. As indica earlier (par 6.7) Improd techinologies, (together wth

minimum martet size) appear to be a prrquisite for ecoonmic and financi viability of fiuther Lob

Xhu's gS developmen altogether. Ile less capita tensive and more effident the technologies, the

grea the possibility for more diverse end-uses and the larger the potenti demand for the gas.

6.16. In the search for appropriate techwologies, quite logically, the initial direction taken by

the studies of the Grands Pojets' approach was to draw on the experce gained from the Cap Rubona
pilot plant. Although the production and supply of gas at Cap Rubona to the brewery have been quite

successfid and appear to be profitable 2J, the technical and market conditions of Cap Rubona are not

found esewhere aound the Lake with respec to a (onshore) production site and the distan between the
site and gas consumers (see Annex 4.2).

6.17. Tne failure of the Grands Projets" to achieve acceptable reus led the Mixed Technical
Commission to explore possible reductions in supply costs through a more effiieent production process

and a more appropriate transport mode. Toe studies which were undertaken in 1988 made significant
inroads into key questons of extraction method and transport costs. The study on optmal extraction
methods exmined severa alteraives for separating te gas from the lake water and enriching it

(removing the carbon dioxide) to obtain a combustible gas of 75-85% metane. The solution regarded
as optimal is one using a semi-offshore platform which employs three washing cycles in a vertical column
configuration to arrive at an 80% methane purity. The investment cost of this solution and its cost ptice

are the lowest of five alteratives, estimated in 1988 prices at US$21.3 million and US$126/1,000 Nms
rspectively. As cemtain parts of the facilities are located onshore, investme costs increase the fur*ter
the platform is located from the shore. The distance from the shore used in evaluating the optimal
solution is 840 meters, but t is not certain the gas is extractable on a large scale anywhere other than
Cap Rubona at tha proximity to the shore. The second lowest cost solution is based on an offshore
techology with two pressurized washing cycles using a pump to return degassed water. The investment

c of this opton is esfimated at US$25.2 million and its cost-price at US$136.711,000 Nm3. 'Me
second solution has the major advantages of flexibility in placement and displacement of its platform to

different lake sites, optional incorporation of compression equipment on the same platform and the closest
relationship between dease in scale and reduction in costs (the latter is very important since the scale
of operation chosen for the analysis is quite ambitious). Given the relatively small difference in costs
between the two solutions and the higbly theoretical element of this study, its results should not be
considered conclusive or adequate to proceed with detailed engineering for the solution identified as
"opimal". Fully offshore facilities incorporating compression or liquefaction facilities merk firther
analysis and small scae testing before a particular technology is adopted.

618. The gas distribution study reviewed various options for supplying compressed methane
gas to two large consumers, the cement plants at MASHYUZA and Katana. The results of the studies

is no brewey M a price for th gas to C7ROGiZ equa to 90% of he cost of fuel o1 save Sif.e
ELC1RatZ don not prqare separat acwomjfr la gas opons ad doe AOt bea ny de& relat to the

Cap R a salatlo anowtdo dot pe e x deerxiaof prqflhabf e s opera to th iuy.
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show that a joint solution for supplying the two plant would not bo opt : Kaaa's lowest cost supply

would be from an onshore exitctlon/oompression site using rasport by pipeline, while MASHYUZA

i8 a candidate for barge supply from an onshore or offshore location with land tnsport assured either

by truck or pipeline dependent on whehr other markets are identified In Bujumbura or Kigali. lhe

study, while it provides usefl unit costs, stll does not provide all informaion needed to define one or

several gas devdopment project. The assumption of a 50,000 t/year ptoduction level for the Katans

cement plant ignores the plants present mismatch to the local market and low probability of attracting

investors itested in financing its reconfiguraion; a project to supply the Katana plant is therefore not

likely to be viable for some time to come. Even the choice of production capacity for the MASHYUZA

cement plant, usumed to be 85,000 ttyear will require an expansion of the present plant capacity (50,000

t), a project for which financing has not yet boen acuited. The choices and, most importantly, the

economic viability of the extction site and mode of transport to supply the best identified candidate, ihe

MASHYUZA plant, are thus very highly dependent on a complementary market for other uses of

compressed gas.

6.19. Ihe cost figures available from the studies completed to date are the basis for the

conclusions drawn so far regarding the profitabizity-or lack of such-of the different gas-uses as a fuel

or as a feedstock. lhe technologies for gas extraction and methane enrichment are, however, not yet

fully developed and may still be improved. As noted above, the option of gas production facilities located

offshoe has not been thoroughly analyzed, and use of CNG/LNG, as a means of distibuting gas to

dispersed markets other than the MASHYUZA cement plant, has not been evaluated and costed. As a

result, the cost figures available from the studies of the different solutions and end-uses are incomplete

or represent only partialy valid options with respec to technologies and end-uses. The main findings

are smmarized below.

6.20. Costs of feedstock gas at the plant entry gate must be able to compete with imported

feedstock at intenational prices, to which transportation costs are added. Based, inter alia, on varying

assumptions as to the capcity of the gas production plant, the resulting cost of Lake Kivu's mehane gas

is high (see para. 6.23). Furhermore, the costs of processing the gas into derivatives is also likely to

be high due to problems of meeting minimum plant size requirements for efficient scale of operations (see

para. 6.09).

6.21. Gas used as a substitute fuel must compete with the fuels it potentially can replace in the

actua Rwandan setting. Such fuels would be imported petroleum products, and local wood and charcoal.

Gas is more likely to replace the former than ttie two lat in the short run. The costs of oil-based fuels

are comared with the costs of gas in Table 6.1. The cost of imported fuels are shown CIF-Kigali, i.e.,

FOB-source plus trnsportation costs, but excluding import duties and taxes.

6.22. For the future user of the gas, however, the cost of equipment conversion must also be

ncopot in the calculadons. Conversion cost are end-use and not country specific, varying widely

tfom US$100 or less (e.g., for a furnace, the new burner and piping) to US$1,000 or more (e.g., for a
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vehicle enie conversion, CNG cylindes, piping, ad fitting). For thi sak of cost compaiso
betwee fuels, cpital cos for conversion are Ut led, aming a cein gas consumpton, ino a
resulting 'oonvefsion mgin' p@r gas unit, expressed In US$/mmBTU In Table 6.1. In order for Lake
KivU gas to be an atactie substte fuel, ft wold have to be delWered to end-usm at a cost lower ta
tha of fels curently used by at least the convesion margin, I.e., the sum of gas production and
tansport coa should not be greater tan the figures in the lat line of Table 6.1.

Lttks LRi COSTS OF PEOM FULS AM GAS

USMTu Burnm Enaine
Aptlicatifns Intry Car¢e Hioushold aenerating sti- Cars

Fleet vehileis

Fuel diepleced Fuet ofl LPG Kerosn Diesel ofI Gasoline

FOB source 3.4 8.8 7.5 5.7 6.5
Trarspwt cost Li JhO16. A OA
CIF-Kigeti (rosaded) 9.0 25.0 14.0 11.0 13.0

Coversion marain Lq& LIM1 LIf.k £JI aL

Upper limt of CUI cost (Production and Tratsport)
for different
rd-ume 8.5 24.0 13.0 9.5 8.0

Imrne: Fuel costs: The petrolte section of the preset report. ans conversion costs: Averag
indLstry figres and m ssion estimtes.

6.23. Prduction costs of gs depend on the capacty of the plat nd on the cost of electiciy
from the local grid (in case the plant does not produce its own ener from the etrctd gas). Anual
poduction of 12.5 and 25 mfllion Nms of gas with an 80% methane content were chosen as examples
for the sWdy of the Grands Projets". Production costs for Lake Kivu gas were calculated to lie in the
rage from SDR 81 to SDR 160 per tousand Nm', or US$3 to US$6/mmBTU (million British hem
Units). ./ Compared to gas industry stadad Costs of US$I to US$2/mmBTU, these figures are
higL ad prompted subsequent studies to investigate alterwative and more efficient gas extraci medhano
enchmet tedhnologies.

6.24. The 1988 study on gas production module optimizstion was successful in identfying
tehical solutions to reduce production costs. For gas eacon at higher ta atmospheric pressure,
producdon costs ae, as a result of this study, projected to be below US$4 per tmBTU, i.e., below the
mid-rang of costs given above. However, as noted in para 6.17 above tis study was not exhaustive
in Us examination of wchnical options and omitted thorough anysis of the offshore option; the
application of odter technologies associated with offshore extton, such as mixing of waters from
vaiou deptis (Annae 4.2) could aize firther cost reductions. Finally, the location of production

AS/ Coam and o4thrgras refm vukw sowe n dan, andthy wre enred to dif rent eo unts d In

w mrs to wi s USat rlfigure whih my be aed s an Indicati meaw*.br cas
_eo
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facilites offshore might also permit a significant cut in transport cost. lbis needs to be verified through
fimher studies.

6.25. Transport costs were evaluated for two modes of transpoit: pipeline and CNOiLNG.
In Rwanda, difficult topographic conditions inflate pipeline contuction costs above normal standards
which would already be high under the original concept of onshore production, given that the major fuel
consumers were at distances of more than 100 km. Under the Grands Projets', gas production costs
were evaluated for four altemative locations of the production plant on the shor of the Lake and for
different pipeline routes. Resulting costs of gas pipelined to, for example, the cement factory at
MASHYUZA, are higher than US$9/mmBTU in all cases but one, where the cost is estimaed at
US$8/mmBTU. The new study on transportation referred to in para. 6.6 and 6.7 indicate that a 20%
reduction in transportation costs may be attainable through a combination of CNG barging and pipeline
transport, reducing the cost of supplied gas to US$7.00-7.50/mmBTU.

6.26. The new stdy limits itself to transportation of gas to MAHYUZA, however, and does
not properly address distribution to dispersed consumers who would presumably be supplied by a
combination of barge and truck. Some indicative figures on the cost of gas distributed to medium and
small dispersed customers are given below. According to industry sources, CNG compression normally
costs a maximum of US$1.S0/mmBTU; transport of CNO costs up to US$2/mmBTU for road distances
of up to 200 km (this is more than the distance between Kigali and the Lake), and CNO dispensing
amounts to a maximum of Us0.50 per mmBTU. In total, gas compression and CNG supply costs add
approxately US$41mmBTU to the gas production costs estmated by the early studies (see para. 6.23).
On this basis, a conservative estimate would put CNG costs to the consumer at US$7 to US$10/mmBTU.
Using the reduced production costs of the 1988 study on gas module optmalization, the revised cost
would lie in the lower half of this cost range.

6.27. Based on these figures and on current cost of petroleum products CIF-Kigali, the
ractiveness of CNG In economic terns can be evaluated for vaious fuel substitution applications (see

Table 6.1). Using the cement plant as an example, gas woud compare quite favorably with the net CIF
figure for fuel oil for industrial boilers, with a margin for uncertainties at this stage. Within a 200 km
road distance from the Lake (shorter if it includes poorly paved and difficult roads) CNG has a potential
as a substitute for LPG and kerosene in the small-tmedium fuel-consuming markets. With reference
to the chapter on petroleum products, the present domestic consumption of kerosene-and of LPO hn
paticular, is relatively modest (some 9% of total consumpdon of petroleum products in 1987). This is
parly related tO bigh prices for the two products, especially for LPG. The use of keroseme has increased
rapidly in the last few years, however, and the scope for using CNO as a substitute for these imported
fuels, should be considered. For applications in vehicles, CNG would probably be only marginally
cost-ompetitive based on the production technologies analyzed thus far. Should gas production costs
dectease as a result of adopting more efficien technologies, the CNG option would gain attractiveness.
TI the extent that potential users would purchase new equipment designed to be operated on gas, tho
conversion costs would no longer apply. LNG, from experience elsewhere could, in principle, be
condded as an additional option to CNG. However, substantial economics of scale must be captured
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In order to mak this type of gas conversion competitive. The likely size of the local market awund the
Lak does not make LNG a viable option in the foreseeable fuue.

6.28. In 1975, Rwanda and Zaire signed the Bukavu agreemen whereby they declared Lak
Kivu gas to be their joint resource. In order to develop the resource they agreed to create a jointlyowed
compay, the SOCIGAZ, and entusted a Joint Technical Commission with the preparation of its sutes.
Several versions of SOCIGAZ stamtes have been prepared and reviewed but agment has not yet been
readied on their final form. Successive draft have diffred widely from one another, reflecting changes
in perception of the appropriate Institutional and contractual context as a function of study results, project
design, size, and capital requirements, etc. The role envisaged for SOCIGAZ and its sates have varied
from one extreme to the other. Thus at different times, SOCIGAZ has been envisaged with the following
structre:

(a) as the monopoly agent for exploitation, transport, and commerciization of the gas as
a fuel, and for its transformation into derivatives. The bi-national enity was to be fully
funded and financed from official sources;

(b) as the a;ent of the two Govnments empowered to nmage the resource and to exercise
the regu1atory power to exploit the gas, including grandng concessions to third parties,
managing the shares of the two States, collecting royalties, and supplying the two cement
plants.

6.29. The second structre proposed has evolved from the Mixed Technical Commission's
rece recognition of the advantages of private sector involvemen. in developing the gas deposit and thus
the need for a flexible legal structure allowing SOCIGAZ to contract with one or more private sector
opast at various stages of the extracton-trasport--commercializatIon chain. While a significant
improvement over the pnore rigid monopoly agent approach, there are still important drawbacks to the
second structure which would create a supranational authority mandatea with the potentially conflicting
responsibilities of both managing a natural resource and exploiting it commercially.

6.30. Within the petroleum industry, the principles governing the exploitation of a natural
resource common to one or more states are those of 'joint development". Through experience, joint
development partners and the international legal community have come to realize the advisability of
sqmarating the resource management function from the commercial exploitation function to ensure that
inerovernmenWal policy and diplomatic considerations are distinct from the strictly commercW
considerations which are the prime concern of an exploiting enterprise. The responsibilities of resource
management are usually attributed to a joint development authority which operates on the basis of a joint
development treaty specifying the laws (civil, commercial, financial, safety, criminal) applicable to the
area to be developed. Ibe role of exploiting party, or operator, is normally contracted to a proven,
experienced party or consortia which must first demons technical and financial capabilities to carry
out the proposed development, according to a development contact, in ren for a share of the resource
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or for adequat compnion in a freey exchangeable currency. If Lke Kivu's gps to be deveoped
jolly, and t app o be th ion of the twoSta as set rth inthe Bukavu Agreeme, the
most rece legaltrueture envisaged for SOCIGAZ, a wel as tie latest draft statu prepared on the
basis of that structure, prese two importan ptoblems to die effective realization of that principle: (a)
the non-sepaaion of the resorce management and commercial functions which could give rise to conflict
betwee competilng interests and (b) the absence of a survisy/deveopment planning framework to
spell out the numerous joint ageements of the States peraing tD applicable laws and regulations. To
prowtect this valuable joint resource, yet ensure that commercial exploitation operations can proceed
smoothly, Rwanda and Zaire should review SOCIGAZ' role and mandate with assistance from
experienced legal counsel to ensure the creation of a legal and institutional structure appropriat to their
joint development situation.

6.31. Pusuit of a least-cost development strategy for Lake Kivu's gas, possibly embodying
offshore production and the CNG/LNG options, could present opporunities for projects of smaller size,
with lower capital requirements, manageable risks, and presumably improved profitability. The
possibility of atacting private investors/operators would therefore be greater. Partial or complete
ownetship in gas development projects, by private investors, would reduce the capital contributions and
the risks borne by the Rwandan and Zairian governments. Furthermore, the paricipation of eommercial
companies from the petroleum industry as co-owners would secure the backing of such organizations and
a more committed involvement of professional expertise for the development and operation of complex
projets.

Conclusion an Recownendaions

6.32. The conmarison of the cost of gas with the cost of imported petroleum products shows
hat there is a potential for substitution with respect to several end-uses. However, furither technical,
economic, em ironmental, and institonal questions, as well market-related issues, need to be resolved
before the gas can play the role in Rwanda's energy balance that the size of the resource migt indicate.
Progress on technical matters has been made in recent years, buii there are still important aspects to be
stdied, in paticuar the identification of more cost-effective mediods of production a&d transport of gas
in an environmentally sound way, adapted to the context of Lake Kivu and its regional energy market.
Study efforts should therefore continue toward appropriate offshore technologies as well as on the
CNG/LNG aption for gas supply to reasonably close small/medium fuel consumption markets.

6.33. Furthermore, the basic approach to the process of developing the resource must be
addressed and decided upon and, in particular, the extent to which private companies should be invited
to act as Instumet forces, together with the two governments, toward market-based solutions on the
production as well as the user side. To this end, the World Bank-as an outcome of the present energy
assessment-has proposed to CEPGL and the two Governments the adoption of a phased development of
the gas, starting on a small but stilt commercial scale, which would also serve as a testing ground for
possible future large-scale production and applications schemes. The phased development would be based
on a promotion concept designed to attract one or more private sector companies to develop gas
production under a contractual arrangement with SOCIGAZ.
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6.34. lbe phasd devlopment/pcomodon sraty s d hIclude the following stop (fither
techical studios bein caed out In pld):

(a) an envietal study: ideatfying and quanfying potentia risks of larger-scale S
developmnt;

(b) a markdt study: fing on the potent for substggas In exstng es in the
viciity of the Lake, the study would establish the scale and nature of the cumrnt and
futue market fbr gas based on the com aiv cost of gas suply;

(c) legal assistanc te assistance would cosst of advisory servies to the two govnmts
on institutional and contual mats, and revw of a draft development treaty and
draft statutes for SOCIGAZ; and

(d) gas development promotion project: designed to att one or more pAivate sector
companies to develop the gas, the project would be a small-scale version of the petroleum
exploration promtion schemes that the Bank has Implemented in a number of countties.
It would corsist of:

(I) the preparation of a promotion doment on the gas field, Including the technical
options for gas production, etme, and distribution, the immediate and
potelal future markets, the Institutional and legal framework for gas
exploitation, etc.;

(ii) the prentation of ti docuetio to poten Investor and operators at a
meeting called for that purpos or other appropriat forum;

(Iii) the evauation of the proposals recived; and

Qv) the negotaion of gas production concesions, including investment commimens
and production targets, fees, taxes, and penaties, repatriation of earin and
bonuses, related guates, etc.
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VII. NEW AND RENEWABLE SOURCES OF ENERGY

SOLAR ENERY

7.1 Rwanda is well-placed in tems of solar radiadon endowment: horlzonta radiation

aerages S.15 kWh/m2, per day, which translates in a potetial of 1.9 MWhme/year. Yearly vaiati

In radiation are modest, although effctive radiadon/rn of array surfiae is reduced during the dry months

on account of dust. Most of the available radiation data for Rwanda pertain to exr-teresta data,

adjusted for clearness index: few actual measurements have been conducted In Rwanda itself. Only a

couple of the measuring stations of the Instiut des Sciences Agronomiques du Rwanda (ISAR) are

equipped with heliographs or pyranometers. The University of Butr conducted some measurements In

the late seventies in the Butare region (altitude 1500 m) showing varations between 3.8 kWh per r0/day

and 4.5 kblNhm2 day. In Kinaniva (Cyangugu) a radio-tm itter is powered by 3.28 kW of photovoltaic
panels, or 51 n2 of amy space. This site i equipped for detaied radiation me. Here

recorded data indicate variations between 4.6 kWh per me and 6.2 kWhem2. Owing to the considerably

higher altitude of thbis location (2,145 meters), exaolaton of these values to other parts of Rwada is

not valid. Bearing in mind the occurrences of significant dust concentrations in the atmosphe during

the dry months and the incomplete actal ration measurements for the coutry, co rvatve design

parameters of 3.8 kWh/mn for the north and 4.0 kWh/mr for the south are sugested by a recent

Interdisziplinlre Projelk Consult, GmbH MPC) study. 1/

D)mand Parame

7.2 Applications of solar energy currently fon in Rwanda include: solar water heating

(limited largely to commercial service establishments and dwellings) and decentralized ('stand-alone')

photovoltaic (PV) systems for lighting, refrigeration, and siization mainly in the rural ar. A

constrait for wider application of solar water heating (articularly In the industrial sector) is the absence

of a domestic production and service capability. Attempts have been made in the past, particularly by

the Centre d'Etudes et d'Applications de l'Energle mi Rwanda (CEAER), with USAID fimding, to

encourage the local production and wider utilization of passive solar systems. Local production effor

have run into problems associated with the high cost of imported materials and the relatively weakly

developed metal-working industry in the country. The latter has contributed to quality control problems

in the manufacturing of the few prototypes of solar water heater which have been produced and inalled

under the aegis of the CEAER program. At a cost of US$670/rn of collector surface, locally produced

systems are considerably more expeasive than imported systems. These latter systems have been largely

confined to some of the larger hotels and institutional households, such as mission posts and rural

Wll IPC: "PLnng d&s SordrerwrgieprogramnsRwarAc", Jawy 198
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hospitals. Absence of a local service capability has been quoted for the rather limited scaie of utiliton
of this form of solar energy.

7.3 On the ote hand, PV systms have found a ready maket niche in the rural aa,
particularly in health centers and missions. lbis development has been boosted significandy by
considerable donor finance for this paricular application: The Federal Republic of Germany is curreny
financing the installation of PV systems for Govemment health centers in the interior. This project is
implemented through the Bureau des Formations M6dicales Agr66s du Rwanda (BUFMAR). Si e the
inception of this activity, 1986, some 130 installations have bcen effected. A typical installation comists
of 2 or 3 38 peak-watt panels, regulator, batteries and lamps, providing adequate electricity for lighting
purposes. The project finances 80% of system cost, with 20% to be paid for by the beneficiary
institution. As the introduction of these PV systems has caused diesel-generators to become superfluous
or has significantly affected the load for these sets, the project has also agreed to fince 40% of the cost
of a PV system for the adjacent private households that previously were also supplied by the diesel sets.
Tbe introduction of solar powered refrigerators is currendy under review by the project. A currently
well-functioning design and service capability is available within BUFMAR.

7.4 Within the Etablissment Public de Prduction, de Transport et de Distribution
d'Electricite, d'Et et de Gaz (ELECTROGAZ), a Belgian-financed project is active to similarly
disseminate PV systems for health centers in the Butare and Kigali prefectures. Rationale for the location
of this project within the offices of ELECIrROGAZ has been the consideration that for each specific
eer, the provision of a PV system is to be examined against the possibility or probability of connection

to the grid. The project designs specific configurations for the respective health centers based on demand
analyses. The usual configuration includes provision for lighting of the hospitals and adjacent staff
houses, refrigeration, sterilization and power for telephone systems. In addition, the Peres Blancs of the
dioces of Gitarama (Kabgayai) have been producing PV systems locally since 1981. The systms are
geared for modest lighting requirements of rural households. Typically, one panel (19 W) would enable
the use of four 8 W lights for four hours per day. Panels are manufced locally: PV cells are
inported and encased in a small workshop, which is manned by locally trained staff. Considerable
experience has been gained here in the production and dissemination of small PV systems and the
configuration has the benefit of employing components which have been well tested under Rwandan
conditions.

7.5 Given the low energy demand in the rural areas, PV systems appear to be attractive,
particularly as they are essentially modular and (unlike for instance micro-hydro systems) do not require
any significant geographic concentration of demand. Calculations for the various systems found in
Rwanda, however, (Table 1, Annex 5.1) show that the per kWh/cost of PV is many times above the
economic cost (LRMC) of grid supplied electricity at low voltage (LV) levels (RF 15.0 per kWh, based
on preliminary calculations in Annex 3.10) Costs per kWh supplied range from about RF 300 to RF 520
assuming a 20 year system life. As the cost details are not entirely comparable or may not reflect actual
costs, similar calculations have been made (Table 2, Annex 5.1) for comparable systems which are
commercially available on the international market. The latter calculations, allowing for freight to
Rwanda, local costs and installation charges, corroborate the locally obtained data.
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7.6 Two faors would reduce the very lar difference between &rid swpplied and PV base

electricity. The above LRMC is an aveae figure for LV distnbution in Rwanda In general and does

not reflect the higher distribution costs related to supplying rural ara, for which PV sytem ar

particularly relevant. Secondly, the LRMC does not include connection costs. Ile inceme to the

LRMC due to these two faors will vary greatly with location relative to transmission lHne, aOma

consumption, etc.

7.7 Ihe use of PV systems for refrigeration puroe yields comparable retuls in tem of

cost per kWh of supplied power. Comparisons witi kerosene altratives (Annex 5.2) indicate that PV

systems are currenty not competitive. Considerable fuel price increases could be accommed before

the competive aspect of the kerosene rerigerator is eroded. Similarly, spillage, inefficient oa on

of refrigerators and allowing for consideble premium for tportationto the interior would not alter

the picture. However, a more detailed comparison should also take into consideration the cost of spoilage

of medications and vaccines owing to refrigeration malfunctions. Kerosene refrigators in Rwanda have

been reported to be prone to break-downs: the required temprte level can only be achieved with

properly maintained refrigerators. Reduced depdability has awso been thought to be the coequenc

of the varying and often poor quality of the kerose aaly supplied. Although quality control

measures with respect to kerosene supplied could obviate some of these problems, the costs of such

msures would have to be allowed for in the calculations. More importantly, the comparson implicitly

assumes that kerosene is always available as required: in terms of vulnerability to irregular supply of

kerosene, the solar powered refrigerators would have a qualitative advantage.

7.8 Small PV systems for lighting, although expensive in terms of cost per kWh, compare

more favorably with grid-supplied electricity in financial terms. Given tLe current connection fees,

approxinately RF 50,000, and tariff structure of ELECIROGAZ, the smaller systems (say,

'G1TARAMA' and 'R&S' varieties in Annex 5.1 ranging between RF 66,000 and RF 82,000 (US$880

and US$1,100) in system cost can be financially attractive in present value terms, based on a life-time

for solar systems (and hence basis for comparison) of say, 10 years. A tariff increase to the level of the

LRMC referred to in para. 5.57 would give the smallest PV system quite a clear advantage from the

consumers' point of view. See Annex 5.3. 12/ Even if the connection fee were to be

lowered (Annex 5.3, Case 11), which possibly would lead to an increase in average tauiff above currendy

calculated LRMC levels, small PV systems might, under certain limited circu ces, remain attractive.

Given a connection fee of only RF 10,000 and an average tariff of RF 20.5/kWh, the present values of

avoided electricity charges would be higher (assuming liftime is 16 years or more) than the lowest cost

PV systems.

7.9 For private households with modest electricity demands (ighting, radio only) in the

grid-supplied areas, PV systems are basically attractive only provided mechanisms can be identified and

implemented to spread the initial system cost over a number of years. For private and institutional

Ia/ However. when consdering sokt Mte p-on cah outlys, o* one ofthe PVsystems can ompete wi gSri-spplled

elkcuId. Low sai'ns ad lack offnds on th pan ofhouseholdswill twWs reduce the oprns that dtey reaftsica

hame.
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households (with modest enegy demands) outside the gid-supplied areas, PV systms aro cloarly an
inteing optioL - lis would particularly apply to service houeholds such as hospitals, mission posts
ad social center.

7.10 Annex 5.4 gives estmates for the contribution solar eer is currenty making to the
oveal supply of energy In Rwana. Although the esmtes iWply an anml rat of increase of 22% in
the contribution of solar to tot energy supply (1980 = 0.3 GWh), the actual amount of 1.5 GWh fals
far short of the earlier Socift Nationile d'Etudes de Projets (BUNEP) U/ projections of 17 GWh for
1986. This projection was based on the etablishment of a factory for th* production of solar wat
heas which would have produced and ie d some 16,000 mn of colecr surface in the country by
1986. The esdmated 1.5 GWh constitutes some 1.3% of total esimated elftricity consumption within
the Rwanda network in 1988.

Re£ommendg10n

7.11 Given the relative attractiveness of small PV systems to supply small but cridcal qni es
of electric energy in the nr areas of Rwanda, I i recommended tha measures be considered which
wr-uld faclitat the wider dissemination of such systms. Specifically, the viability of a revolving fnd
for the financing of the acquisition of PV systems should be sounded, for example, dtrough the
participation of the Banque Populaire du Rwanda with its deceatralized network. The assessment would
focus on the structure of the poial demand for such systems In the non-grid supplied rural areas.
Apart from the specific energy demand patterns, the study should also estimate the repayment ability of
selected households (households with salaried personnel, small commercial establishment, etc.).
Fuermore, the study would seek to identify specific households in grid supplied areas which could be
considered for the installation of PV systems. The tariff policy of ELECMTOGAZ would be taken into
account, since a commitmet to a PV system would inheredtly limit the energy demand of households
that might otherwise (given lower connection charges) prefer to have their demands met through the grid.

7.12 On the supply side, efforts should be made to idendtfy typical PV configurations which
(a) have already been market-tested in Rwanda or in neighboring coutries and, (b) would be most
cost-effective. Tbis leads to the issue of donor-finced and donor-subsidized installations which are
currenty competing direc0y with locally manufactured products. In the light of the above
recommendations, it should be ascertained whether the respective products are perhaps serving separate
markets, or whether specific measures could be introduced which would effectively ensure the targeting
of the local products to markets distinct from those supplied by the donor community. One distinction
would be between the economically better situated private households and rral institutions. Given the
low degree of penetraion of passive solar systm, it i8 aso recommended that specific measures be
studied wnich would encourage the conversion from electric or gas-fired heaters to solar water heaters.
Import levies and the creation of a local service capability need to be examined in this respect.

./ St4dy pubWd in 1982 by Bureau National d 'Etudes d Projecss (BlINEP) cnt &ole Poytechnique FMd&rale de

Laiauan (PFL). Dude du Seaeur Energedtqew au Rwanda.
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7.13 Several studies have been conducted into the potetial for microhydro power (les m
I MW) in Rwanda. The BUNEP/Ecole Polytechnique FEddrale de Lasoe (EPFL) 1983 study
Investigaed several sites within the context of explering ener supply options for harl centers.
Subsequentl,, other sites were investgated by CEAER and by the Socit Hydrotechnique do Frac.
The mission was further supplied by MINITRAPE with an inventory of potent micro-hydro power
shite. ThiS informaton formed the bass of the list in Annex 5.S which dais t sites in ten of
location and other basic p aets. Esentially, the dentified potential is located in the weter part of
the country. Twenty-six or nearly three quarters of the sites would yield power below 50 kW. Togeher
they would account for 18% of power identified, or 24% if the larget single site, Nyamutera of 850 kW
is omitted. One of the sites listed, Nkora (Gisenyi) is actly now bing opered by the Office des
Cultures Industrielles au Rwanda (OCIR) after rehabilitation work In early 1987 under an BD-fwanced
coffee rehabilitation project. This scheme and other systems curenty in operation are summarized in
Table 7.1.

-Tlbt 7.1: NICRNTDRO POER PLANTS 1N OPERATION

Irstatled Tear of
Location CapcIty (W) Commissioning Operator

KIlindo 65 1973 HespItal
Nurtads 108 1979 Nission
tlkors 150 1981 OCIR
Pfimds 103 1971 Teo Factory
RwuyI 120 1973 School

Isir.t: IPC (1966); BMIEP/EPFL.

7.14 Colombani (1988) &/ provided an annotated updato of the sites previously identified
in Bwanakeye & Colombani (1985). LM/ The 1988 study was isod by United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP) as a pre-formulation exercise for a project which has been rtWned
for financing joindy by UNDP and the United Nations Capital Developmet Fund (IJNCDF). Tentative
costing of this projec is US$2,500,000 to be shd by tht Coverment of Rwanda, UNDP, and
UNCDF. The scope of the project is technical, economic and financial apprasal of 8-10 of the sites
identified by Colombani, and subsequent construction of plants. An overview of the sites In question is
provided in Annex 5.5. Some of the sites may be excluded ftom the UNCDF financing on account of
limited capacity. The largest site identified by Colombani, Mwogo, 183 kW, could possibly be

W1/ J. Cokmbank Rapport de MisOn Pre-Forriwl4n/foaabiW pour la Com&bwdo de MkJrocmaga
Hdro-E1clqus an Rwanda. 1988.

II J. Bwtnkeye e J. Colombanr hivetare des Sites de Microceaksrle. yro-kcrqws as Rwnda 198S.
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considered for grid coneon. Although the cost per kWh calculat by Colomba comparo well wit
his estimates of grid-supplied ectricity (F 78/kWh, for a 10 kilometew I[kil connection) or generator
supplied electricit (RF SO/kWh, diesel), it shoud be noted that the aumptis on which the cost
calculations are based are yet to be verified. The hydrological pameters of the various stes are based
on incidental and ad hoc measurements: no time series of flow-data for the sites exist. Estmates of
construction costs are also purdy notional: no empirical reference data is used. The amotizaton period
of 35 years used should be cosidered excessive; the Nbora plant, recnty rebabilitated, dem tae
the considerable amounts of solid matter in the rivers could seriously shorten turbine-life of small hydro
system. Especily for the high-bead scliemes (>50 meters) 1he sedimentation isse is critical.

Dxman. Efaree

7.15 The pattern of energy demand in Rwanda as shown in the BUNEP/EPFL study indicates
essentially low per capita demand outside the urban centers. If costs of micro-bydro are not to become
prohibitive in terms of connection costs and losses, a certain extent of concentrated demand is a
prerequisite for viable operation. This would suggest the rural centers as possible poins of focus for
micro-hydro development. However, the demand in these centers is also low. It is esimated that typical
demand in a given rural center will lie between 40 and 100 MWh per annum. Typical rual centers
would have in one location: a health cerner, a mission post, a hospital, a school, a community center,
ree workshps and some 50 households demanding electricity. If these demand constan are applied

to the Colombani data, the required break-ven price per kWh actully supplied should be multiplied on
average by a factor of almost S as average output in the Colombani sites is opdmistically put at
340 MWhlyear. WI

7.16 The main issues to be addressed appear to be as follows: the inventories of potential
micro-hydro sites are based on scant hydrological and pluviometric information. If the potentW is to be
realistically assessed, these baseline parameters need to be verified and strengthened considerably.
Possible effects of sedimentavoi on expected life-time of plant and hence on costs should also be taken
into consideration.

7.17 Full economic construction costs of plant should be allowed for: the
Bwanakeye/Colombani approach is to assume that construction and operation could to a large extent be
left to community labor. This may or may not be valid, depending on the particular site, but in general
the costs should be explicitiy included in the analyses. Institutional issues pertaining to effective
mainteance and operation of plant should also be addressed If communities are to be responsible for the
actual operation of micro-hydro plant. In the final analysis, high costs as such of micro-hydro

11/ thefor of 515 arwd at by diviAg the opuLikc figure of 340 MlMear by th avere of te more reaUunc
range -. /40-1Y100 MWear.
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development ofen turm out to be the main issue which renders this altrativ non-compeitive. Ca l

sdection of a limited number of sites to be studied Is therefore necesary.

7.18 For the iWividual sites in question, a thorough analysis must be made of the specific

pan of demand existing and likely to develop in a given location: it cannot be aumed ta emphasis

on energy supply parameter alone is adequate and that the very availability of leic power In itself

wzould lead to the concenation of activities requiring power, such as workhops, etc. Proimty of the

proposed sites to the ELECIROGAZ grid Is also an importat factor to consider: the applicatlon of an

'average' distce to the grid is inadequate. This also leads to the issue of isiona arrang .

At the momen, the center of gravity for the development of micro-hydro appeas to be MINnRAPE.

Effective mechanisms are, nevertheless required to ensure that development of micro-hydro is constany

related to the possible applicability of other energy opdons (partcularly solar, given the low demand) and

the development plans of ELECTROGAZ in terms of rural electrification. A priority task for such

insitutional cooperation is the early determination of specific sites currently considered for micro-bydro

deaelopment, which are already, or can be expected to be in the near futre, close to the grd.

7.19 Given the many serious issues involved, it would be uneconomic to pursue simultaneously

the development of the 8-10 micro-hydro sites as proposed by UNDP/UNCDF. As a preliminary step,

for all the sites considered, it is recommended that:

(a) the nature and the availability of the hydrological and pluvionetric data be ascertained;

(b) proximity to the existing grid, or likely proximity to the future grid, be considered;

(c) an inventory be made of likely demand for power in the given locations.

On the basis of these criteria, one or two sites should then be selected for firther examination and

possible development as pilot plants. Concurrently, programs should be formulated for hydrological data

gathering for other sites, and minimum information requirements for furter site developments should

be defined.

BIQtAS

Resourc Availabiliql

7.20 Endowment parameters for biogas production are modest: global availability of suitable

raw materials is sufficient, but often prevailing low temperes militate against efficient digestion.

More importantly, low average per-household cattle holdings plus the absence of a biogas tradition are

fiuther obstacles.
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Syan31DmandS Pata

7.21 Production of biogas in Rwanda has been pursued by CEAER and MINrAPE since
about 1982. Energie des Grands Lacs (EGL) has also co-operated in these efforts. Of the 30-odd plants
constructed, few seemn still productive. Plant-abandonment has either been a result of (a) poor
construction and hence gas leakages, or tb) poor ratio betweer effort and maintenae on the one hand
and gas output on the other hand. Current efforts seek to promote ard disseminate a German
NGO-financed design consisting of: stable, digestor and cistern. lhe stable should minimize collection
difficulties of raw material; the cistern should ensure availability of water durirg the dry season. The
design is expensive. a "floating dome version, recently constructed ws reported to have cost
RF 335,000. According to the Annual Report of MlNlTRAPE the designs vary in coss between RF
230,000 and RE 290,000. The least expensive design, can reportedly be Implemented for less, once dih
training of personnel has been completed (now included in the costs). Quoted cost of materials alone is
Ri 140,000. Extensive calculations by IPC (1986), at an investment cost of RE 70,000 (i.e., half of cost
of materials for the design currently propagated), found biogas to be more expensive than available
alternatives.

7.22 The Government Is optimistic about the future of biogas plant propagation in Rwanda and
appears to be placing great emphasis on the biogas program. However, if the development of the
program is to be targeted at the typical rural family, two fundamental parameters would appear to stand
in the way of significant success for the program. Firstly, given Rwandan climatological conditions,
three to four animal units (one animal unit defined as 250 kg live weight) have been found to be required
for the production of 1.5 m

3 gas/day, which is a basic minimm for the energy needs of a small
household. Actual surveys conducted under the auspices of a GTZ-financed project in the Nyabisindu
area found that less than 50% of the households had cows at all. On average, 0.6 cows were counted
per househoIl. 3.5% of households had more than 4 cows. With data from the National Agricultural
Survey of 1984, and converting average animal numbers to animal units (cow = 1.0, goat = 0.1, sheep
= 0.1, pig = 0.3), this yields a national average of 1.04 animal unit per catte farming household. By
prefecture, these numbers would range between 0.4 for Cyangugu and 1.5 for Gikongoro. These
averages would suggest chat the percentage of farming household possessing the 3-4 animal units required
for biogas production Is a very small minority indeed, corroborating the Nyabisindu findings quoted
earlier.

7.23 A second important parameter to be considered, given the Government's emphasis to have
the farmers effectively participate in the construction and the running of the biogas plants, is average
household expenditure of energy. According to the "Enquete Nationale sur le Budget et la
Consonunation" (Milieu Rural), by the Ministbre du Plan (MINIPLAN) from May 1988, average energy
expenditure in the rural households is RF 565 per annum (RE 210 thereof represented by kerosene, RE
85 referring to forms of barter or exchanges, and RP 270 referring to energy and water purchased). This
survey excluded expenditure on fuelwood. Estimates of the value of fuelwood consumption are contained
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In a separate survey. 12 The Value of fhal consumption of fuelwood In 1983 was estimated at RF
1,640 million; value of labor Invested In collecting the fuelwood is put at RF 2,385 million. Given an

estimated population of 5,529,000 for that year and average rural household size of 4.9, total value of

fuelwood consumpiDon would be RF 3,567 per household. Combining the two survey results yields total

energy household expendiue of RF 4132 per annum. Obviously, even if biogas plants could be obtained

for kF 70,000 and if they could be amorized over a period of 10 years, resulting annual charges of over

R1 7,000 compae unfavorably with household energy expenditure. Again, at best a smail minority of

rural households would have the means to meet the expenditures related to blogas plants.

m and dmmandation

7.24 A critical issue is therefore the dermination of the approximate size of the small

minority of rural households which meet both the criterion of sufficient animal units and adequate income

to meet expenditure related to the construction of a biogas plant. If it can be determined that this target

group is still sufficienty large to warrant the attention currently given to the propagation of biogas, other

issues such as the economic viability of bioges versus other options, insitutiona support, training,

extension services and socio-economic acceptance still remain as serious obstacles. Certainly, if it is

dermined that the development of biogas is to be pursued all the same, it would be worthwhile to

conduct a thorough examination of the biogas installations which have been ereced in Rwanda and to

systematically catalogue the reasons for failure or success. Ihe examination of recent experiences (IPC,

1986) indicates that even the qualified staff of the Animal Husbandry Research Station of the University

of Butare abandoned the plants beas of difficulties of operation, leakages and generally poor

production. In conclusion, therefore, due to the restricted natural scope for development of biogas in

Rwanda, no public resur for this purpose should be allocated and a regional approach to outstanding

isues should be sought.

WINQ ENEE

7.25 Available wind measurement data indicate that Rwanda has a wind-regime which. is

unintereting from an energy perspective. Four times daily readings, at a height of 12 meter, are

available for stations in Kigali, Butare, Gisenyl, Ruhengeri and Karenge. For the Kigali area, 15% of

the yearly frequency of observed velocities exceed 3 m/s; 7% exceed S mrs. For the Gisenyl area, these

percentages are respectively 23% and 18%. Toe high percentage of windless days (35% of readings) is

a fiurher phenomenon to be taken into account here. Given the topography of the country, the existence

of interesting micro-climntes cannot be rled out, but globally speaking, wind as an energy resource does

not have practical significance. Wind-driven electicity generators have been attempted in a sporadic

manner. No systems are currently in function.

/, C. Mdlr, ENUC, Appmvisionnemenl en Eau et Bois de Feu'. April 1988.
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7.26 Now and rewable enegy hologies have had limited applicatons in Rwanda, despite

an envioment of qui good resource endowment for certain alternatives a4 high conveion enegy

ost. Government-supported efforts have been dlspersod over a wide range of technologies, and bove
been limited to rearch development and small-scle tuft.

7.27 The altenative ener sources discussed in tbis secon are not ilkely t provde

subtituts for traditonal or modern energy sources on any significant scale in the near future. In terms

of chief energ requirements of the population, cooking, both solar and micro-hydro offer negligible

potential, for technical, cost and socioeconomic reasons lThoretically, blogas could be inpactng on

thbis requirement; bowever, as indicated this itenative is limited to the more affluen rural households.

On the other hand, both PV and micro-hydro systems would appear to offer practical potenta of a

certain extent for other energy requirements, particularly for rural Institutions like dispensaries and

sdcols in more isolated area. It must be emphasized, however, that most new and renewable energy

options are non-enomic at present-day technologies and iaional energy prices. A selective attitude
and limited use of public resources are therefore recommended.

7.28 With respect to the individual types of energy the following recommendations are made:

(a) For PV systems, the justification of establishing a revolving fund for example, through
the participation of the Banque Populaire du Rwanda, for financing the acquisition of

solar units should be studied, on the basis of the demand patter nd payment ability,
particularly in non-rid supplied rura areas. Also, the supply side should be examined,
specifically the issues of technical support for local production of cost-effective
instalations as well as coordination of donor-financed systems that compete with the
former.

(b) With respect to micro-hydro power, a selection of one or two sites among the ones so
far identified, should be made for firther study and possible developmen as pilot plants.
lhe selection should be ide on the basis of sufficient data on hydrology, on an
inveno of realistic demand related to affrdability, and on the proximity of the demand
area to the grid. A progm for the collection and analysis of baseine parneters
regarding the identiflcation and selection of sites in the future should be established.

(c) As for biogas, the restricted natural scope for its development in Rwanda indicates that

no public resources for this purpose should be allocated and that further efforts could best
be pursued through EGL on a regional basis.

(d) the New and Renewable Energy Division of the Direction de l'Energy in MINITRAPE
has the formal responsibility for the planning and follow-up related to alternative energy
sources. In terms of act development work, CEAER located in Butare at the
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Univesty of Rwanda,s b tho fous of rfach and tesing in tis fildd. It is
recommended tbaL

(i) MINItAPE give mot acve consideaton to the development of PV asd
micro-bydro systems and to tie coordinati of the various donor activities In
this respect;

(ii) issues rdead to rzia electrficaion be the subject of rqeuar discussions at
working grup levels betwee MINITAPE and ELECTROGAZ, to ensure
excoange of inforation and coordinadon of work related to micro-hydro power
and planned grid xtensios.
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VlII. ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECIS OF VARIOUS ENERGY SOURCES

8.1 Efivironmental protection and nanagement has a long history In Rwanda. On the one
hand, this is due to the speciflc situation of the country and the problem created by the relationship

between population and natural resources. On the other hand, the Rwandan goverment has played an

active role and has had a very early perception of its responsibilities in this field. Examples of this is

the fact that the Rwandan govemment for many years has induded soU conservation measures in its

agricultural extension package and that the community tree plantation efforts have been amongst the most

effective in poor countries. Also, the population increase was, a long time ago, identified as a major
Issue and the Office National de la Population (ONAPO) was created in 1980.

8.2 Briefly, some main characteristics that form the background for environmental con-ern,
in Rwanda, are as follows:

(a) Rwanda stands out unong African countries for its high population density. lhis can be
expressed by various ratios: the average population density on the total physical area of
the country is high, over 250 inhabitants/square kilometer n), the highest in
Sub-Saharan Africa. Population density on cultivated land is much higher: the available
land per farm family is presently estimated at 1.2 ha and is expected to decreae to
0.7 hfamily by 2005. These averge figures hide wide regional variations and some
-meas have denslties approaching 1,000 inhabitants/kin2;

(b) the low proportion of cultivable land is mainly due to the topography of the
county: very little flat land other than the 'marais' (marshlands) can be observed
natonwide. Apart from the cultivation aspects, this has impacts on the land's
susceptibility to etosion, as rainfall is abundant, especily in some seasons. Rwanda has
recently experienced increaed erosion becau of deforestation and intensive cultivation.
A combination of declining natual land productivity and population growth will make
food production an increasingly difficult task In the future In Rwanda. It has been
estimated that per capita food availabiity wIll decline from 814 kg/capita/year in year
1970 to 611 kg/capita/year in year 2000 if vigorous measures are not taken;

(c) the funa and flora of Rwanda, though not really unique, have some interesting features
that make them very valuable from a conservation point of view.
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8.3 Tre Rwandan govenmt bas docid to prpar a Natioa Envneal StaeW
(NES) as wdll as an ronmental Action Plan (HAP), with the assistan of extnal donors. lIV
The preatoy missions visitd Rwanda btween November 1987 and Noveer 19. The lates
misionproduced t following concluions ad recommendatons:

- a study wUi be conducted to copltie the prqearaon of the NES. It Is due to Conmence
in 1989. As an outcome of the third donors' mission, the study will Incorpora lie
preparation of an EAP as a loelcal consequence of the NES design procs; and

- a Natonal Steerng Committee forthe osdy wUI becored: t wll be composed of die
directr gners of the key mnistries vlved In the study (including the Presidency)
and will supervise the executk and compledon of the study. Partdcular atention wi
be given to to analysis of vaious Iiut issues raisod by the study.

8.4 At pren, the Rwandan goveamen is active on environmental issues patcularly In th
stos shown in Table 8.1.

3/ 34?a ar aurrl eb prewe in several cowe, bad to 40ft ad In ete centb.enu V* if th r& '
Iwnweale by at g.vewnen *t *# &heauan ! th WNW an ad wnd Malln Dewk Nt0

im p). In msece, the M¢ o de bin th of wfil a ther concet if MY aar to ta f
neV Aaswaut In both cs, the obetioLw to drwW a Sgbal pie 4 oWenS Lme ad optiow In e

setr, and to ma* frf aabi wihd a _ootaWuid and qffitJ hu



TWOl-J1a SUMAUt OF SELECTED ENIRGINETAL ACTIVITIES IN UVANDA

Interention Nain Rbndn Exanples _ain Partners
categories Institutions actlvYties USAID rtz- Frane Fed.Rep goltgtu Canaoa Eurp World

-erland rnw am*

Soil conservaon DCS (NIARI) mRm X X X

SoIl ferttity DCPA, DC FertILizer Project x X X X X X

Natural forests DSF/ORTPW Nwtaln Forest K K X

Refostation Dof O3K X K X

Agroforestry DGF PAP Nyabisandu X X X X X X X

Water D6Eau, OSE Water Suply (Laa) X X X X

Lowland devetopumnt DEau, DOR, NININART Petits Nsrasz X X X X

Energy DOE KIvu Lake Nethane X X X

National parks ORTPU Akagera Not. Park X

Ecological tourfsm RiTPN Akagera Nat. Park X

Urban environmmnt MINISAPASO, INIYTRAUS Urban PlamIfn X o

Research UXR. tXRS, 1 .4 Forest Sc. Res. Pros. X X X X X K

DCS a Dlrection de ls Conservation des slos
DGF a Direction Gdn6rale des Forts
DPA a Direction Gdn6rale de la Prod4ction Agrlcole
D4E i Direction de la Sant6 et de ltEau
OBK a QIshwatI-Butare-l qali
INRI I*RD3
ISAR t Institut des Sciences Agronomiqaes du Rbads
NINAGRI N Ninist&re de l'Agrfculture, da l'Elevage et ds Forats
NIuINRT a NfnIsthre de l'industrle des Nines et de l'Artisonat

KINISAPASO * Ninisthre de ta Sant6 P ulicp. et des Affaires Soclales
NINITL4SCO* Ninist6re des Transports
ORTPU Office Ruendafs di Tourisme et des Parcs Nturels
PAP a Projet Agro-postoral
RRAN Regional Resource Nwaseoent
UIR a

Source: World Bank, USID, Joint Donors' Nission (March 1988).
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Petroleum Proucs

8.5 Except for small quantities of meane gas, Rwanda does not produce petroleum products.
Besides, it is a land-locked country. Consequeny, the main activities associated with petroleum products
are te road transportation, the storage, and products utilization. lne environmental aspects of these
activities are limited to occasional risLs: mainly road accidents leading to liquid spills and storage
hazrds. No major accident has been reported to date. The main risks are obviously in Kigali, the
capital city, where most of the demand Is concentrated. However, some industries have to buy and store
large qz.-intities of petroleum products. The choice of storage areas needs to be made carefilly. The
recent decision to place new storage tanks near the Etablissement Public de Production, de Transport et
de Distnbution d'Electricitd, d'Eau et de Gaz (ELECTROGAZ) Gikondo substation was not optimal,
since power lines runnng overhead could, if downed, ignite products being stored. No legislation exists
covering the risks bsociated with petroleum products tranuportation and storage, and more generally
urban and industria risks. A general trend in developed countries is to request industries and local
governments to design and implement mechanisms to prevent accidents. A country like Rwanda will have
to investigate the relevance of creating such legislative tools.

Hyvdro

8.6 In gene,-, hydropower investments, especially when they are of a large magnitude, are
expected to have a significs' t and usua;iy detrimental environmental impacts, especially on aquatic fana.
in the case of Rwanda, power is mainly supplied from four hydroelectrical plants with a total instlled
capacity of 26.5 MW and with two of the power stations dominating: Mukungwa (12.5 MW) and
Ntaruka (11.3 MW). The Government has made constant efforts to maximize domestic power production
and minimize power imports from Zaire. This has often lead to operting hydropower plants beyond
their rated annual available production. This practice has steadily lowered lake levels over time. Lake
Bulera, which supplies the Ntaruka plant fell by about one meter between 1962 and 1973 and by three
meters between 1973 and 1987. The level of Lake Ruhondo, which supplies the Mukungwa plant, has
shown a steady decline during the years 1983-88, except for 1986, by a total of 0.4 meters, again due
to over production. Apart from fluctuations in lake levels and the associated impact in river hydrology,
the impact of hydropower plants on the aquatic ecosystems have not been studied in detail.

8.7 The decline in the level of Lake Bulera is due to drainage through a man-made canal and
to operation of the Ntanrka power plant at a capacity exceeding the lake's water replenishment capability.
The Government's interest in obtaining the maximum output from Ntaruka, thus in increasing the waters
of Lake Bulera, led it to commission a study on this subject which was completed in early 1988. In
addition to sealing off the man-made canal, which was actually done by ELECMROGAZ in 1987, the
stdy looked at the possibilities of stopping water flow from the lake which feeds marshes contiguous to
the lake and at diverting tun-off water from volcanoes surrounding the lake. The study concluded that
completely stopping the water flow into the neighboring marshes could result in a loss of water for Lake
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Bueia, and that a partW reduction of water flow Iuto the marshes would have litle, positive effect on
inceasing the water of Lake Bulera and terebfore be only marginaly beneficial for opeaion of the

NtUka plant. The study points out, however, that possible additional benefits from agricultural

exploitation of drained mash areas would need to be taken into account, but does not quantify them; no

menion is made of the environmental impact of such proposals.

8.8 The solutions recommended by the final version of the study include (a) improving the

canal closure, as the 1987 structure still allows some wate to escape, and (b) diverting run-off from the

south sides of tee surrounding volcanoes. In teality, benefits from the fiSt option are likely to be

small, since sealing off the canal has not in itself made a substantial diff ence in the lake's recovery.

Benefits attributed to the second option would be an increae in Ntauka's production as well as that of

the downsteam plant, Mukungwa 1. Cspital costs of the second option would be US$960,000 (using

open canals) or US$2.44 million (closed canals) with the first altnaive having a substantially higher

maitance cost. Internal rates of run on both alternatives of the second option are in the 20% range.

While there are no negative environmental effects from elimination of the artificial drainage canal, the

effect of diverting the volcanoes' nm-off is not certain. Furthmore, the costs of this option are not

well-defined, making the rate of return very tentative. Additional studies to determine the enviromental

Impact of divering run-off and to obtain better costs should be made before any decision is taken.

8.9 The Rwandan government inteds to build several new power plants during the next

decade. Too little is Inown, however, about the environmental impac of hydropower plant

construction, operation, and maintena. All new maor projects should be subjected to sound envi-

ronmental impact assessments procedures of a quali that is of intenational standard. Furthermore,

eronmental effects should be given due considemion among the factors assessed in the choice between

national and regional power projects.

Nod

8.10 Wood is used in Rwanda as a cooking fuel by the vast majority of households, especially

in rr areas. This, in addition to other uses of wood-charcoal production in particular-places a high

prur on forest and tree resources. Rwanda is in the sm sition as many African countries, where

the "logical" utilization of forest and tree resources for timber and other high-value uses is minimal and

whete low quality product like firewood are consumed in such large quantities that the sustainable wood

supply is not sufficient to meet the needs, resulting in partial deforestation. Though data quality is very

poor, woodfuels balances have been computed for various prefectre areas in Rwanda (Chapter III). In

four of thes, there are at present woodfuel deficits. Projections of demand and supply indicate that

although the number of prefectures with such deficits may be reduced to three by year 2000, the overall

deficit for Rwanda may well double compared to today. Technical measures are not enough to cope with

a trend that Is largely determined by popuation factors, and Rwanda will have to react to a situation

whee, during the next decades, the forest and tree cover will decrease, with associated detrimental

environmental impact increasing (soil erosion, loss of habitat) as well as economic impacts (decreased

soil feriity, loss of "secondary" products from the forest). Population growth is directly responsible for

this degradation and, unless ffective mesures are taken in this respect, technical approaches will only
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yield marginal reslts. In the meanwhle, project dealing with improving the officiency of resource

manement, by-products recovery, end-use of wood as a fuel, will be necessary to minimi the prcs

destructive trends. Chapter m of ths Report, on biomas and household fuels, describes ongoing and

planned activities In these areas.

cags

8.11 Charcoal is the favorite cooking fuel in urban areas. As the population in u areas

grows faster than in rurl areas, it Is widely expectd that the consumption of dchrcoal wUI incree faster

than that of wood. The onvironmental impacts of cacoal production are rate to the cuing of trees,

as mentioned in the previous section. Tbese effects a amplified, however, due to the commercial naure

of charcoal operations, tiereby putting greater strain on freste ources. As indicate In Chapte I this

has had derimental consequences in certin regions, to which the Government has reacted by encouagi

a shift of charcoal production away from savannah to aes with planaions. In Chapter m

recommendations are made to improve the overal efficiency of the charcoal production-utilization system.

This is strongly required because of the population trends described above. But It should be stressetd 

regardless of the improvements introduced, the overall efficiency of production and consumption of

charcoal will remain such that it creates a wastage of energy compared with the direc utilization of wood.

Unfortunately, social and economic conditions are such in Rwanda, as in most other African counies,

that it will be very difficult to arrest or even reduce specific charcoal consumption. For the time being,

the second-best appears to be improving the charcoaling efficiency and the charcoal cooking stove

efficiency. In the long run, economical alteratives to charcoal cooking should be investigated. The

research should involve both technical (bardware) and socW sciences apecists.

9.12 Papyrus briquettes are being investigated as a possible alternative fuel to charcoal. Pilo:

projects are being conducted. Chapter III describes these projects and identifies the main issues,

including the lack of appropriate economic/financial assessment of the papyrus harvesting, processing,

and transportation elements. With respect to environment aspects, the development of papyrus

briquettes as an alternative fuel appears to be advisable, on the following grounds:

(a) papyrus is harvested in lowlands (known as 'marals" in Rwanda), and this activity could

form part of a global strategy aimed at conserving the "marals", presently threatened by

the heavy agricultural and general land pressure in Rwanda. These "marais" are essential

componems in the total environmental picture;

(b) papyrus is a renewable resource at the human time scale, i.e., its rate of renewal accords

with its rate of depletion. The yields studied by the various teams of specialists involved

have shown that the rate of exploitation could be as high as 30 tons/ha/year without

depleting the resource. The average yield has been found to be around 15 tons/ha/year,

a very sizeable quantity for fuel production. ITe cost-competitiveness of papyrus
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briquettes, needs to be studied, however, and is dependent on the establishm of
efficient production lines, as maetioned in Chapter m;

(c) the extent of available papyrus land is presntly large, even at the doorstep of Kigali;

(d) harvesing is done on a rotating basis, so that pars of the papyrus areas can Sl play
their role as fauna habitat while others are being harvested; and

(e) methods used to harvest papyrus are all manual, which prevent major impacts on the
lowlands.

Papyrus would thus appear as a recommendable fuel on enviromena grounds.
However, as is the case with enviromnental conservation, in general, the development of papyrus
exploitation must remain under control, otherwise all the above advantages might be tured into
drawbacks. Given the development period required, no major problem should be expected to arise during
the next two decades or so.

8.13 Peat resources are very large in Rwanda. Though no precise inventory has been
conducted, figures commonly quoted are 5 to 50 million tons of proven resources. The Government has
undertaken pilot projects to investigate the technical, economic, and financial feasibility of eting peat
from some of the wetlands, with two categories of outles in mind: industrial and household uses.
Though certain types of industrial utlization might prove economic (e.g., the cement plant of
MASHYUZA), household utilization as a cooking fuel does not appear promising from either a practical
or from an economic point of view. On top of that, the environment impacts of peat exploitation are
geerly detrimental. Peat is not a renewable resource at the human time scale. Alterations of the peat
layer is thus a non-recoverable encroachment on the ecosystems. In Rwanda, like in other parts of the
world (e.g., Ireland), peat bogs perform important ecological functions and are used as habitat by a
variety of flora and fwna forms of life. Their destuction is bound to imply the loss of the functions,
habitat in particular, performed. It is therefore recommended to include a comprehensive environmental
impact assessment of any major peat extraction development plan and generally to investigate the
potentials of other energy sources before considering large scale exploitation of peat resources in Rwanda.

Miethane Gas

8.14 Mehane gas can be obtained from two sources in Rwanda: animal by-products and
extraction from the deep waters of Lake Kivu.

(a) Animal by-products are a scattered source of energy which, because of the low
development level of the technology in Rwanda and in Africa in general, will not
generate significant quantities of usefu energy during the next decades. In Chapter VII
on new and renewable energy sources It is estimated that endowment parameters for
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blogas (a gas mixtu comprising approximately 60% methane) production are modest
aMd that, ltogether, the chances for a devdopmen on a braer scale re small. Under
thes c a e qeston Of impacts of nal by-poduc bkogas

production is rather academic. In general, the dvelopmt of thi type of tochology
I seen as having rather benficial impacts, as it creates hcondi for
improved organic matter management, the only diht risk worth notig being t of gas
explosion in the households. But there is to evdence of serio damages from ths, even
in countries like China where millions of blo-tigestes have been built ad opeted.

(b) Severa studies hae been carried out on the subject of isk rel4ed to the produecton of

methane gas from Lake Kivu. This has been and still is a controvesialIe. Mm main
features on the rs ssmen are given in Annex 6.1. Put briefly, it is quito possible
that with improved technologies and the resolution of instutional and legal Issues,
methane exploitation on a commercial scal can commence in the medium term. Expert
do not agroe, however, on the ris asoiated with mehane exploiaton in LAk Kivu,
but the latest study 12/ concludes that the probability of methane surfce explosion is
extremely small and that worms could go ahead. It is recommended by the mission that
an impact assessment arA 1 a detailed monitoring system of the environment in the Lake
Kivu area should be designed and Implemented in relation to any further gas

development.

Relatn EnQUW&gdm by Rai%

8.15 The environmental impacts of the energy policy are bound to be specific to each paicular

location in Rwanda In geographical terms, several places are likely to experience tdese impacs with

various intensities. Tbe main concerns in this reWect are as follows.

(a) Lake Kivu. lhe area will possibly be a site for a nujor investment in the field of
mathane extraction and transportation. In spite of the limited risks Involved, according
to the latest studies, it will be necessay to refine the conclusions with a proper
environmental impact aement prior to any major invesment.

(b) Woodfuels balances by prefecure. The woodfuel balance (demand compared to
sustainable supply) is presendy negative in four prefectue areas of Rwanda: Kigali,
Pu- e, Gikongoro, and Ruhengeri. By year 2002, the nmber of prefecures exper-

iencing a deficit may have fllen to tree (Kigali, Butare, and Gikongoro) but the
magnitude of the cumulated deficit could be much larger, reaching close to 20% of the
demand compared to some 15% in 1987. Annex 1.7 shows the extent of surplus/deficits
for each prefecture area in Rwanda.

Uf Hawm Tazr "pponw&ks ad Rl9ufjbr Elpobt Mwe"; 19.
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(c) Th tole of Kigall. Bca poulaton density s dity iked to
mpacts, the role of Kigall wil be citical. ho charcod demand largel de Is e
fost problem and projecs in the res of the counuy. Kiga prefect aa itself

shows an unbalnced woodfils stan wher demand exco the sustainable supy.
Moeover, dls is bound oo ln a hin thOe Pt. As a concArated nergyd dad

center, Kigall suffs from all associated riss Inuding the posdbity of accide liked

with petroleum product stg ad dtitibuton.

8.16 Table 8.2 present a summary of possible Impac and maJor rik linked with the vaiou

energy sources in use at present or expeted to be used In the nea fr In Rwanda.

Iib*.25 SMlY OF OEfIOISaIrAL INPA8S
OF ENERGY SORCaS DLOPNT IN moA

Energy sore Iat Risk Econ1e
J:gntu'd importance

PetrolLe prodctse

Wood -. 4..

Charcoal .. ,

twfW0 * ° ~ ~~~~ (,)

Peat (4 <)

Ne^thmn rom animal byprod. 4 0 0
Nohane gas rom SLae KItw ( *<4.)

impat manitude Risk Econaic {importne
Very dtrimintal *-- Hlh H. Very important
De trimental -. 8tom 4 Imiportant

- Slightly dtri.ntal - Slight, o am 8iportnc
o Neutral 0 llone 0 llo importance
* Slightly neicial C ) PotentiaL

3mg NIieson estimates.

As canI be seen, charcoal, wood and methaneo gas from Lak KlUvu are the mostImoat
eerg sources as read the 80seiousne of enironmenta imat because of thedr economic significance
and of the rEisk/mpat associated with their utilization. Thee resources thefore require particular
atteton with respect tO enlvironmenta Issues.

8.17 Concr has bee raisd, In seea connections in this Report, that the population growth
will indrectly creat major ecological imbalances in theo shoRt term. The Governmen is concpully
very aware of this and have emphasized this Isue on several occasions, Including giving evronzmenta
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esponsibilies tD the Minis*o de la SantS Publique at des Affaies Sociles (bNISAPASO). Wower,
populaon policy in Rwanda has not lived up to epectao and, as a result, reasonable popuatio
projections sti lead to quite dramati in In the futour. It is pobably time th the popuatio
policy is made dfdvo in order to respond, amogt othet cocrs, to the growin an
problem in Rwanda.

8.18 Us. NES bebg desiged by the Govemment will produce guiddines for inceed
protection and beter nvronm o m gem In the fture. Among thes guidin,

two apet will be of particular relvce to the er sector:

(a) instituional set-up; and

(b) environment protecdon tools.

The MINITRAPE wUI have to lIai with whichever nstuton wIll be responsible for
envronmentl protection and management in Rwanda when the enmeal stategy reommeao
ae implmented. It is even possible that MINITRAPE itslf should have a small umber (one or two)
of persons In charge of looking for ways to minmize the eniomea Imp of enery devdopme
The best location for such an activity would be witi the Plannag Unit withn the D toratr of Energy.

8.19 ITo ovironment protecion too0 include th e ionm impact aessment
procedur, which should be used any time maj decidons or bivem are to take place. In the
ener sector, this I especially the ca for forestry exploiteion, hydropower deveopment, peat and
prus exploitation, and large scale methane gaS extron from Lake Klhu. More immediaty, and
a part of a long-term sustained effort, the Rwandfa govement shoud start enfying the training re-

quireme of the staff concerned.
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RWANDA - HOUSEROW ENE1GY CONSUMPTION -1987

1. Some of the estimaes of household energy consumption given in Table 3.1 diffe notably
from earlier ones. The fuelwood consumption per capita is lower than prwiously estimaed and the
proportion of wood used for charcoal is larger. This is due to the following fcto:

(a) previous surveys on fuelwood conumption estimaes in the na areas were based on the
198042 agricultural survey which yielded very high per capita esmaes
(0.9 m/person/year, or 1.77 kg/personlday), whereas the latest MINIPLAN budget
survey produced much lower figure (0.8 kg/person/day). bJ mediat figures have been
selected for the present estimate;

(b) charcoal consumption for Kigali had been prviously staed at aound 15.000 to
20.000 tcns/year. A direct survey has produced retal sales of 26.000 tonslyear and a
household demand esimate shnwed an overal consmpdon around 30.000 tonslyear,
consistent with other observations showing that retailers' saes are nfeior to total sales
by a substantil magin (underemating bias by retailers, direct purases by
consumers). Including sales in other towns, the 1987 nationa csYmO iS estimated

at around 40.000 tons/year. The ESMAP improved stoves project executed a number
of charcoal consumption surveys in Kigali and revealed a per capita charcoal consumption
of 0.45 to 0.60 kgfday (160 to 170 kglperson/year) for use with ftaditional stoves. A
similar figure was found in Burundi, with a sir type of traditional stove and
comparable type of meals. The surveys also dwed that charcoal svings due to proper
use of improved stoves could amount to over 40% of the monthly coal consmption.

2. The use of agricultural tesidues for cooking has been consistently reported in the varios
household energy balances produced so far for Rwanda. However, the basis of the estimes produced
has never been scientifically sound. One estimate is found in the Energy Assessmen for Rwanda from

1982: 170,000 TOE/year, a very high figure when some surveys (e.g., CARE INTERNATIONAL)
report that only 15% of rural households use both fuelwood and agriculuWal residues (the bulk using only
fuelwood). The estimate included in the national balance for 1987 (100,000 TOE/year) is 10% of
woodfuel consumption.
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RWANDA - ENIERGY MIALANCE: IRADMTIONAL FUELS- 1987
(in 'OO TO!M)

Fuetwood CharcoaL Pest Papyru. Agrf brproducte Total Percont

Primary production 1,026.3 0.50 0.00 100.00
Charcoal conewrsion *152.3 30.40

Households 843.0 30.4 0.1 0.0 100.0 9n3.5 96.0!.
Industry 24.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 24.4 2.41

Services 7.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.0 o.rx

Totat 864.0 30.4 0.5 0.0 100.0 1,004.9 100.01

man-houshlod ufu too eL u,tion

Tea factories 64 720 st6relyear
SuB factories 3,060 g6re/year
Brckr factorfes 30,000 /year
Socfel centers 22,000 v?/year
HeiaB. services 2.000 nu/year
Sread-makino 6,000 nmyear

SFM : Nission estimates; EOL Report 1987; SBE!E 1986; BUhNP 1963.
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DISRIRBUTION OF CHARCOAL PRODUCTION FOR KIGALU

MARKET BY PREFECTURE

Percentage of supply to the capital:

From 1 to 22

From 2 to 52

x More than 52

:wa Fs The "Secteur Charbonnier' Study.
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RWAND - POPULATION PROJECTIONS
(In '000 ihAmbitants)

Total Population por Prefecture

1982 1987 1992 1997 2002

Oisel 524.0 622.3 M8.5 846.6 95t.8
eonri 5ff.0 706.7 8.2 961.3 1,087.6

ByPa S85.0 694.8 813.3 94S.1 1,069.3
KibWe 377.0 476.6 S23.6 608.5 688.5
Gitara 683.0 811.2 949.6 1.103.5 1,248.5
Kital1 820.0 1,051.5 1,374.3 1,813.3 2,392.4
Kil bo 404.0 479.8 561.7 652.7 738.5
CYaWU 377.0 476.6 523.6 608.5 688.S
Gikoro 420.0 498.8 S83.9 678.6 767.?
Butate 677.0 804.1 941.2 1093.6 1,237.5

RWADA 5,462.0 6,422.0 7,827.0 9,311.8 10,876.3

Urban Population per Towm

1982 198? 1992 1997 2002

Kigati 170.0 269.4 397.4 531.9 711.7
cyulug 9.1 11.3 15.1 20.2 27.1
Kibmb. 4.7 6.6 8.8 11.8 15.8
K{iu 3.3 4.7 6.3 8.4 11.3
Rdnerl 19.S 28.3 37.9 50.7 67.8
R_wg 7.4 9.9 13.2 17.6 23.6
lutare 0.0 36.8 49.2 6S.9 88.2
Glsml 0.0 31.1 41.7 55.8 74.6

Other sec. centers 82.1 59.9 80.3 107.S 143.8
All see. centers 126.1 188.7 252.5 337.9 452.2

Total urban 296.1 48.1 649.9 869.7 1,163.9
Total rural 5,165.9 6.164.4 7,177.1 8,442.1 9,712.4

Proportfon urban 5.4 6.9% 8.3X 9.3X 107%

jgsjg XWorld Bs* nd OW.
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RWANDA - PJCTEDN OU8SOU 1 BRY _

SCEMIO I

Physical qantities 198 1992 199 2002

Electrecity (MM) 23,821 33,797 45228 60.525
Kerosene (toam) 8,1S0 11,563 15.474 20,708
LPG (tas) 237 336 450 402
Api-by-prod ('000. t) 300 349 411 473
Fuleood C(OO' s tam) 2.213 2,577 3.031 3.48?
Charcoal (CM) 40.000 56,752 75,946 101.433
Peat (too) 500 7T9 949 1 276
Peat tindustry. tons) 1,500 1,905 2,420 3.074
fueltood (ndustry, 'OOsb tos) 63 SO 101 128

Tons of Oil Equivalent 190? 1992 1997 2002

Electricity 7,160 10,160 13.396 18,195
Kerosene 8,1S0 11,563 15.474 20,708
LPG 254 360 482 64S
Modem fuels - households 15,44 22.083 29.552 39,548
I of total - houshold 1.4X 1.6X 1.08 2.1X

Agri b-products 100.000 116,333 137,000 157,667
FustIood 843,08 981,714 1.154,66J 1,328,381
Wood usd for charcoal 1S2,381 216.19S 289,318 387.173
Peat 143 203 2?1 363
Traditionat fuls - househotld 1,095S571 1,314,448 1.581,2S6 18an,584
Total fuels - housdtolds 1,111t136 1.336.531 1.610.808 1,913,132

Past (IrAntry) 429 S44 691 878
Fueltwod (iniatry) 24,000 30,476 38,476 48.762
Traditionalfuets (Inckstries) 24,429 31 020 39 168 49 640
% of total traditional fuels E2. 1.3K i.4K F.5K

Total traditional fuels 1,120,000 1,34S.469 1.620.424 1,923.224

The use of traditional fuels by other consuser categorwis is also included for the sake of
copteteness.

In Scenario I, the growth In --nsur-tion parallels that of urban population growth for modern
fuetls, chartcoal, nd pest (househotd). and that of rural population growth for fueltood and
agricultural residues.

The other use of traditional fuels grow at 4.9X per amius (industrial growth between 1980 and
1908).

sources ission estinates.
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RWANDA - U8TAINK WOOSFUELS SUPPY - 1687
VOLME

(In '00 sp)

Prefecture Pltantatio Arboriet ion Saanah Natural Total
Foresto

Iy 140.6 189.4 0.5 77.2 407.7
tmaweri 176.2 18M.9 0.2 30.2 397.S
qyaba 161.2 306.6 6.9 0.0 514.7

Kit 99.2 174.3 1.9 10.1 215.6
Gitarm 204.4 288.0 2.4 0.0 494.8
Kilati 141.7 340.3 36.1 10.6 528.8
KIbtm 47.9 300.9 52.4 18.6 419.9
CYNOW 96.1 165.6 1.8 143.2 406.7
Sl ok ro 146.1 229.5 1.2 100.6 477.4
lutere li , D LQQ &mu
iDA 1,m7.8 2,422.2 14.7 390.6 4,336.2

31.63 55.91 3.4 9.01 100.01

(In 00O0 tons)

Profecture Plantation Arboriation wavonah aturta Total Surptues- Percentag
Forest be left i/ of Oeund

Gismt~ 84.3 113.6 0.3 46.3 244.6 34.1 16.2
RuOnWeri 106.9 113.4 0.1 18.1 238.5 -216.9 -47.6

bo ge 96.7 183.9 21.1 0.0 308.8 105.9 52.2
KIbu" 59.5 104.6 1.2 6.1 171.3 32.2 23.1

itar..m 122.6 17n.8 1.5 0.0 296.9 60.0 21.3
Kiptli 85.0 204.2 21.7 6.4 317.3 238.9 43.0
Kibunmo 21.8 180.6 31.5 11.2 251.9 111.8 79.8
Cwanevw 57.7 99.4 1.1 85.9 244.0 104.9 75.4
Ikongoro 87.7 137.7 0.7 60.4 286.4 -23.1 .7.5

outare 2i la L Miw au. :I
RIMDA 826.7 1,4.3 87.4 34.3 2,601.7 505.8 -16.3

:lg (Tree produetivity and area).

- Arbor sations 7.52 of agricultural land; 20.0 mP/haa/yer.
- Plantatfom: 9.0 0/ha/yewr.
- Savannah: 1.0 u/ha/year.

Naturat fort ests: 3.0 uP/ha/year (actuat); 0.0 P/ha/year (authorlied).

if the overall deficit has been assesed by adding up all regional deficits, the
asmiptimn being that little or no interregion4l trado takes plco. This is not
entirely true as Olkonpro, for instane, at4iees Khsth with charcoal. If the
statistis ae correct Sikongero prefectur aperofncs a defi it notably larger than
the on presently identifled, the diffeore being woodfuels supptled to Kigli.

Sinai lc"te Charbomice study; mtision estimt".
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RWANDA - WOODU BALANCE - 2002
AM ICKASE U11TIL 2002

(In '"OM hecteres)

Tear Ptentatians Arborietion Savah Naturatl Total
restO

1968 7.0 13.0 -4.A 15.4
1989 7.0 13.0 -4.6 15.4
1990 7.0 13.0 -3.4 16.6
1991 7.0 13.0 1.5 21.5
1992 7.0 13.0 1.5 21.5
1993 7.0 13.0 1.5 21.5
1994 7.0 13.0 3.0 23.0
19S 7.0 13.0 3.0 23.0
1996 7.0 13.0 3.0 23.0
1997 1.1 11.5 5.4 18.0
1996 5.4 5.4
1999 5.4 5.4
2000 5.4 5.4
201 S.4 5.4
2002 5.4 5.4

STAINALE SUPPLY OF 1OOFUELS- 2002
(In '000 tons)

Prefecture Ptentation Arborization Savamah Natural Total SurptumJ- Percentag
Forest Deficit 1/

Sfsey 119.7 223.1 0.3 92.1 445.2 96.5 27.7
RtAemgeri 151.7 232.S 0.1 36.0 420.3 -295.0 -41.2
0fufe 137.2 377.3 2.2 0.0 541.7 229.5 73.5
Kibuye 864.5 214.5 1.1 12.0 312.2 111.1 55.3
Bitaruaa 174.0 354.5 1.4 0.0 529.9 165.3 45.3
Kiatlt 120.? 418.8 20.9 12.7 53.1 -*70.6 -57.8
KIbungo 40.8 370.4 30.4 22.2 46.7 248.1 115.0
Cyanww 81.8 203.9 1.0 170.7 457.4 256.4 127.6
Gfkongoro 124.4 282.4 0.7 120.0 S27.5 S.1 10.7

outare 138,2 293.6 JA _ 0.0 6n1 8- :_u

IWANWA 1,172.8 2,981.0 84.4 465.7 4,704.0 -1.088.4 -18.8

- Area increases until year 2002 In accordance with Vlan Forestier Nattonal".
- Area 1increases are assignd to each particular prefecture in proportion to 1ntial
areas.
- Logging of natural forests proices 150 esh.
- Sustainable pronctivities rmin as In 1987.
3/ The overall deficit hs been assessed by adding up all regonal deficits, the

aswsitfon being that lIttle or no Interlgonal trade takes place. This Is not
entirely tru as Gikwgoro, for instance, supplies Kitali with charcoal. If the

statistics are correct Gikonro prefectu experienes a defielt notbly larwr than
the oe presently identififd, the differece being woodfusls supplied to Kfgalt.

ksoue: *Plan Forestier National; mission estimates.
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sE 1mmY AMLYSS OF PLAN FoMim NoNA.L

Percenta8e cbifve_t Resulting voodfuel tf -
of plintation proirm cft in 2002 C*OOOs

tams)
coWered to tagt

100 1,08
80 -1s209
60 .1.352
40 40

40 -1.50
120 - 996

Sgg t Plan Forestier Nationat; mission estimates.
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RWANDA - PWESENT VALUE COSTS OF PLANTATION FOR PRIVATE AND Pt3UC OWUEN
11987)

State nisntation Coual mpmantat5 Peivaeoatto
Annual yelod (ui/ha) a la 14 a 12 16

Coste (RF OOUstha)
Total costs 128.7 128.7 12B.? 32.6 32.6 32.6 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0
of which planting 76.5 76.5 76.5 18.7 18.7 18.7 15.4 15.4 15.4 15.4

Produetion over 25 years
Totat a? yield 202 303 35 202 303 354 200 300 450 600
Total st&res 303 45S 530 303 455 S30 300 450 675 900

Production cost of standing wood
aF/cs 2,972 1.981 1,669 754 503 431 726 482 322 241

RFIstbre 1.981 1.321 1.113 503 335 287 484 321 215 161

Jasullmfons: Discotunt rate 10x.

MIMS:The high costs for Governoent plantations are due to labor costs and larse overheads.

Sue: The "Secteur Charbonierm study, and other data from ndividual ptantations with different
mership.
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UWANDA ̂ PRCES FOR PFUWOOD j PROED BY 0W

Ire Bawin 'Tre Cateo"le

--- Standing --- Faed td piled

OF/stare:
Kigeli 600 300 70 400
BikokWgro 400 ag0 300 300
CY*U 400 20 S00 30
KibUyt 350 150 450 2SO
Others 450 250 550 3SO

RF/kg:
Kfgali 1.54 0.77 1.79 1.03
Glkansoro 1.03 0.51 1.28 0.77
Cyuww4 1.03 0.51 1.28 0.77
Kibty 0.90 C.38 1.15 0.64
Othes 1.15 0.64 1.41 0.90

- Stare a 0.65 i.
- Desity a 600 We?.

Oreitlea roliuAta ius
Euelypt spp Calitrs pp
A¢acci sip Deci aW fram ntur*l

wooed" moutln forests

J/ Present stwuem fee: RF 400/stirs.

Ioursk: DOF: t Proposel For New Wood Prices$'.
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RWAND - CHMRCOAL MICE STRUCTURE

RF/bas RI/kg US$Iton

Kigalt seoling price SS0 15.3 204.00
Retailer wargin lO0 2.8 37.30
Transportation 130 3.6 48.00
Charcoaler labor 243 6.8 90.70
Standing ood price n7 2.10 28.00

Nonthly labor value: RF 7.290/charcoalerAmonth a US*97.00

Assumptlons:

- Transport cost. RF 1.3/bag/im Stare volume: 0.65 mu per stare
. Disteane transportation: 100 km Density: 600 kg/hP
- Unit bag weight: 36 kg Procjctivity: 30 bags per charcoeler per month
- Carbonization efficiency: 12.0X
- Standing wood price: RF 100/stare

MONTHLY LABOR VALUE ACCORMIN TO STANDING MOM PRICE

Standing onthly charcoaler
wood price labor value
per stare RF US$
(RF)

0 9.600 128
100 7,290 97
200 4,985 66
300 2,677 36
400 369 5
son -1,938 *25

Sorce: The "Secteur Charboinifer" study; mfssion estimates.
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RWANDA - COWMPARAII INCOMES FROM lRADMOL AMD IMOVED CAMOWAION

..---.. Trediti.o . .l.. .-- - ---.--- lproveed d..-.....
OF/beg RFF/k USS/ton RFjbeg RF/kg USS/ton

Kigali selling price SS0 ¶S.30 204.00 SS0 1S.30 204.00
Retaller margin 100 2.80 37.30 100 2.80 37.30
Transportation 130 3.60 48.00 130 3.60 48.00
Charcoal tax 60 1.70 22.70 30 0.85 11.30
Charcoeler labor 183 5.10 68.00 239 6.60 88.00
Standing wood price 77 2.10 28.00 6 1.30 17.30
Investment depreciation 0 0.00 0.00 5 0.10 1.90

Monthly labor value RF 5.490 * USS 73.00 RF 7,170 a USS 96.00

Assg=jSons: See Am=e 3.11.
- Improved carbonization effticiency: 20X
- 3nproved carbonization investment: Rf 5,000/charcoaler.
- Life duration of investment: 2 years.

l mproved carbonization production: 500 bags/charcoaler/year.

INFLUENCE OF TRAMSPOaTATION DISTANCE
AND STANDING WOOD PRICE ON CNANCOALER AIR VALUE

Traditional method Distance in kilometert
Vood price 0 50 IOU 150 200

......... .-- RU----..........
0 11,700 9,750 7,800 5,850 3,900

100 9,392 ?,442 5,490 3.542 1,592
200 7.085 5.135 3.185 1,235 -715
300 4,M7 2,827 877 -1,073 -3,023
400 2,469 519 -1,431 .3.381 -5,331

Ilproved methods 0 50 100 150 200

.................. RF ------------

0 12.450 10,500 6,550 6,600 4,650

100 11,065 9,115 7,170 5,215 3,265
200 9,681 7,731 5.781 3,831 1,881
300 8,296 6,346 4,396 2,446 496
400 6,912 4,962 3,012 1.062 -888

121Nt: As can be seen the direct impact of the charcoal tax will be to
significantly reduce traditional charcoaler income.

- Another important factor in price build-up is the standing wood
value. Making the official price mandatory will greatly reduce the
traditional charcoaler's income. only the improved method will al-
low a reasonable income to be generated at the official standing
wood price (RF 400/stire).

j;rse: The uSecteur Charbonnler# study; mission estimates.
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WOODFUEL CONSERVATION MEASURES

ImRyed C hamoW

1. The RONDE1WZA 1/ stove Is developed by the World Bank and the United Natiors

Development Programme (UNDP) which in paalel have embarked upon a more systematic program to

test and gradually disseminae socially acweptable models. Ihe test has stated with 120 famIlies fom

various neighborhoods in Kigali. Each family participated for three months using one of the three models

for a period of one month, and eventually selecting as a gift the preferred one. Two stove designs were

based on the reconunendations of a previous World Bank mission (known as KIGAU HAUT and

KIGALI BAS), the third one being the CANANAE stove. As a result of this first test phase, the

preferred model was the KIGALI HAUT (renamed by the households: RONDEREZA), followed by

KIGALI BAS, the CANAMAKE model coming last, pardy on account of the poor quality of the stoves

handed over to the project. A second phase of the project includes demonstration of 1,000 stoves (among

500 families), a publicity/marketing campaign and recommendatiota for a large scale dis ion

scheme. At this stage, it is too early to make an assessment of the operation of this project.

2. During a next phase of the project, actual efficiency of the improved stoves wil be tested

in conditions as close as possible to real life. Until now, laboratory experiments have produced

encouraging results: CANAMAKE and KIGALI HAUT consumed respectively 28% and 39% less

charcoal than the traditional IMBABURA. The return on investment on the RONDEREZA stove could

indeed be very attractive if its performances are confirmed: households originally consuming three bags

of charcoal/month would save about 1 bag of charcoal/month if RONDEREZA saves 35% of fuel. Under

present market conditions, this would mean savings of the order of RF 550/month, more than enough to

compensate for the initial price difference between traditional IMBABURA (RF 150) and RONDEREZA
(about RF 400 at present).

3. The tests among the 500 families has almost been completed and initial evaluation shows

that the overwhelming majority of households likes the RONDEREZA very much. Certain technical
aspects require further improvements, however, and this is being looked into by a Rwandan metal work

specialist before the largescale dissemination and advertisement campaign starts. The adverdsement
campaign will address the urban population to commence energy saving measures. It will specifically

mention the use of the RONDEREZA and the CANAMAKE stoves. It is anticipated tha the two stoves

will not compete with one another but complement each other as they are intended for different market

segments.

I/ RONDER4 mean in Kl,ryarwanda: 'He iho savws. Te stove costs approzbatly RF 40. A tradtlonal StOW

is soldfor roughly RF 250.
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4. Improved carboniaton techniques have been Investigated by a Rwandan team with

assistance from foreign consultants under the ESMAP program. The prject trains traditional charcoase

at the sites where they normally produce tei charcoal. So far, some 130 dcrales have been trained

and it s expected at atoal of 250 charcoaers wUI have beet ined by the end of 1989. More

Importantly, project personnel have esthmated that 60% of all ainWd charcoalers contnued to use th

improved method and that they have trained other charcoalers in the use of this method. It was obsved

that in certain villages, charcoalers started to form groups in which they now work. This movement b

strongly supported by the project, and a new association of professional chacoaers is proosed. The

association will provide information among groups of charcoalers on techniques, avaUiabilty of wood,

and will try to obtain financing to improve their operations. The groups that use improved techniques

are experimenting earnings that are 2 to 4 times bigher than when the charcoalers worked alone.

5. The improved charcoalization method introduced was the CASAMANCE method, an

"improved traditional" method. During the course of the work, the kiln was slighdy modified (adapted

to the terrain in Southwest Rwanda). The two major differenes betwen the tradition and the improved

method are of operational and technical ne: wood drying and wood stacking dung the preparatory

phase as well as closely following the kiln's perfonnance during the carbonization phase are operational

improvements which, in this case applied to the traditional method, would also improve its performance.

Technical improvements are obtained by reversing the drat of hot gases through application of a metal

chimney (made of used oil-barrels). These two types of improvements result in a charco of more even

quality, a higher output of charcoal, and a quicker carbonization process.

6. Field results as executed under the improved charcoal production project show that the

traditional carbonization technique has an overall (dry weigth) efficiency of roughly 7-9%. The

performance of the traditional kIln was measured during 50 trials, all the work was done by traditional

charcoalers and monitored by the Rwandan counterpart team. The following table gives an overview of

the results:

PERFORMANCE TRADITIONAL KILN

sattest &raP esMt

Size of kiln (in st6res) 1.3 6.8 1S.2

Noisture content (in X m.c.w.b./) 29 29 29

Total duration (in days) 1.6 5.4 11

Carbonization time (i days) 0.9 5.3 8

Output (in kgs) 35 2SS 928

Efficiency 5.75 8X 13X

S X m.e.w.b. Percentage moisture content wt mats.

Scurme: ESHAP/NIKAGRt.
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7. Reasons for such a low efficiency are the high moisture content of the wood (cwarcoales
cut the wood and carbonize it right away; moisture content is often 35% m.c.w.b. or higher); minimal
or no supervisiontakes place during the carbonization process. Moreover, charcoal malkn is a tecnique
which was fairly recenty introduced in Rwanda, hence, traditional sklls are not very widesprad.

8. Results of the Improved method, under field conditions, show that the average efficiency
(dry weigth) amounts to 18%, an improvement of 60%. Some 100 trials with Eucalypts wood were
monitored during the first four months of the field work; work was done by traditional charcoalers who
were trained and monitored by the Rwandan counterpat team. 'Me following table gives an overview
of the results.

PERFORMANCE IMPROVED CHARCOAL KIW (MEULE CM SE

Size of kiln (in st6res) 10 14.8 30
Moisture content (in X m.c.w.b.) 25 30 30
Carbonization time (in dws) 1.7 3.6 6.9
Efficiency 15X 18a 26X
Sgur: ESiAP/NIUAGRI.
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RWANDA - FINANCIAL AND ECONOMIC COST COWPANRSON OF 2SJU8HOLD FURS

...... ecOnoMc IV ... .. Financial A.....
Charcoal Ieroe Lee Charcoal Keros LUG

Unir kg titer kg k tlter kg

Cosuiur prices (RV) 1S 57.4 137 15 40.5 hI 165

Calorif Ie value (NJ) 3s 35 4 30 35 4S

Stove efficiencty () 19 40 40 19 40 40

tost per useful NJ (RF) 2.6 4.1 7.6 2.6 4.3 9.2

*-.,--*v** Fiancial .---------

charcoal Papyrs Peat
btiquettes

Unit kg kg kg

Corr prices 0RF) 15 Sa a
Celoritic value (NJ) 30 1? 12
Stove efficiency (1) 19 1T 12
Cost per useful NJ (RF) 2.6 2.8 5.6

gteaj The ltack of precise cost data do not, at this stage, permit the 
distinctlon betmeen econoic and

financial values for all the fuels.

u/ The difference between econamic and fin3ncial prfens for kerosene and LPG is made up of local taxes an
lqport duties.

ki The higher price for kerosene, her coepared to Annex 2.6, Is explained by distribution costs and sales

in smalt quantities at household level.
S/ Actual selling price (prootfonal) is Rf 4/kg. as cooqpred to an estimated, more realistic, price based

on total costs of RF 8 (see Annex 1.15).

source: Tho USecteur CharbonmierU study; iission estimates.
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PAPYRUS BlUQUErrE

The Resource

1. The resource potential has been investigated and it was estimated that, without being as plentiful

as in other East African countries (e.g., 300,000 ha of papyrus swamps in Uganda), sizeable quantities

could be drawn from Rwandan 'marais'.

2. Experts usually recopize that as much as 16 ton/ha (air dried) could be harvested evey two

years without damage to the environment. This harvest could last for about eight moniths and mainly

depends upon the rainy season. Detailed USAID and Irish-financed studies showed that 23,000 ha of

papyrus swamps are available in Rwanda, with the following distribution:

Within 20 km of Kigali 2,000 ha

Within 40 km of Kigali 5,000 ha

Along rivers, west of the lake region and south to the border to Burundi 16,000 ha

Total in Rwanda 23,000 ha

Processing

3. The present pilot capacity is 2 t/day of 8 hours, and could be increased to 4 tons. The

machinery used is apparently state-of-the-art, though a lot of manual labor is still requiried. The pilot

factory is presently uwtder the supervision of an expatriate expert.

Marketing

4. Marketing has started under the guidance of MINITRAPEE. The briquettes sell at RF 4/kg

in bags of 50 kg (charcoal approx. RF 15/kg) which is only approximately 60% of the estimated cost

(see below). The caloriric value is estimated at 17 M/lkg of briquette.

5. They were tentatively estimated on the basis of a visit to the pilot plant. In the marals, 14

laborers cut the papyrus; one truck hauls it over 12 km (cost per ton/kan can be esfimated at RF 40 for

dense material); and 10 laborers, including 2 qualified, do the processing. However, since 6,000 ha are

located less than 30 km from Kigali, an average transport distance of 20 km is considered in the

following simplified analysis:
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22 x RF 150 + 2 x RF 300 = RF 3,900/day

Electdc mm
10 kW x 8 80 kWh x RP .S/kWh = RF 680/day

RF 1,6001t (especially if returing enpty)

Equipment costs: $30,000
freight and inuae: $15,000

Annual manenance costs: 10% of equipment cost
Operational: 50% of year

Lifeime of equipment: 5 years
30,000/5 + 15,000/S + 3000 = $12,000 per yea
which. is equivalent to RF 5,260/day, or RF 2,630/t

Estimaed gms
based on 2 tons/day producton

IF 4,580/2 + RF 1,600 + RF 2,630= RF 6,520/t

6. The act cost could thus possibly be In the range of IF 8/kg to RF 10/kg (imcluding
overhead and profit margin) which would compare wih charcoal at present market prices, at least if

production could be ineased as indicated above. A detailed economic analysis should be conducted and
this should be linked with a mar study before any decisions are made to futer increasing vstent
in briquettng.

7. In 1987. production was 52 tons, much too small for economically viale operations. At an
optimum' size of 30 tons/day, GORDON MELVIN & PARTNERS estimate that tota cost would be

around US$2/GJ (that is RF 2.7/kg), which seems very optimistic.

Utilization

S. Utilization problems are reported, e.g., smoke and difficulties in lighting and the diameter of
the briquette is large, which probably does not facilitate ignition and which requires cutting of the
briquette before loading into a stove in case it is used for cooking. 'Me moisture content of the briquette
was not assesed, but might create problems.

9. MINAGR's Direction du Genie Rural is preparing a global inventory of 'maris" in Rwanda. They
have ininated a pilot project in three communes: Mbogo, Tare (both of the Kigali prefecture), and
Tumba (of the Byumba prefecture) with some help from USAIO. lbey are currently approaching the
UNDP to obtain fnancing for the large scale inventory.
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RWANDA - OULATION OF PEAT AS A FUEL

The following drawbacks and obtcles to commercial development have boen obsved:

peat resou a located at some distn frm the main center of consumption, Kigali, and are
not accessible by tar roads. Trnotation of peat bags is very cosy and reduces the
compettiveness of peat vetsus charcoa. The latter can be produced from avariety of places all
close to pve roads;

at places wher pea produced ad t were visited by the mission, ther wer signs of poor
handing of the resource: due to defectve sorage conditions, peat blocks had returned to their
origiSl dfluted state making thom impossible to transport and uwe. lTer is a considerable risk
that this may prve to be X recurrt problem;

in spite of very limi direct evidence, the eonomics of peat exploitation for household energy
supply do ttot apear attractive under any scenario. The main resources are located at least
80 km of Kigai on very bad dirt roads. The cost of transportation alone will be at least

RF 50 x 80 = RF 4,000/ton ddivered Kigali

Labor cost for exploitation is at least RF 1,000t (ased on the estmate: 300 man-months
minimum for a production of 740 tons) excluding depreciation on machinery and overkead. The
caldoic value of peat is around 12 Mi/kg. Altogether, the cost per useful MJ woud be more
than twice that of charcoal at present prices, wth little hope for any substanti savns in the
peat productiontransportation line;

accordingto the long experieneo with peat in Bumndi, peat can hardly be considered as a
householdcooklong fld, and tis also holds in a practical Rwandan setting: it has a low caloific
value, burns very slowly, leaves a considerable quat of ashes behind (30% ash content),
smells and fumes, and would, by no stdards, compete with charcoal in use. However, if
production, transport and disributionis properly orgaized, peat might become an alrative for
petroleum fuels or dectricity in commerci activities, but detailed feasibility studies need to be
carried out fils and

the envi impacts of peat extraction have not been seriously looked into so far.
Expeience fom other countdes suggest that the eaviromen impact could be very damang
if eploitation is not properly planned and managed.
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RWANDA - PROJECTED HOUSE"OD 3 ENERY REUIRUMJ -SCNARIO 1

Physico qntties 197 1992 199? 2002

Electricity (S) 23.21 33,797 45.228 60,525
Xerose (tons) 8,1S0 116S3 1S.474 20.708
LPG (tons) 237 336 4S0 602
Ari by-prod. ('0006 tn) 300 349 411 4;3
ruetood ('COs teit ) 2,213 2,57 2,974 3,293
Charol (tom) 40.000 S6,M52 70,749 82.643
Post (tons) 500 709 949 1,20
Papyrus Briqwttes (ton) 0 0 3.730 ,500
Peet (indstry, tons) 1,500 1.90S 2.420 3,074
Fuetlsod (indnty, '0008 tanm) 63 80 101 128

TOE 1987 1992 1997 2002

Electricity r7160 10,160 13,596 18,1ff
Kerosaw 8,150 11.S63 1S,474 20.700
LPG 254 360 482 64S
Modern fuels - househotds 15,564 22,083 29,552 39.548
2 of total - households 1.46 1.6X 1.9X 2.2Z

Agri by-products 100,000 116,333 137,000 157,667
Fueltood 843,068 961,714 1,132,f92 1,254,476
Wood used for chercoal 152.361 216,198 269,520 3146030
Peat 143 203 271 363
Papyrus briquettes 0 0 1,587 3,175
Traditional fuels - household 1,095,571 1,314.448 1,S41,331 1,730,51
Total fuels - households 1,111,136 1.336.531 1,570.883 1,770,059

Poet (industry) 429 544 691 878
Fuetwood (industry) 24.000 30,476 38,476 48,762
traditional fuels - ndustries 24.429 31.020 39,168 49.640
X of total - tradtitonal fuels 2.2X 2.38 2.42 2.72

Total tradition',l fuels 1,120.000 1,34S.,469 1,S80,498 1,760,151

IPACT ON WOOOPUELS CONSUMPIONU

TOE 198 1992 1997 2002

Scenario 1 1.019,426 1,228,389 1,482,462 1.764,316

Scenario Sl 1.019,428 1.228,389 1,440,948 1,618.068

Percentage change from 0.0 0.0 -2.82 8.32
Scenario I to II

/ The use of traditional fuels by other consumw categories Is also ln-
eluded for the sake of coqpletenss.

Aswistfes:
In Scenario II essusptions eompared to Scenarfo I are as follows:

Papyrus briquettes are developed to the equivalent of 500 ha at 15 to's
per ha/year by year 2002. Each ton of papyrus saves 0.5 ton of
charcoal.

- S10 of charcoalers use isproved carbonization methods by year 2002.
-252 of urban households use fwproved charcoal stoves by 2002, saving
35 on conswption.

* 152 of rural households use Improved cooking methods that reduce
wed-usa consusption by tSX in 2002.

* Utitization of other energy sources is unaffected.
- alf of the above achievements are assunad to be reached by year 199T.

12=i: Nieussion estimates.



WOODFUEL CONSUMPTION: 1987-2002
200 2 000 TOE per year

500

- Scenario 1. Scenario 11 

1987 1992 1997 2002

Year
Mission Estimates
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RWANDA: CONsUMPON OF PETOLEUA PRODUC
(Taft)

193 '1984 19 1966 1987 ChenP P.G.
(8) 19^83.

AvtlOn sol Ing 376 263 299 465 5.5
Autuubilo gasotirno 34183 3,96 35,466 X,"716 3 240 2.2 Al
Kersut 2,134 3 4.672 7.350 a l o 8 2.4
jet jp 1 3,64 6,3 5,53 4.461 I.76 5.4
Olset 22,941 26,997 31,814 35,008 2 329 4.5 gl
Fuel ollt 2,319 2 2,3 3.861 '1143M 6.7

Total 66,000 72,7 60" 90,265 90,133 8.1

M id K 1 IM II,=1,20 12.0 n.a.

idol _domiLm ,66000 72,8 60,401 91,465 102.133 1.5

N The etland ostne luorts confsot minly of diesol rd se autmblle asoline.

- liorts: Direetion du Cmrce Ext6ieur. Sanqa Uationdt dv Umnd.
* Contrablan prodts: Nisslon osttmte.
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RWANDA: STRUCTURE OF PEROWIR M PIRIES
(Av.reo wual figures, I9-87)

(RF/kt§}

FOB Tram- CIF lIqOt
preo t pIrte. Kigati duties 

198 44.04 21.05 65.09
1q116 40.72 20.91 61.63
1986 36.91 20.70 S5.41 17.39
1986 24.79 2O.S6 45.35 17.18
1987 20.29 20.07 40.46 12.50

19 40.84 15.78 56.62 0
19864 39.2 17.26 S6.98 0
1965 34.29 16.16 50.4S 0
1966 27.7 20.67 48.4° 0
1987 23.00 19.51 42.51 0

1983 34.81 19.22 S4.03
1964 34.78 18.4S 53.23
195 31.47 17.92 49.39 11.98
1986 22.65 17.73 40.39 11.38
1987 17.47 16.68 34.1S 6.22

1983 18.60 15.85 34.45 -

1984 18.23 15.67 33.90
1985 17.41 15.83 33.25 3.00
1986 11.S3 14.90 26.42 3.00
1987 9.62 15.61 25.23 1.26

1983 S4.40 37.66 92.06 -

1984 55.69 54.88 110.57
1965 49.15 51.23 100.38 24.58
1986 32.95 46.73 79.66 20.80
1987 27.96 51.46 79.42 19.81

3/ FOB Nairobi for 80X of iqorts. Reminder FOB Nobdass, Dar as Salats, GuLf,
Djiboutf, and so on.

O Duties actually collected, taking into ccoumt certain exeaptions. The latter
became iqiortant In 1987.

I.uroe: Banque Natfonste du Rwands for the baste data.



EVOLUTION OF STRUCTURE OF PETROLEUM PRICES
(Exwptes)

(ftF 13)

f"urvlk 86 867 M aQ b8 &S g Exdwu.e rate RfA/S 89 Nm L. 7 ,,
Cmo- rina Ba9es- 6 aso- G aso-
LIM e D le s e LUxIMe linet MMse D§e8e Dil R

CIF-NIIe, RF/a? 10,853 14,068
Trnufer port of NI a o1v) 109 140
Pfpeline Nsubdse-Iairobi -3-a0 _. .LZZ
CiF-Uairobi 25,050 24,490 14,18 13,418 16,928 1,1 13,710 13," 13,240 11,845
Transfer nairobf-Kfgalt 1450 4,500 14,500 14,500 14,500 14,S00 14,500 14,S00 16,S00 14,S00

CIF-Kfgalt 39,949 39,384 28,972 28,200 31,745 30,935 28,495 28,222 28,020 26,611 t

Iqprt duties 13,230 12,600 13,230 12,600 13,230 12,600 17,640 17,640 17,640 17,640
Nagerwa tax (45) 1,598 1,575 1,159 1,125 1,70 1,237 1,140 1,129 1,121 1,064
Turnower tax (6) - - 2,602 2,516 2,M 2,686 2,837 2,819 2,807 2,719
Road Fund Tax *- L8 S.0 tt.000 1 0 11,! 11i_000 _J, .L£

Subaotal: Taxatfon 14,828 14,175 24,991 24,244 28,275 27,523 32,617 32,580 29,566 29,421

Expenses + ghoLesale woroin 9,623 7,941 10,437 9,056 4,380 3,042 3,288 690 6,812 S,466
Retafl wrgin _.400 .2L400 2.4 240 _.400 .2.400 2..Lh 2.400 2.40Q _2.40
RetaIl selling price 66,800 63,900 66,800 900 63,900 66,800 63,900 66,800 63,900

Souro: Nission estimates based on data from oil coqpanfes.

e
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RWANDA: HI8TORY OF PETROLEM PRIc REOULATION

Auo Dise

MMEk 21. 1"E1

Order No. 06/l5.011, etting
Mflg fuel pricems

- lholesate prlce, Kigali: RF/lIt 64.40 61.50
* Retaf mrgln: Rfh- 2.40 2.40
* Roetll price at pump: IFIl 66.80 ".90

Of Wheb: lwort duties RFg 6 4
NfiERN tax, RF/truk 1.000 1,000

llor1 30. 9
Law No. 11/11184, raising ewort d*t
fra m 6to lfand RF 4 to 15/kg 18 18

JaMEX L. IVA
Order No. 00 IFIN.?.08, altering the
IUIW ta .rom RF lG00/truck to
41 of vali Cif-Kitati 4 4

Nbrch ?4. 1986
Order No. 002/07/ECW86, cet ng
the Road Fund, RF/liter 8 8

A1l 1. 1986
Law go. 1/86, creatin the Turnover
Tax: 61 of vaLue CIF-Kitgali plus
itwort t ad N1 tax 6 6

Nay Q. 1987
order No. 03/ECO/, increasing the
Roa Fwd from RF 8 to RF II/liter 11 11

No2rdh 3. a
Law No. 101SB, raising ioort dity
frm RF 18 to 24 a Rf 15 to 21/k 24 21

seemh 16. 1"S
Ninisterial Order redcing the Road
FutdfromF 11 to8/tliter 8 8

$Sour: Bulletin Off icieL.
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RWANOA: TAXES AND CHARGE ON PURL2M PRODUCTS
(Jute 198)

toport NAGERWA Turnover Road
d4tiOe tax 3/ teA 2 Fund

Aviation gasline RF 9/kg 4a 6-

Automobile gasotine RF 24/kg 42 62 RP 8llit

Ke n 42 6S -4

Diesel RF 21/kg 4a 62 RF 8/tit

vuRl 'it Rf 3/ko 42 6X --

LPG 25X 4a 6X --

*/ 42 on Cif-Kigall, caqvising NMAR reamration 12 and 32 for the

Developiment Budget asnaged by the Ninistry of Finance.

&I 62 on the price after custoas clearance (CIF + import duties NAGERUA

tax).

S3urceManque Natfonale du Rwanda; Bulletin Off tciel.
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RWAFJDA: STRUCTURE OF PETROLEUM PfUCES. JUNE 198S
(RF/dS3 VW, for LPG, RF/ton)

Aviation Autem. Fuel
asoltine gesol. Kerowne Diesel olt LPG

CIF-Kigeli 50,000 28.020 30,600 26.611 22,500 80,000

import daties 6,660 7.6 - 17,640 2,790 20,000
ReSerwe tax (4X) 2,000 1,121 1,224 1,064 900 3.200
Turnower tax (6X 3,520 2al0o 1,909 2,719 1,S71 6.192
Road Fvd tax - 8.000 _ - 8 -.. -

Subtotal, Taxotion 12,180 29,568 3,133 29,423 S,261 29,392

Wholesele e-pensas
and marfIn 10,000 6.812 13X867 5,466 8,239 50,608

Retail margin -L 40 ..400 - 5.00

Totalt mximum
selling price 72.180 66.800 S0,000 63.900 36,000 165,000

Note: Only autombile gasoline wd diesel prices are controlled.

Surce: Nfssion estimates, based on figures from oil companies.



RWAWDA - PROJECTED CONSUMPTlN OF ELECT CTY
(06)

Scnro A tcnro 3 Scenrio C
Indstrial Public Serv. Resid./CasM. Total Irdustrial Pt lic Serv. Resid./Com. Total industrial Pubtlc Seiv. Resid./Ca=. Tota

1987 36.5 30.1 38.6 105.2 36.5 30.1 38.6 105.2 36.5 30.1 38.6 105.2

1988 37.6 31.6 40.4 109.6 37.6 31.6 42.2 111.4 38.3 32.2 43.0 113.S

1989 38.7 33.2 42.0 113.9 38.7 33.2 45.9 117.8 40 2 34.5 49.5 124.2

1990 39.9 34.9 4.0 119.2 39.9 34.9 50.8 125.6 42.2 36.9 S6.9 136.0

1991 41.1 36.6 48.9 126.6 41.1 36.6 58.4 136.1 44.4 39.5 65.4 149.3

1992 42.3 38.5 S3.8 134.6 42.3 38.S 67.1 147.9 46.6 42.3 75.2 164.1

1993 43.6 40.4 S9.1 143.1 43.6 40.4 77.2 161.2 48.9 45.2 86.5 180.6

1994 44.9 42.4 65.1 152.4 44.9 42.4 88.8 176.1 51.4 48.4 59.5 19.3

1995 66.2 44.5 71.6 162.3 47.2 64.5 102.1 192.8 53.9 51.8 14.4 220.1 _

1996 47.6 46.7 78.7 173.0 47.6 46.7 117.5 221.8 56.6 SS. 131.6 243.6

1997 49.0 49.1 86.6 184.7 49.0 49.1 135.1 233.2 59.4 59.3 151.3 70.0

1998 WS.5 51.5 95.3 197.3 50.5 51.S 155.3 257.3 62.4 63.4 174.0 299.8

1999 S2.0 S.1 104.8 210.9 S2.0 54.1 178.6 284.7 65.5 67.9 200.1 333.5

2000 S3.6 56.8 11S.3 225.7 53.6 S6.8 205.4 315.8 68.8 72.6 230.1 371.5

Same: Mission etimates.



RWANDA. -B 961 AND CAPACffY BALANCES

Cormsptln Projection of Scenarfo S

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

1. _ (61)
a. Projected consuAptfon iV 105.2 111.4 117.8 125.6 136.1 147.9 161.2 176.1 192.8 211.8 233.2
b. Losses b 22.0 24.5 22.4 23.9 22.2 24.1 26.2 28.? 31.4 34.5 38.0
e. Ueipired generation 127.2 135.9 140.2 149.5 158.3 172.0 187.4 204.8 224.2 M46.3 M1.2

a. Doeestic ptants gI 108.4 82.4 82.4 824 82.4 82.4 82.4 82.4 82.4 82.4 82.4
b. auzit I of 18.8 S0.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0
c. Ruzai t121 _ -- b6.7 466. .7 46. 6.7 46.? 66.? 66.7 66.7

3. M aoi )
a. Without 

frs tf I (18.8) (53.5) (11.1) (20.4) (29.2) (42.9) (508.3) (75.7) (75.0 (97.2) (122.1)
b. V11th isports of Ruzizi I

as Indicated In 2.b 0 13.S) 18.9 9.6 0.8 (12.9) (28.S) (4S.? (45.1) (67.2) (92.1)
4. Uasiy"m M

S. peanc It -atats 24.9 26.6 27.S 29.3 31.0 33.7 36.7 40.2 44.0 48.3 53.2
b. Installed capaity

(I) domestic plants 26.6 26.6 26.6 26.6 26.6 26.6 26.6 26.6 26.6 26.6 76.6
(fi) Ruzi at I b. 3.5 3.5 35 3.S 3.5 3.5 3.S 35 3. 3.S 3.5
(if I)usizi 11 I -I 8.9 8.9 8.9 8.9 8.9 8.9 13.3 13.3 13.3

c. Capacity surplus
(f) without fiz I j 1.7 0 6.0 6.2 4.5 1.8 (1.2) (4.7) (4.1) (8.4) (13.3)
(if) with Ruzizi I as

indicated In 4.b(<i) 5.2 3.5 11.5 9.? 8.0 5.3 2.3 (1.2) (0.6) (4.9) (9.8)

Corresponds to Scenarfo B of Amex 5.1.C Estimted at 188 in 1988, 16X in 1989 and 1990, and 148 in the period 1991-2000.
lhe garanteed energy of Utsruka Is estimated to be 22.0 Sb. of NikwngHw 1, 45.0 VA, of GI.enyi. 5.4 hb. and Gihira, 10.0 Sb., hich gives a

totat of 82.4 6U. These figures my be conservative since in 1987 staruka Ud .1 aS, ubunsum, 60.5 Sh, Gisenyl, 8.2 VA, an Gfhira
11.5 S9h, for a totat of 108.3 GYh. We asssme that no new plants are buJit by bands during the period.

gf Contractual arrangements for the purchwe of power frouziz I specify no ini ener swplpy, ths atlowing great flexibility for Ruua.
The 1980 level of energy sWpl fed by RuzIzi I was determned y the shortfall of domestic ptants; for 1989 end thereafter the 30 VA represents
a reference level which would, in practioe, be adJusted in function of supply from Ruzzli 11 to achieve an energy batance of 0.V1 Corresponds to 1/3 of the energy produced or fnstatted capacity of Ruziaf II. The third unIt fs assumed to be operotfonal at the besfmins of 1S95.
A figure in parenthesis indfcates a negative aswant.

W Catcutated fro the required generation using 5 100 hours of utilization.
j^I Corresponds to the suboeribed power. The fnstalled apacity of RuizI I of 28.2 NW end peek demand In Zaire uw 16.3 NW in 1967.
/ Does not take into acemct the reserve requirements. the existing contract to purchas power from auuiti I allows ELECTROGSt to increase the

subseribed pon e Wen requsr.d.

Scuroe: Nission estimates. b



DEMAND AND SUPPLY IN THE INTW 'NNECTED SYSTEM OF BURUNDI. RWANDA, AND ZARKVU

1987 19s8 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 19

t. 0_x1 
a. undl 99.7 101.6 126.0 155.5 163.4 167.6 171.0 174.1 176.9 179.7 182.4

b. Zaire 70.1 69.3 73.2 75.4 77.5 115.9 121.0 127.1 142.3 147.1 1S1.9

2.3tPDLY

a: Burundf y99.7 114.0 160.7 171.4 171.4 171.4 171.4 171.4 191.4 191.4 191.4
b Zaire gI 70.1 160.0 206.7 206.7 206.7 206.7 20.7 206.7 226.7 226.7 226.7

3. Avaltable Exoorts to I & - 103.1 168.2 147.2 137.2 94.8 86.1 76.9 98.9 91.3 85.8

4. tMrt Reaidremsnt of handk 18.8 53.S 11.1 20.4 29.2 42.9 58.3 75.7 75.1 97.2 122.1

5. Surplus in the E6L resion - 49.6 157.1 126.8 108.0 S1.7 27.8 1.2 23.8 (5.9) (38.3) 0

/ Estimates used fn the Etude do Tarifceation de t'Etectrfcit6 de laCentrate luzizi 11l, BCEON June 1985. Corresponds
to scenario 31 which aessumes a ed1um rate of economic rowth and nwestments In trasisdsion wnd distribution executed

in accordbnce with the expenison ptans.

y Includes 80.0 GM from Sweuro 34.0 ih ftrom Iugeras 7.0 G9h from Ruryirona (intercorected In 1990) 3.7 6Ih from

likewn. (interconmected in 1990), wd 46.7 VAh from Ruziz tl (66.7 Gb in 1996 and ofter).

If Includes 160 h from Ruizi I and 46.7 WA from Ruzi ti (66.7 Vi in 1995 ad after).

y A fi{we In parenthesis indicates a negtfve omunt.

S!u.e: Ntoofon estimtes.
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EECYROGAZ

IlOCtticitV Sutml 191-

Poer Plants 193 19M 198 19t 19

53.60 58.33 5.23 55.5 60.54

tarukea 2583 29.1S 27.2? 23.96 28.06

Gisenyl 5.98 6.42 S.66 6.03 8.22

Gihir- - 1.83 8.60 11.52

3atsat 0.18 0.08 - 0.31 0.12

R3iszi I 12.45 10.8? 20.6 21.8 18.79

Total Stlly 96.04 104.85 110.66 116.S0 127.2
of which 1qots 12.11 10.41 18.1% 18.1 14.031

Soure: ELECTR06AZ.
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ElECIROGAZ

Organizationa Listint

l 11di
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RWANDA: POWER SECTOR IMVESTMENT PLAN
(Nill io of 1987 US$)

PRWECT TITLE Totl rlecost 1988 1989 190 1991 1992 19 After 1993

Foreign Locat Mete

Nukunga 11 (3.6 W) 11.27 5.55 16.82 0.00 0.00 S.05 8.41 3.36 0.00 0.00

Rukarara (9.4 NW) 21.50 10.59 32.09 0.00 0.00 7.22 12.03 10.43 2.41 0.00

Rusmo-Rupell a NW) 9.29 3.98 13.27 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.65 6.64 3.98 0.00

Keya (1.8 NW) 3.10 1.33 4.43 0.00 0.00 2.22 2.21 0.00 0.00 0.00

10 Ricrocentrates 4.00 2.27 6.2? 0.00 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 0.00

Nyabarono (9.14 NW) 28.28 12.12 40.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.99 16.16 14.14 8.11

Akanyaru (2-2.5 NW) 7.95 3.41 11.36 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.27 5.68 3.41 0.00

Ru1zizI1 3II. group 2.4 0.28 2.82 A 0.00 1.13 1.69 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Rusomo Fat is 38.00 12.60 50.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.04 12.04 26.51

TOTAL GENERATION 125.93 52.13 118.06 0.00 2.38 17.43 30.82 SS.57 37.23 34.62

Gifurwe-KiraMbo 0.50 0.34 0.84 0.28 0.56 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

RehabYExt 6 Urban Centers 7.54 1.60 9.15 0.27 2.38 4.21 2.29 0.00 0.00 0.00

(SyuMba. Gitarma Cyangugu
ugarem, Gikongoro,
Uwamagana)

Atismntation en Ilee. des 2.41 0.43 2.84 0.85 1.42 0.57 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

chefs-tLiux des scu-
prefectures
- Rehab. Jabans-Rutongo/Ext.

N.ura-ib
- Gasiza-GiciYe-KabyaY-Rubaya
- Nyamirasbo-3utamia-KanazI
K1lindr-KeduhsaGikwn80ro 1.32 O.S6 1.88 0.00 0.38 1.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Etectr. rurale; ext. des 14.41 6.17 20.58 0.00 0.00 2.68 8.23 7.61 2.06 0.00

ignem 6lectriques en
milt Iou ruraux

TOTAL TRANSMISSION 26.18 9.10 35.29 1.41 4.73 8.9S 10.2 7.61 2.06 0.00

DITRIBTIO
Etectrification des 3.20 1.3T 4.57 1.04 1.10 1.22 1.21 0.00 0.00 0.00

quartiers p6riph6riquws
de Kigati
Ecler. public de Kigati 3.30 1.41 4.71 1.05 1.22 1.22 1.22 0.00 0.00 0.00

Eclair. pubtic de Butare 0.36 0.16 0.52 0.52 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

(2.me phase)
Extension BT Cyanika, 0.52 0.22 0.74 0.74 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Gifurwe. Gakene
ELECTROGAZ self- 2.20 0.94 3.14 1.08 1.08 0.98 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

financed extensions

TOTAL DISTRIBUTION 9.58 4.10 13.68 4.43 3.40 3.42 2.43 0.00 0.00 0.00

TOTAL INVESTMENTS 161.69 65.34 227.03 5.84 10.52 29.81 43.77 63.18 39.29 34.62

I/ Rwandals 1/3 share of total cost.

figrc3: Ministry of Public Works and Energy; ELECTROGAZ.
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COST OF PROPOSED POWt PLAS
(In US$)

Pltnt Cost in Mititos Capacity In Cost/kW
of 1987 t1 Int alled

ft*w_gu It 16.82 3.6 4.700

32.01 9.4 3.400

RUSUMM-RU9021 13.27 3.0 4.420

Klaa 4.43 2.0 2.300

My*stongo 40.40 9 - 14 2,900- 4,500

A iyaru 11.36 2 - 2.S 4,500 - S,700

Ruzfil It. third unit 8.46 13.3 600

bim Falls 50.60 27.3 1,900

$Krm: - "Etudes de t'_A.inammnt h ldro6tectriqlu de ubsams 1I *t
uioararas (Motor Cotu*us/scwr von MilLter; Jnver 1988)".

* verti.e sur ta Stratfgle de D teloppaent de Moeltles
Cantrales hydro6lctrfquss at MRd.; (OECaN; mi 198)".

- u"m6nsgunt hbdro6lectrique des Rums Falls; (by the Belgian
ineerwine firm TRACUEL, aura 1988)".

M Nission estlnates.
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RURAL ELECTRIFICATION

Introduction

1. Developing countries and donors are puttiDg increased amounts of resources into rural

electrification but, in may cases, projects are not subject to the same rigorous cos/ben analysis dot
is remmended for other investment projects. Sometmes it is confunly argued that rura

electrification is justified on the basis of some non-quantifiable social benefits. In other cases, inflated

and unrealistic tariff revenues are considered as the only benefits. The consequence of the erroneous
aalysis Is dtat scarce resources are wastd in iestments tat are neiter socially nor economically
desirable and that the allocation of the limited funds available to the country is not done correctly.

2. This note explains how the social and economic justification of rural

electrification projects should be done following the traditional methodology of costbenefit

analysis. Households, farms, agr-industries, and commerce derive benefits from the use of

electricity and these benefits can be measured, as is customary practice in the appraisal of

development projects, by the amount of income that these families and businesses are prepared
to spend on electricity. The correctly measured benefit should be compared with the costs of
the project, calulating the net present value and the intern economic rate of return, to

determine if the project isdesirable. Rura electrification projects with negative net pre value
or ita economic rates of return below the opporuni cost of capital should not be

undertaken.

EForec Demand

3. The first task in the definition of a rural electrification project is to forecast

demand for electricity over a reasonable period of time. Tbe basis for this forecast is an

exhaustive survey of the population and economic activities in the region of the project. lhe

survey should be taflored to the area under investigation, but it should at least identify: (i) type
and maber of poten consumers; (ii) socio-economic cha cs of consumers; (iii)
physical c cs of houses; (iv) principal economic activities; and (v) existing and potenial

uses of energ.

4. While surveys are normally undertaken in all rurd electrification projects,
demand forecasts based on them are generally too optimistic. The first point to consider is that

existing consumers will not connect innediately to the electric grid. Somedmes this is due to
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the connecdon charges and tariff mtes established by the dectrial companies, but there Is also
quite a lot of social inrda in rl are
which ests In low adaptation to changes. Evence ftom the ate of connections in alrady
executed sia projects should be used to mako an adequats esma of what would happen in
the new project. Another point to consider X t electrification per so will not auomatically
produce growth. For thb to occur other investme In the egion will have to be made.
Region dvlopment plans and budgets should be emined to frecast the growth in th nmX be
of eah type of consumers, including population and buiness, and the experience of other areas
should be used to forecast the levd and growth of consumption per consumer. Street lightig
and consumption of schools, health center, and other administave offices can be estmated
direy from maHable nical coefficients.

S. Rural ctrification is generally considerd to be the extension of the nationa
dectric grid ito a new area. But areas can adso get electricity developing local sources, sch
as diesel-powered generators or local minihydro sites. For small consumption and/or for remoto
are it is oft cheaper to meet he electricity needs through local supply. In those
circumstances, the capital costs of diesel generators are normally lower than the ension of the
electric Vrd and compen for the higher fuel and operag costs. lhis is the reason why, In
the intial phases of dectrification in isolated eas, pvate businesses may instll their own
generatornd sometimes even partially supply a neighboring town.

6. In all rural electrification projects a comparison should be made between the
development of local supply and the extension of the national electric grid. In a new locality it
may be advantageous to instl fis diesel generators and then create a market for electricity.
Tbe incerconnection to the dectric grid will then be done only when consumption surpaes a
cetain minimum level. Governmentl decision-makers and donors should insist that an analysis
of alterve sources of electricity supply be done before embarking on the exension of
transmission lines.

7. Demand curves should be constructed for the principal types of consumers in each
projec area. These curves are based on the surveys undertaken to forecast demand and should
disdush between: (i) the cost and kWh equivalency of current consumption of alternative
fms of energy being used in the area lighting, autogeneration, diesel engines, and other
equipment to be substituted); and (ii) projected future consumption of electricity at the prevailing
tariff rates. A typicical yearly demand curve is depicted below.
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Price

2D

#/1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1

c/ C2 \Energy
C, Consumption

In the above diagram, 'C,* indicates the curren level of consumption (in kWh equivalent)

of alternaive forms of energy. 'P,' indicates the implied price per kWh equivalent of that energy. '4'

Indicates the projeted level of consumption of electricity after the project. 'P2' indicates the prevailing

turiff level charged by the company for that consumption. The area covered by rectangle 'Bl' represents

consumers' annual expenditures on (relatively expensive) alternative foms of energy in the 'without

projecta situation. Rectngle 'B,' repres the addtionu amount of eneWr the consumer is expected

to use as a result of the project (because of the fall in price) times the average electricity tariff rate. And

tuiale B represents the 'consumer surplus", which is the difference between what consumers would

be willing to pay for each additional unit of energy consumed and what they are actually charged by the

electric company. The total benefit of the project is equal to the sum of areas 'B, + B6 = B,', or

Pt x C, + P2 (C2 - Cj + 112 (P, - P2) (C - Cl)

8. In order to calulate 'B,', expenditures on alternative forms of energy need to be estimated

for each consumer group. In the case of households, commercial establishments, schools, and other

administrative offices, electricity will principally be used as a substitute for fuels and candles currently

used for ilumination. In order to calculate the quantities involved, the numer of residential and other

users In each project area must be multiplied by an estimate of the average level of fuel and candle

consumption In non-electrified household' An allowance must also be made for the substitution of

eecticity in other uses (e.g., cooking, refrigeration). In the case of agricultural producers and

agrobusiness, an inventory should be made of currently employed diesel powered machinery (by type

and capacity). Using technical coefficints and assumed utilization factors, the total substitutable con-

sumption of diesel oil can be calculated.
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9. The quantities of fuel detmined following the procedure of the above paraph must

be multiplied by their estimated CIF cost. This will give the totl expected economic value of savig
In altenatve forms of energy (the area 'Bl') in each project area. A caveat for the economic analysis

Is that in calculating the area 'B,, price 'PI' should be expressed in terms of economic prices (i.e., net

of taxes and subsidies), whilst calculating the area of "B.", price TI* should reflect acta market co

(including taxes and subsidies) because it defines the slope of the demand curve (and hence the area

BO).

10. The area 'B,' is determined by the average price of electricity to rura consumers (price

TP2" in the diagam) and the incrse in consumption of energy ('C2 ' - 'C1") due to the fall in price

(from ('PI' to -P2'). Tbe level of -P2 is generally a lnown data and the calculation of energy

consumption in the 'without project" ("C,') has been described in para. 8 above. Energy consumption

"with the project" ('C2 ") can be estimated from data on average level of electricity consumption by type

of consumers in recetly electrified areas. In the case of residential consumers, average consumption

should be broken down by size and type of dwellings. It must be noted that in the first years of

electrification only a fraction of the potential consumers connect to the electric system. Also, energy

consumption per household increases rapidly in tih first year after co ion as eectrie lights and

priority appliances are purchased, and then declines reaching close to saturation levels near the fourth

year. These facts should be considered in the estimation of electric consumption with the project.

11. The area 'B3", representing the value of the "consumer surplus', is calculated by

multiplying the increase in energy consumption due to the project ('C2' - 'C3 ') by the fall in the price

of energy ('P1 ' - 'P2'), times one-half. In this case, however, subsidies and taxes have been included

in the cost of altrative forms of energy, since they represet part of the consumer's perceived cost in

the 'without project' siuation. 'PI' was thus obtained by dividing the tot consumer expenditure on

alternative forms of energy before the prcject by the assumed initial energy consumption level 'C1 '.

12. Practical experience indicated that benefits of energy substitution (area *B,') and of

consumer surplus (area 'B3 ') are generally more than 60% of the total benefits of a rural electrification

project. When these benefits are not measured there is a huge under-esdmation of benefits. Decisions

based exclusively on tariff revenues wiUl not justify most rural electrification projects and therefore

consultants over-estimate demand to approach some acceptable internal economic rate of return.

Proec Acceptbilty

13. Once demand and benefits have been esdmated, it is necesssary to compare the

time-stream of cost and benefits over the usefil life of the project on a present worth basis. The

calculation of net present values and intenal economic rates of return follow customary practices of

cost/benefit analysis. Shadow-price adjustments for foreign exchange and unskilled labor should be made

on the basis of the country's macro-economic situation.
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14. A rural electrifcation project should be executed only if the internal economic rate of
retum is greater than the opporunlty cost of capital. When this not the cas, the coiutlono e
electricity to raise income is limited and does not compensate for the resources used. Somefimes tis may
be due to the high cost of the project. In those cases, network layout and equipment capacity sbould be
re-examined to find out if savings in investment costs are possible. But the low economic retuns may
also indicate that local economic activity is very small and the otber ivesm are needed to deveop
the area. If this is the case, nrur electrification should be posponed until the additional inatruct
is in place. Ile economic rate of return calculated according to sound costlbenefit aadysis provides a
clear signal of the adequacy of the proposed investment.
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MARGINAL COSI OF ELECTRIClTY

I. ITe LRMC of electricity in the interconnected network of Rwanda has not been estimated

in a comprehensive manner based on a long-term investment plan. The Power Master Plan study now

in progress includes a tariff study based on the LRMC of future least-cost development of the Rwandm

network. In the interim, the calculation below, based on the best available Information and the mission's

assumptions, gives an approximate value that can be useful in evaluating present rate levels and energy

substitution possibilities.

Genfferaion CM

2. In the absence of reliable cost estimates for future power plants in Rwanda, Ruzizi U Is

treated as the marginal plant. It should be noted, however, that preliminary costs for power plants in

Rwanda show them to be more costly than Ruzizi n, so that the rea generation cost of the system may

be und mated by using Ruzizi II.

3. 'Te calculations below are based on 1988 prices. Life of the instation is as

follows: (i) 50 years for the civil works, and (ii) 35 years for elect-mechanical equipment. A third

13.3 MW unit enters into operation in 1994. The only major renewal is the turbines after 35 years of

operation (2023-24). At the end of the 50-year period of the calculation, the turbines, renewed 13 years

earlier, would have a residual value of 60% of their renewal cost while civil works retai heir full

original value.

(Att Costs in SDR '000)

Construction OperatIng Total Pro6action
Year cost Costt Cost (VIA)

1978 300 0 300 0
1979 300 0 300 0
1980 300 0 300 0
1981 250 0 250 0
1982 50 0 S0 0
1983 50 0 S0 0
1984 6,593 0 6,593 0
198S 9,704 0 9,704 0
1986 1S,633 0 15,633 0
1987 20,870 0 20,870 0
1988 22,055 0 22OSS 0
1989 2,000 7S0 2,750 90
1990-93 0 750 750 140
1994 7,600 750 8,350 140
1995-2022 0 7o 750 200
2023 11,010 750 11,760 200
2024 11,010 750 11,760 200
2025-36 0 750 750 200
2037 -42,226 750 -41,478 200

Source: SINELAC and mission estimates.
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4. 'Me construction costs between 1978 and 1988 were conveted to 1988 values uslng uni

values of exports of manufactured goods frm developed countries. 'De pres value at year 1988 of

all Investment and operating costs with a discount rate of 10% Is SDR 118,568 thousand and the present

value of production is 1,674.5 GWh. The estimated marginal generation cos thereore

SDR 0.07IkWh. At an exchange rate of US$1.30 = SDR 1.00 this corresponds to US$0.091/kWh

(approximately RF 6.83).

Energy Cost of Tranmission

5. With generation losses equal to 2%, the cost of energy sent to the ystem would be

US$0.093IkWh (0.091 x 1.02). The Ruzizi II hydoelectric plant is linked to the Mururu substation by

a 15 km transmission line for which total investment costs are equal to US$961,000; uset life of the

station is estimated to be 30 years. The line will conduct 46.7 GWh between 1989 and 1994, and

66.7 GWh after 1995. Assuming that annual operating costs are 3% of investment cos and ta

transmission losses are 2%, we obtain a value for total transmission costs equal to US$0.004/kWh, which

is understandably low given the limited investment required. The resulting marginal cost of energy

transferred from the transmission to the distribution level would therefore be US$0.097.

Energy Cstsa the Medium VoYte Distrbution Level

6. Tnere are no reliable estimates of development costs at the distron level.

SAUR-Afrique and EDF in the 1987 Tariff Study give values for the MV and high voltage (HIV) network

between US$156 and US$352 per kW, including operating costs. These values were obtaned from four

different consultants who established them through experience with project execution or in feasibility

studies for proposed projects (LAVALIN, BETELEC, ENERGIEPLAN-GMBH, and OSCAR VON

MILLER). Since the average number of hours of utilization for high and UV consums is 3,600 the

energy cost of distribution would vary between US$0.043 and US$0.098 per kWh.

7. Based on the estimations of the previous paragraphs and with losses of 4%, the costs of

the energy sold directly from the MV network is between US$0.14 and US$0.191kWh, averaing

US$0.17/kWh. Tbis value should be compared with the present average tariff of US$0.13ikWh applied

for capacities below 100 kW and US$0.10/kWh for capacities above 100 kWh.

Energy Cost at the Low Voltage Distribution Level

8. Thc above mentioned tariff study by SAURJEDF esmates the additiona costs of the low

voltage (LV) distribution network at between US$128 and US$277/kW, including investmens and

. operating costs. All the high voltage (HV) network and a substantal part of the MV network are also

used to feed LV users. Since there is no way to distribute these costs without detailed studies of the

whole power system, we will assume that three-fourths of the estimated high and MV costs should be

imputed to LV distribution. Total development costs of transmission and distribution will therefore be
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between US$245 and US$451/kW or betwe US$0.061 and US$0.135/kWh, widh an avage uiliz
of 4,000 hours.

9. With 8% losses between transmission and disibution, the comt of the erg sold a LV
levels Is between US$0.16 and US$0.24/kWh, or an average of US$0.20. Ibis value should be
compared with the present average LV rate of US$0.1 1/kWh.
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LAKE KIVU - MEFIANE GAS
RESOURCE BASE

1. nTe origin of the methane in the Lake is not fully known. It could come from geological,

biological or a combination of sources. In contrast, the way gas is dissolved in deep waters and gas-rich

water layers are kept at great depth is well understood. Due to volcanic characater of the Region, the

temperature of Lake Kivu increases with depth. The deep warm water is more soluble to minerals tan

the cool water above it and the weight of the minerals dissolved makes the water at the bottom denser

than that at the top (in spite of its high temperature). Convection, the norma movement of warm fluids

up and cool fluids down, is thus prevented and stability is obtained. Below a depth of about 270 mees,

temperatres and pressures (about 30 atmospheres) are such that the water can absorb subsal

quantities of methane and other gases.

Nature and Composition

2. About 1.4 Nnm of gas is dissolved in each cubic meter of water in the lower strata. Most

of the gas is carbon dioxide (about 74%) and only a f&action is methane (about 25%).Yet, no practical

process has been identified whereby gas would be extracted in situ. To extract the gas deep water has

to be raised to the surface where lower pressure makes gas come out of solution. Such handling of

massive volumes of water is a major constraint. It govems the whole concept and design, and thus the

costs and economics of gas production plants. Furthermore, due to its low methane content, crude gas

extracted at the surface is not flammable. To be used as a burner fuel, and for its supply by long-distance

pipeline to be economic, its methane content has to be increased by getting rid of the carbon dioxide; the

more so if compression or liquefaction of gas is considered for the transport to markets as CNG or LNG.

This is another constraint which adds to gas production costs. Finally, dissolved gas contains hydrogen

sulfide. This causes equipment to rust and exposes it to wear (unless corrosion-proof maWials are used,

which add to costs), but ordy in traces of up to 0.05% which makes its extraction for use such as in the

manufacture of matches uneconomic by industry standards.

Behaviour and Risks in Production

3. The gas production process used in the Cap Rubona pilot plant is straightforward. Water

from the bottom is brought to the surface thru a pipeline. As water rises it reaches zones where te water

column pressure is progessively lower so that the gas comes out of the solution. Rising gas bubbles then

exert enough upward force on the water to avoid the need for pumps once the process is started. Gas

is collected at the surface in a capping bell from which it is circulated to washing columns where its

methane content is raised through redissolving carbon dioxide in a flow of surface water. Degassed deep

water and carbon dioxide-rich water are disposed of at the surface of the Lake.
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4. On a larger scale over the years, continued extraction at one point and disposl of wate

at the lake's suffac would entil considerable tisks:

(a) because deep-water is collected continuously from the same bottom point, the resoce
may come locally to exhaustion; and

(b) because used deep-water is not retuned to the intermediate depth corrsponding to Its
density, a patten of vertical circulation may be set in motion that would mix the various
layers of the Lake. As a result, lower sata would cool, gas would come out of he
soluthn, and bubbles would stir deep-water up neare the surface where the presre is
lower with the same result. Should the destabilisation of the Lake spread on a large scale
not only would the entire gas resource be wasted but a disastrous conflagration could be
fueled, if the escaping gas were ignited.

S. Comprehensive studies on the behaviour of the Lake under continuing, large-scae
extraction 1/ have identified these risks and defined the rules that would have to be observed to ensure
safety boti during actual gas production operations and in plans for overall development of the Lake over
time.

(a) Degassed deep-water would be returned to a depth corresponding to its density so that
it stays at the depth at which is disposed of. This requires the provsion for
water-returning pipe(s) of significant length which increases costs of production plaots.
Prior mixing of degassed deep-water with surface water in appropriate proportion may
be a way to mitigate the problem: lower density of retned wter requires a lesser depth
for its disposal, thus a shorter returning pipe, but greater volumes of retmed water
require a pipe of larger diameter.

(b) Continuous exraction of deep gas-rich water tends to lower its top level. Although
horizontal circulation inside layers compentes for the phenomenon this sets a strict limit
to the rate of water extraction from a given fixed bottom point, as is the case n1 gas
production plans located onshore.

6. Despite these considerations, safe limits in the rate of water exaction are not likely to
constitute an obstacle to gas production even at the large industrial scale projected for the uGrands
Projets". Even disregarding the ntural renewal of the gas resource over time which Is estimated at 250
million Nm3 per year, annual production of 50 million Nms of gas (equal to two simultaneous "Grands
Projets" or the energy equivalent of one-half of the total 1987 petroleum consumption in Rwanda) will
lower the present top-level of gas-rich deep-water by a maximum of two meters after ten years of

sustained extraction.

I/ hew most usve and docmtemedus4 i that of SOGM, wo servi*es were subcowracedby 7ECINCR*
ts 1986 feasy s* of tS "Grans froJets% Risk* reiwed also perta to idph awrn, semi ad

volai haar.
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LAKE KIVU - METHANE GAS
TECHNOLOGIES

Technologies in Us t Cam R

1. TRACTEBEL, which has a close involvement with the Cap Rubona plant, regards the

technology used there as applicable to a net production capacity four times larger than the present and

considers gas pipelined to the brewery to be cost-competitive with fuel oil by a signficant margin despite

curren low oil prices. Ihe "Grands Prc!ets' studied by TECHNIP ENGIEING make use, with

some improvements, of the same technologies. But none of the aGrands Projets" envsaged would be

economically viable.

2. This apparent contradiction can be explained. The technologies used to date, altough

suboptimal in various respects, are economic on the Cap Rubona site because two favorable condiion,

not found anywhere else around the Lake, exist locally:

(a) a very steep slope that extends from the shoreline to the minus 300 meter

Isobath: consequendy pipes for both extraction and disposal of deep-water have a limited
length and thus an acceptable cost; and

(b) the immediate proximity of a major ful conmer for the bulk of the gas
produced: consequenty pipeline length is minimal and gas supply cost is negligible.

3. In contrast to the Cap Rubona case, the onshore locations proposed for the gas production

plants of the "Grands Projets" merely are "least bad' sites in various respects. (The length to depth ratio

of the water extcting pipe(s) increases from 2.7 at Cap Rubona to 4 and even more at the best

alternative sites). The advantage, from an efficiency and economic point of view if not from necesit,

of locating gas production plants offshore (where the above ratio is 1.0 by defion) was not cleay

recognized and one of the basic principles of the whole study was tierefbre not well founded.

Furthermore, the primary fuel users envisaged for the "Grands Projets" would be located at a much

greater distance from the Lake than the brewery (i most cases by an order of magnitude of 100 to 1).

This increases pipeline costs from a negligible to a significant component of the total gas deve!opment

cost.

4. The low degree of relevance for Lake Kivo of the envisaged technologies and solutions,

which are applicable to the most common type of gas development: production onshore, gas transport

by pipeline, massive ene uses, is increasingly being recognized. Once the need to reduce costs of gas

production and transport was acknowledged in order to make the apparenty only feasible bulk end-user

(i.e., the cement plant) more economic, attention was redirected to a more efficient production process

(gas bubbling at higher than atmospheric pressure) and to a more app.opriate transport mode (CNG

instead of pipeline).
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5. lbls is a significant step in the right directio but it still fall short of raeognizing the
merits of (i) going deliberately offshore for production, (ii) convertg the gas to CNG or LNG for
transport as an alternaive to, or in combination with pipeline transport, and (Iii) focussing on disesed
medium and even small consumers, for whom the relevant means of gas distribution is in the fom of
CNG or LNG (in addition to supplying the Mashyusa cement plant).

Improve Ofhore Appoprate TechanlgiWes

6. For gas producdon, the ultimate technology would be to extract gas in situ, thereby
eliminating the cumbersome and cosdy need to bring massive volumes of deep wter up to the surface
and back again to a certain depth. Inmestigations need to be made to establish the feasibility of exst
technologies in this respect. There are two intermediate improvements within reach: first, gas can be
made to escape from the soludon at more than amospheric pressure. As dictated by physical laws, less
total gas is then released fiom water, but its methane content is higher. Second, mixing deep water with
intermediate depth water, on its way to the surface inside the pipe, would further help to incrase the
methane content of the gas by keeping carbon dioxide dissolved in unsarated water. What is sought
in both instances is to reduce the need for subsequent elimination of carbon dioxide from crude gas,
thereby cutting costs of related equipment and minimizng energy (or gas) consumed in the medhane
enrichment process at the surfce. One can even imagine a cude gas that, without furter processing,
would be flammable and as such directly usable as a burner fuel.

7. Following ounclusive laboratory experiments, field tests of gas extaction at higher than
atmospheric pressure were completed at the Cap Rubona pilot plant, but unfortunaely without the element
of mixing waters. Still, the results were very encouraging. They will make possible the design of gas
production modul W units which appear very appropriate to locations offshore, with improved performance
and lower capital eost.

8. For gas supply to markets, the alternative to transpordng by pipeline is on-site gas
compression into CNG or liquefacion into LNG for shipment by barge and from the landing point
transport by truck or trailer, or by pipeline, depending on the consumers' location and the quantity of gas
demanded. On the one hand on-site conversion into CNG or LNG is a necessity for gas production plants
located offshore, for it would be difficult to use pipelines linking floating platforms to the shore. On the
other hand CNG/LNG distribution is particularly well adapted to supplying gas to small and
medium-sized dispewd energy markets, which is likely the common case in Rwanda. Overall, therefore,
the CNGILNG option appears to be the appropriate soludon for a phased development of Lake Kivu gas,
that would be based on offshore CNG/LNG production and on transport modes that reflect the gas
demand of fuel substitution markets in the vicinity of the Lake.



TIo 1: RUADA: SOLR LICNTING SYSTENS

System:: ITARANA WUFMAR ELECTROSA

Speclficeattns 6 U V Hr/d Wlhy CostAF t V V Hr/d kWh/y CostAF U V V Hr/d kUh/y cost/tf

Solar panels 1 19 12 25,00 3 38 24 75.690 2 80 24 141,892

Lights 4 8 12 1 17 15,000 4 8 24 2 23 14.964 3 20 24 3 6 36.4

4 13 24 2 38 17,052 4 13 24 3 57 33.45

3 20 24 2 44 15,660 12 8 24 3 105 87.566

Total (LIghts) 4 8 12 1 17 15,000 11 41 24 6 105 47.676 19 41 24 9 228 157.59

Battery 1 12 4,000 2 24 11,339 12 2 62.032

Regutator & fuses 6,000 7.830 28,49

Installatlon (oterials) 8,000 cables 1000 0

Other 0 Nourtfn equipment 10,000 Kit ecltarage 152.027

05 cost S8,000 162,535 s21,870

Tro wport & Insuranoe 1,7b0 24,380 7811

CiF costs 59,740 186.915 600,151

Duties, etc. 2,987 18,661 60,01S

InstalLatIon (Latbor) 3,200 19,200 32,000

system eost 65,92? 224,060 692,166

Cost per kWh LOS RF USS IF uSS RF

13.76 p.s. (1) 6.94 521 3.92 294 s.5Y 416

15.1X p.a. (2) 7.65 S74 4.32 324 6.14 640

18.33 p.a. (3) 9.23 692 5.21 391 7.40 555

Motes:
- GITARAMA: System producce locally by DOocese of G1tara.. CIop ats Irported.
- RUFNUR: Installs system In health centers. 80% of cost sfsidive w t fed;. t Repulic of Ge as dbtel nt sssstar .
- ELECTROGAZ: Beltsan assistanee to equip health centers In KIgall and Butere prefectures with solar lighting. Calculations here boeed en Myagsasbu

configration. Furthenmore, system eosts for refrigeration and ster1lltation have been left out for the sake of cosperablltty. See also notes at

bottom TabLe 2.



tabie 2: UDA: SOLAR LIGHTING SYSTEMS

SystemD: GITAANA oFmR ELECTRAZ

Specifications V V NrHd kWtly Coat/RF S V V Urld k"hIy CoStIRF U V V NrJd kJh/y CostJRF

Soltr panels 1 48 12 36,274 1 40 12 30.223 1 38 12

Lights 4 8 12 2 23 20.013 4 8 12 1 15 20,480 1 13 12 4 19

1 13 12 4 19 5,003 2 6 12 1 2 10,490 3 8 12 2 18
1 13 12 4 19 5.245

TotaL (Lights) 5 8 12 6 42 25,016 7 8 12 6 36 36,214 4 13 12 6 37

WatterY 1 12 9,381 1 12 8.060 1 12

Regulator & fuses 7,330 7,052

Installation (materiels) 5,000 5,000

other 0 Tools testers, etc. 6,000

FOB cost 83,001 92,S48 Complete system 60,000

Transport & Inurance 12,450 13,882 9,000

CIF costs 95,451 106,431 69,000

Duties, etc. 9,S4S 10,643 6.900

Installation (labor) 6,400 6,400 6.400

System cost 111,396 123,474 82,300

Cost per kWh: USS RF USS RF USS RF

13.72 p.s. (1) 4.82 362 6.33 474 4.13 310

15.t1 P.O. (2) 5.31 399 6.97 523 4.55 342

18.3X o.a. (3) 6.41 481 8.41 631 5.49 412

Calculations based an specific recent quotations for Swenda soter radiation regime. Battery capecities allow for 3-5 days of insufficient radiation.

Transport and insurance: 15X of FOB (except GITARAM case). Installation: based on RF 200Iumn-hour. Depreciation percentages refer to an anmuity factor

for respectively 20 years (1), 15 years (2) and 10 years (3). Interest rate 102 p.a. Maintenance costed at 22.

Mote: In an econoidc evatuation the duties shown would not be included. In the pre.st context their deoands do not influence the cespasisens,

however, and they are included for the sake of compelteness.

Source: CEAER; ELECTROGAZ; Oiocese of Gitarama; various producers of equipeont; mission estimates.
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RWANDA: COST COMA&ON SOLAR AND KEROSEWE REFRIOERATORS

Aiblent teawratues: 32 Co 43 CO 32 Co 43 Co
Vaccin Storage (liters) 14 14 32 32
Voltage 12V DC U2V DC n.e. n.a.
Par Cons*ption: Ikhs/24 hr: 0.5 0.7 n.e. n.a.
Cosueption: (Keresene) liters/24 hr. n.e. n.a. n.a. n.e.
Cost Refrigerator US$1,263 US$1,263 US$2,117 US$2,117
Soler puals, etc. US$2,552 US$3,296 n.s. n.s.
Kerosene storag n.a. n.e. US400 US
System Fos Cost USS3,815 US$4,559 US$2,517 US$2,517
shfpping & Insurance US$363 US$468 US$237 US$23?
System cost CIF Kfgalt US$4,178 US$S.027 US$2,754 US$2,754
Total Local Costs US$774 US$859 US$375 US$375

System Installed Cost US$4,952 US$5,886 US$3,129 US$3,129
Present value replacement at 5 years
(at discounting factor of 10X):

Refrigerator US$1,038 USB1,038 US$1,740 US$1,740
setter1es US$105 US$210 n.s. n.e.
Shipping & Insurance US$156 US$156 US$261 US$261
Fuel comsuption (year) n.e n.a. USS526 USS730
Present value fuel, 10 years USS3,230 US$4,486
Naintenanoe (2$ & 3X) US$609 US$723 US$577 US577

Total (present values) US$6,860 US$8,013 US$8,936 USS10,192
Net Cost/liter useful storage US$490 u3$572 US$279 USS319

Above based on respectively: olear: Electrolux RCW 42 DC Electric.
Kerosene: Eleetrolux RG 65.

The comiorfson Is based an models Which have been certitfed by the World Health Oranization (UNO):
relative to other kerosene refrIgerators, the WHo certified refrigerator mwy be more expensive In
temrs of capital cost, but yields economies in terms of overall efficiency and dependability.)

touree: Tests conducted by WHO/UNICEF. (Expandad Program on Imumnization, the Cold Chain,
Product Informatlon Sheets, 1988J89, No. 1, pp. 52, 58).
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PfENT VALUES OF llRC CICSTY CHARMS VS. PV BYSIWS

A. Electiecitv from the GRID

Cae 1: Conemstlon Fee a RF 50,000; fixtures *nd wIrtn a RF 10,000 NInism charge is for
30 lAwmgth. bistcet rete a l0

Tarif/Years
tRF) 10 16 20

8.5 7?.802 83,941 86,052
10.5 83.226 89,574 92,181
13.5 89.863 98.023 101,376
20.5 105.34? 117,739 122,830

Cmse It: Conwwction Fee a RF 10.000; fixtures rd miring RF 10,000,
Ninium charse is for 30 Wh/month. Oiseotmt rate a 10L

Tarif/Years
(RF) 10 16 20

8.S 38,802 43,941 46.052
10.5 43,226 49.574 52,181
13.5 49 86 58,023 61.376
20.5 645347 77,739 82,830

B. PL Wetm

System cost Annes 7.1) ptus 2a p.a. maintenanc. Disoat Rate a M

SYstawears 10 16 20

GITARANA 74,028 76.243 7,152
lAS 92.413 95.f 8 96.313

uigcm: Mission.
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RWANDA: E6IBTATE OF SOLAR BUMY CON8UMTON 1988

1. EREVAM-ATtE S9wface Comerin totals

a. IUIEP Esti.mtes 1980:
4 hotels 84
10 Private residences 6
2 hospitals 30

VIllage II 2I1.013

b. 1968 Estimates (additional)
10 hotels k/ 300
30 private residences 138
10 hospitals 150
20 ARE missf aons
30 Missions

Ii. PY ARAYS W Nuer Output CaMLAition
(Wlyr) (IWyr)

a. P?m Blancs 200 24 4.857
b. WRFNR 130 IS0 19,500
C. ELECTROGAZ - Colk 1 391 391

- Uyagsabuu 1 374 374
= Ribna 1 377 377
Kiyanza 1 376 376

= Glhinga 1 359 359
= auo 1 359 359
=iarebs 1 351 351
-Gashore 1 378 378
- Glkare 1 363 363
=Karm 1 156 156
- Aono 1 1S6 156

R Ihashi 1 156 156
-Rwoftbe 1 156 156

d. Not specified 20 24 468 28.787

ill. Radie Trsamitter at Kinaniva

3.28 Wil, 6 brs/dwy 7.183

Grand Total: 1,Mm1
Say: 1.5 SIb/year

,/ Conversien based on 5.S kfih/d.5 M availability, and 365 days.
12f Norldfen at Ktali atomn has 90 a of cottector surfce.
£/ For the PW arrays actt prouction Is given, i.e., without altowing for losses due

to battery recharging.

Sol e: UIJBEP; ELECTROGAZ; mission estimates.
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RWANDA:* INVENORY OP POTWdTIL MICRO-IYDROMSTE

sites ct Flow Drep PM"r JC UN SurWY Date
(I/8) (a1) (Id)

WM=tu mi 5 sitosi
Ilg0ne KIt 5Q0o 5 lT.5 Y 1B

Srayl KlgaeO 70 30 15.0 Y E
G1suw wism 670 20 15.0 Y In
Nyirara ndsr-8hyands 0 0 S.0
Gotobu &tinve 0 0 -,

Idntif fed Powr

EC420=t swumb a I site:

td0nti led powr 

PMWE I - 6 sites:
Kor~da K1rano 300 65 156.0 y is
1yirakes KItrobo t10940 42 96.0 Y 1u1

NuezUoaaGf mo 100 10 7.0 Y Y Y
Nyakabends Risuas 0 0 0.0

rarem Kgan 0 0 0.0
ltond KarmnWe 0 0 O Y Y

Id tif led Powr

et2h2mm: Gik2mm -6 sitest
000 wIU_s 900 29 11w.0 Y Y
Shlit" WIIht 172 33 J9.r Y Y 11tl
Kwirtl K 1nm 40 20 S.0 Y up
Gihuubi macur 100 7 5.0 y 1
Muico NYuaodo 17 r 0.7 Y W?
Ulsbli NObug 0 0

Identified PowrZ

Nkor KeYov SOO 31 150.0 Y 1X

t#*li 1 1 n M180i 96.S v y Y 1X

RWU Stinhhi 300 80 66.0 Y g

Pfunda Lhy i 400 12 34.0 Y Y Y 1
bt ha1ei 70 115 31.5 Y IN
hinde UStonNsM 56 15 Y 15
Identiffed Poerp

Prefeeture: Oftaromm S sitesx
KIrleo Ntungri 367 17 44.0 Y Y Y 15

wf"ru w 60 ao 38.S Y Y ; i
Gme utobw 144 20 HA y 1

Identif fed Pwer n.5

100 300 240.0 Y m1

odobe Nabants 200 70 107.0 r 1
Ihari Gcle)wto 80 135 76.S Y Y 15
Kirero cGishyte 405 15 U42.5 Y 11
Kage Glshyita 110 44 34.0 y Y
con Bishytti 80 86 16.0 Y 15
Kihri WM= 29 71 14.6 Y 15
Seas"e Kiwuu 

0 0 __0
identfffed Power 5 .

Prece: KIt1ali 2 attest

topt1 leuso To70 55 27.0 Y Y Y 1
butudo 11Sesa 89 15 j V In

Identif ted Pwer 
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Irefecture: Riynaiecl - 9 61tes:
lltora Umat 1200 a 050.0 Y 1981

lN~w rvm lace 100 n 80.0 Y 1910

N tera ute" Im 20 150.0 0 1961
KIt_d 13S0 a 75.0 y 1"10

_~~~~~~~~~~y t ISO; a1 25 0.0 If Y y 1er n 70 ao.s ~~~~~~~~~~~~V 1981

UYabesheu Mlytins Tr 70 10.5 y 196
Kinani t 451 10 20.5 V 1964
WIng o 3 26 12.0 1981

aunR mli 45 30 9 Y
Identfffed Pomr

Total Psr att Prefectures (1I) 296?
Total Uaber of sites cwded U
Average apacity per site Mk) 64.5

I/s a t iterslsecord.
Isl Sites marked V wder a ~ have bean visited ed suveyed. Sites arked V' wier "JC" hae

been taken Into consideratien in the Colarni studly of Juwry 1988.

Sites marked "V tiwdr b"a e4equently ben retainod for fwtding by the UlN Capital Develapmet

fW d VWU.

saure: NINiTRAPI. based in part en work dwe by CEAER, a rt dtEvatuetion", Butere, 1985, ad IPC,

aPamAe des Sondrmnerlgeprrgramm Randa", 1986.
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RWANDA: SILTED IMICRO-HYORO ITES

Cqaptles ad Cots.

Site Comma Prefectue Ftow Drop PoIM Ku AAty Other lkh
(Rivet) (Cti) (U) cm t- w Factor Charon I F

mar4e Buyoga Byu*e 300 S1 20 So 77 3,860 60 0.1037 0.02 0.10 7.4

musea Gahofm Cyangugu 100 10 7 -- -- 0.1037
Meendo Kar.ea Cye 0.10. -. -- -- 37 -

Nwoo mudasome a6koagoro 900 29 183 960 55 3,197 60 0.1037 0.02 0.08 S.

Siabuke ehilfi Gikmngoro 172 33 40 210 193 4,869 60X 0.1037 0.02 0.12 8.7

Cyimi Xi 3yuayba 6asewi 7S 180 95 S00 302 3,19 640 0.1037 0.02 0.08 5.6

PfadOa Ny.myuia Giseny 400 12 34 180 148 4,367 608 0.1037 0.02 0.11 7.9

Kiryango Mukingi Gitarama 367 17 44 230 214 4,858 60X 0.1037 0.02 0.11 8.6

Nazimeru Nyakabanda Gitarama 55 100 39 200 187 4,854 608 0.1037 0.02 0.12 8.7

Bubari Biohyita Kibuye 81 135 7t 400 250 3,263 608 0.1037 0.02 0.08 5.8

Kagarmas Gishyita Kibuye 110 44 34 186 166 4.894 608 0.1037 0.02 0.12 8.8

Cnori Nusasa Kigatl 100 50 28 150 136 4,846 60X 0.1037 0.02 0.12 8.8

Base Myawgali RsAongeri 180 25 30 160 14 4,800 60X 0.1037 0.02 0.12 8.7

Ruhwrura Uyaiual Etitengeri 45 30 10 -- -- --

3gM: investmwnt costs (based an 1985 fnfomtion) hav bee adjusted by 28_ as sugsted by C_ot fn.
Ku a utilization of installed capacity.
Rate of interest: 10.

Sou£ce J. Colasbeni Rapport de Nission Pr6-FormulatifnlFaieabilit pour to Construction de Nicrocentrales
Hydro-Electrfquss au Ruandb; 1988.
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RISK ASSFSSMS FOR METHANE EXPLOITATION IN LAKE KIVU

1. Concerns have risen regrding environmental risks associated with large scale exploitation
of the methane gas, ever since the pilot project at Cap Rubona was designed and built. 'Me concerns
basically grew after the Lake Nyos catastrophe. It may be worth reminding that this volcanic lake,
located in Cameroon, was the place where nearly 2,000 people were kIlled after an enormous methane
bubble came to the lake's surfice and exploded into the amosphere. The catastrophe took place in 1986
and caused great anxiety among peop'e involved in simPar projects. The fear of similar events ocacig
if increased exploitation of Lake Kivu's methane gas was to take place lead development agencies to
commission spscialized studies. The major study was performed by Haroun Tazieff, the then Frenc
Secretary of State for the Prevention of Major Riscs.

2. The main risk identified to date is that the large scale extraction of the methane gas might
alter the water circxLation patterns inthe Lake. As it is now, there is a very strong statification Xt

prevents vertical circulation of the waters. Sucking deep waters (where the methane gas is dissolved in
large quantities) at a high rate might create imbancs and start a vertical circulation, possibly bringing
large quantites of methadne gas to/near the surfae. These concerns have already caused the present
mehne gas producer to discharge used water deep into the Lake instead of at the surface, as short term
financial considerations othenrie would have lead to. Whether this will be sufficient in the case of large
scale exploitation was indeed the topic of the Tazieff report.

3. The conclusions of the report were rather optimistic: due to major differences in the
Lake's history and morphology, the probability of experiencing the same disaster in Lake Kivu as in Lake
Nyos woud: (X) not be linked to the medtane gas exploitation; and (fi) be very low and equal to that of
any volcanic area in the world. The basis for this very assertive stement is that out of the two possible
explanatory theories, the only one that fits the experience of Lake Nyos is that of a phreatic eruption.
Consequently, the Tazieff report only recommends to build paraseismic feaures into the design stndards
of the ftmre methane gas extraction plant at Lake Klvu.

6. However, other studies have identified other risks: for instance, the TECHNIP
ENGINEERING study from 1986 concluded that three categories of risks exist in the Lake Kivu area:

(a) seismic risks;

(b) other natural risks; and

(c) IndustrW risks.
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Iet major finding of the study Ii that the lack of detiled and homogeneous informatlon
on the Les enviroment make it difficult to produce detaled recommendations. A it of requd
complementy studis b Included In the sty's report. his Is a more all-eracing view of the
potnial risb involved and a logical consequenc of tbh standpoint would be to make sure dt an
environmental impact assessment is carried out prior to any major invesmt.
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ENERGY SECTOR MANAGMENT ASS9rANCE ]PROGRAMME

COMPLETED ACTIVTI

CouaY Atdvi DW* N unbv

SUB4AHARAN AFCA

Africa Regiona Anglophone Africa Housold Egy Warshop 07/88 085/88

Regonal Power Seminaon Reducing Electc Powee System
Losses in Africa 08188 087/88

Isstiftuional EvIaldion of EOL 02/89 098/89

Bioms Mapping Regional Workhops 05189 -

Frcphone Househd Enr Workbop 08/89 103189

lntefrican Electrical BEgeering Colloge: Pposls for Short-
and LogTerm Deglopmt 03/90 112190

Biomass Amsatmd and Mapping a0390 -

Angoa EnergysAssmet 05/89 4708-ANG

Benin A 06/85 5222-BEN

Botswana BeV A _t 09184 4998-IT

Pump lecrificaion Prefeibility Study 01/86 047/86

Review of Electricity Service Connection Policy 07187 071/87

Tuli Blocle Farna Eectrification Study 07/87 072/87

Hoehold Energy Isse Study 02S8 -

Uban Household Energy Strat Study 0591 132/91

Buddina Faso lenur A_ss t 01186 S730-BUR

Twhniedi AsidzeProgrm 03/86 052/86

Urban Hosold Energy Shtateg Study 06/91 134/91

Burundi Energy 06/82 3778771U

Polbm Supply Manment 01/84 012/84

Status Repott 02/84 011/84

Presentation of Energy Ptrects for the Fourth Five-Year Plan

(1983-1987) 05/85 036/85

Improved Charcoal Cooktove Suategy 09/85 042185

Peat Utlizaton Prect 11/85 046/85

Capo Verde Bna A _sg 08/84 S073-CV

Houseold EneBgy St Study 02/90 110/90

Comoros B Am 01/88 7104-COM

Cogo EneAgy s t 01/88 6420-COB

Power Deveopm Plan 03/90 106/90

C8te d'hvoime Energy A 04/85 5250-IVC

bIproved Biomass Utliation 04/87 069/87

Power Sysem Efficiency Study 12/87 -

Ethiop,ia hEne A t 07/84 4741-ET

Power System Efficiency Study 10/85 045/85

AJgricltal Residue Bdiqutting Pilot Project 12/86 062/86

Bagass Study 12/86 063/86

Cooking Efficiency Project 12/87 -

Gadn Eney Ammt 07/88 6915-GA

MThes ambia Ene A s t 11/83 4743-GM

Solar Water Heating Rtrofit Project 02o8S 030/85

Solar Photovoltaic Applications 03/85 032/85

Petleum Supply Managment Assisne 04/85 035/85
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Ghana uEM Ams8et 11186 6234.-16
Enry Rationalition in the Industial Sector 06188 084/88
Smi Residues UtiHizion Study 11188 074187

Guine Energy _ 1 11186 6137-UI
Guinea-Bissan EnAergy A_t 08/84 S083-GU

Recommended Technical Assistance Project8 04185 033/85
Manaeent Optioos for the Ectric Power and Water Supply

Subsetms ol02190 I0090
Power and Watr Isithionau Restructuring (French) 04/91 118191

Kenya Energy Assessment 05182 3800-KE
Power System Efficiency Study 03184 014/84
Stats Report 05/84 016/84
Coal Conversion Action Plan 02/87 -
Solar Weer Heating Study 02/87 066/87
Peri-Utban Woodfuel Development 10/87 076/87
Power Master Plan 11/87 -

Lesdtho Energy essn 01184 4676-LSO
Liberia Enessmssment 12/84 5279-LBR

Technica Asistanc Projects 06/85 038/85
Power System Efficiency Study 12187 081/87
EMarga AsassEert 01187 5700-MAG
Power Syem Efficiency Study 12/87 075/87

Mahxwi Energy AueA_mt 08182 3903-MAL
Technical Assistance to Improve the Efficiency of Fuelwood
Use in the Tobacco Industry 11183 009/83

Sttus Rert 01/84 013/84
Ilamic Republic

of Mauritania Energy 04/85 5224-MAU
Housld Energy Strategy Study 07190 123/90

Mauitius Energy Anessment 12/81 3S10-MAS
Stats Report 10/83 008/83
Power System Efficiency Audit 05/87 070/87
Bagasse Power Potentl 10/87 077187

Mozambique Energy Aom t 01/87 6128-MOZ
Household Electricity Utilization Study 03/90 113/90

Niger Energ Ayt 05/84 4642-NIR
Status Report 02/86 051/86
Improved Stoves Project 1287 080/87
Household EnerW Conservation and Substitution 01188 082/88

Nigeis Energy A _ssmt 08183 4440-UNI
Rwanlda Energy Assessment 06/82 3779-RW

Energy A _t 07/91 8017-RW
Status Report 05/84 017184
Improved Charcoal Cookstove Strategy 08/86 059/86
Impoved Chacoal Production Tecniques 02/87 065/87

Sao Tome
snd Principe Er Ayt 10185 5803-STP
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COeuW AcOivp Dat Numer

Senegal EyV A _1meM 07/83 4182-SE

Sts Report 11OW 025/84

Industial Energy C asv Study OS185 037/8S
Zpavtory A _istonm for Daaor Meeting 04/86 056186

Urban Household Egy Statey OV89 096189

Seycheles E Anergy _t 01/84 4693-SEY

Electric Power System Efficieny Study 08/84 021/84

Siena Lemw EneW AmwM 10187 6S97-SL

Somalia EQeg As mes t 12/8S S796-SO

Sudan Managemet Assistace to the Minity of Enery and Mining 05/83 003/83

Elley As_mmt 07/83 4511-SU
Power System Efficiency Sbtdy 06184 018/84

Staus Report 11/84 026184
Wood Energy/Foresty Feasibility 07/87 073/87

Swasiand Energy A 02/87 6262SW

Tanania Energy Ae 11184 4969-TA

Pei-Urban Woodfiels Feaibility Study 08/88 086/88
Tobacco Curng Efficioncy Study 05/89 102/89

Remote Semns and Mapping of W oodlAs 06/90 -

Idusal Energy Efficiency Technical Assistance 08/90 122/90

Togo Energ Ayt 06/8S 5221-TO
Wood Recovery in the Nangb*o Lake 04/86 055/86

Power Efficiency Improvement 12/87 078/87

UVa Eneg A 07183 4453-UG
Sta Reort 08/84 020/84
Institutional Review of the Energy Sector 01/8S 029/8S

Energ Efficieny in Tobacco Curing Industry 0286 049/86

Fuelwood/Forestry Fability Study 03186 053/86

Power System Efficiency Study 12188 092188

Eneg Efficieny bmovement in tho Brick and rTe Induy 02/89 097/89
Tobacco Curing Pilot Proe3ct 03/89 UNDP Terinal

Report

Zaire Energy Assessment OS/86 5837-ZR

ambia, Ener A4"ment 01/83 4110-ZA
Staus Report 08/8S 039/85

Energy Sector Instiuonal Review 11/86 060/86
Power Subsecto Efficiency Study 02/89 093/88

Enetgy Straegy Study 02/89 094/88

Urban Household Energy Stategy Study 08/90 121/90

ZinkxOnve Enetgy Amessment 06/82 3765-ZIM
Power System Efficiency Study 06/83 005/83

Stats Report 08/84 019/84

Power Sef Management Assistnce Project 04/85 034/85

Petrleum Mangement Assidance 12/89 109/89

Power Sector Management Institution Building 09/89 -

Charcoal Utiliztion Prefeasibility Study 06/90 119190
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CM"tuy ACffW( 1 Nin ,

ASIA AND THRE PACIFIC

Asia Regional Pacific Household and Rund Eng S 8mma 19 -

Bangadesh Energy 10182 3873-BD
Priority Investm Poram 0183 002/83
Staus Report 04/84 OIS/84
Power System Efficiency Study 02/85 031/85
Sall Scale Uses of Gas Pefeasity Study 1288 -

Cbins County-Lvel RwEal A nergy A h 05189 101f89
Fuelwood Forestry Penvestmt Study 1289 105189

Fiji A-ssy t 06/83 4462-FI
India Wtunities for C ciaiton of Nonconvmtoal

by SY511 II/Be11/88 091I88
Blagam Cogane"on PmWvestmW Study07/90 120/90

Indonesia E A _1 11/81 3S43-WD
Status Report 09/84 022/84
Power G ratio Efcen Study 02186 050/86
Energy Efficiency in the Brick, Tile nd Lim Idusties 04/87 067/87
Diesel Genoratg Plant Efficieny Study 12188 095/88
Urban Household Enew Stae Study 02/90 107/90
Bioma Gasifier Prnvestmt Study Vola I & I 12/90 124/90

Maaysia Sa Power System Efficiency Study 03/87 06887
Myanmr A _t 06/8S 5416-BA
Nvepal Ener Agy 08/83 4474-NEP

Sta-u Report 01/85 028/84
PR= Now
Guinea EyAme ment 06/82 3882-PNG

Stt Rxpot 07/83 006/83
Eer Stray Pap - _
Institn Review in de Energy Seow 10/84 023/84
Power Tariff Study 10/84 024/84

Solomon Ilea Ener gy A 06183 4404-SOL
South Pacific Petoleum Trasport in the South Pacific 0S/86 -

Sni LanIk 05 A 082 3792-CE
Power System Loss Reduction Study 07/83 007I83
Staus Reqpot 01/84 010/84
IldusrbW Energy Conervation Study 03/86 054/86

Thailand Energy _ 09185 S793-TH
Rual Energy slses and Options 0918S 044/8S
Accelaed Dimination of Improved Stoves and Charcoal Kilns 09/87 079/87
Nortast Region Village Foresty and Woodfuels

Preinvesatmnt Study 02/88 083/88
Impact of LOwer Oil Pries 08188 -
Coal Development and Utiliztion Study 10/89 -

TODgP Ew A _ 06/85 5498-TON
Vauuat En A t 06/85 S577-VA
W_Xtem Samit Energy A _Imnot 06/85 S497-WSO
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CeM"f Dw*l NUM&Wb

PaMMY BO D _ Assessment 10/84 5145-PA
I-1W1 I -ITechnical Asistan Proects 09185 -

Sldtus Report 09/8S 043/8S
Pent Er A _1 01/84 4677-PE

SUs Report 08/8S 040/8S

Prposal for a Stovi Prm in te Sier 02/ 064187
Ema Sgyfta 12190 --

Saint Lucia Energy _ 09/84 S11L4U
St. Vinet and

the Ormadine Enersy 09/8*4 S103-ST
Trinidad and

Tobago EW Ag 12/8S S930-TR

GLOBAL

Ener End Use Efficirey: Research and State 11/89 -
Woma and Energy-A Resource Guide

Th bIrnatonal Nework: Policies and Expeience 04f90 -

072691
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